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Welcome to March’s newsletter! 
 
For the first time, March’s newsletter has broken the 100 page barrier. While I appreciate that 
reading the entire document is now a fairly onerous undertaking, I believe we should all embrace 
the volume of news being generated in the field of African butterflies; this is a big story and it 
needs to be told! 

 
Corrections 

Jon Baker noticed that I’d incorrectly captioned a photograph of Colotis antevippe gavisa (taken by 

Joshua Lurie, Zimbabwe) as Colotis evagore antigone. 

 

Julio Balona pointed out that Exophyla multistriata on page 73 was in fact Achaea echo. 

 

LepiMAP (Les Underhill) 
 

Les produced the following article:  How do you refresh a butterfly? You LepiMAP it in 2021! 

 

There is a realization that much LepiMAP data is old, historical records: Les and the Virtual 

Museum team are making a concerted effort to update the LepiMAP data by logging as many new 

records as possible. 
 

LepiMAP 2021  

 

Book wanted 

 

Dubi Benyamini,  President of LepSoc Israel, wishes to buy a set of The Butterflies of Southern 

Africa by Georges Van Son 1979. Does anyone have copies of the four volumes that they would 

be prepared to sell to Dubi? 

 

Dubi Benyamini dubi_ben@netvision.net.il 

  

MARCH 2021  
 
ABN 2021 – 2 
 
(NEWS FROM 
JANUARY AND 
FEBRUARY) 
 

LATEST NEWS 

http://thebdi.org/2021/02/13/how-do-you-refresh-a-butterfly-you-lepimap-it-in-2021/
file:///C:/Users/jchdo/Dropbox/DOCUMENTS/BUTTERFLIES/LEPSOC%20AFRICA/PUBLICATIONS/AFRICAN%20BUTTERFLY%20NEWS/2021/ABN%202021-2/dubi_ben@netvision.net.il
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Metamorphosis 
 

Metamorphosis Volume 31 (2020) is being printed! 

As noted previously, the volume of material produced during the course of last year necessitated 

publishing the journal in four parts: 

Volume 31 : Part 1 

Articles: 139 - 147 

Publication Date : 2020-12-23 

 

David A. Edge and Silvia Mecenero 

 

 

 

Volume 31 : Part 3 

The Caterpillar Rearing Group 

 

Hermann Staude 

 

 

 

 

Volume 31 : Part 4 

Outcomes of the Southern African Lepidoptera 

Conservation Assessment (SALCA) 

 

Silvia Mecenero et al. 

 

 

Volume 31 : Part 2 

DR. MARTIN KRÜGER : Obituary by Hermann Staude and Wolfram Mey and Checklist of 

the Lepidoptera of southern Africa 

 

Costs for Part 2 are still being resolved, but the other parts are on sale as follows: 

 

Part 1 : The 2020 Articles contains 160 pages and is free to Honorary Life and Sponsor members 

of LepSoc Africa. Otherwise, the price is R250 per copy. 

 

Part 3 : The Caterpillar Rearing Group results (380 pages) is on sale for R600. 

 

Part 4 : SALCA results & conservation assessments (160 pages). Price R 250. 

 

For South African members, please add R99 to your order (one or more books), for delivery 

by PostNet. 

 

Please support your society and purchase these valuable journals!  

Contact Dave Edge at orachrysops@gmail.com 

  

file:///C:/Users/jchdo/Dropbox/DOCUMENTS/BUTTERFLIES/LEPSOC%20AFRICA/PUBLICATIONS/AFRICAN%20BUTTERFLY%20NEWS/2021/ABN%202021-2/orachrysops@gmail.com
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Mylothris (Haydon Warren-Gash) 

 
As noted in January’s newsletter, Haydon Warren-Gash’s book: Mylothris 

– A revision of the Afrotropical Pierid genus with descriptions of new 

species has been published. 

 

To assist LepSoc Africa members, I have “imported” ten copies of the 

book. I want a copy for myself, but the remaining nine copies are for sale 

at a cost of R1 700 each. Haydon has very generously discounted the 

price as much as possible; you are effectively getting the book at its UK 

sale price of £80 without paying any postage or packaging costs - I can 

assure you that the courier charges and import duties payable in bringing 

the books to South African were exorbitant (about £30 per book)! 

 

I haven’t had a chance to read the book thoroughly yet, but Mark Williams has perused it and says 

that it is a superb publication: clearly conceived and presented, with detailed explanations and 

motivations for the numerous taxonomic revisions. 

 

The Dotted Borders have been comprehensively revised -  this is an essential book for any serious 

follower of African butterflies. 

 

Please contact me at jchdobson@gmail.com if you want a copy; you can pay me directly in Rand 

and I’ll reimburse Haydon in GBP. I’ll deliver to Gauteng residents and will make a plan with 

buyers from other areas! 

 

 

  

mailto:jchdobson@gmail.com
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Recent observations on three South African butterfly species 
(Mark Williams) 
 
 Waterberg Copper (Erikssonia edgei) 
 
On Saturday 23 January 2021 Jeremy Dobson, my grandson Alex, and I went to Bateleur Nature 
Reserve in the Waterberg for the day. We made a thorough search of both colonies of the 
Waterberg Copper but could find no adults. Ever since it was discovered at Bateleur in March 
2013 the populations have been dwindling year by year. The last adults seen were a pair on 3 
January 2018. Multiple visits over the last three years have failed to disclose a single specimen. I 
had also noticed that the larval host plants (Gnidia kraussiana and G. microcephala) also 
appeared to be disappearing over this time period. So, on this particular visit, I made a determined 
effort to find plants but did not see a single one. It would appear that the apparent extirpation of 
the Waterberg Copper at Bateleur is due to the disappearance of the host plants. Jeremy and I 
think that the severe drought experienced in the reserve was responsible for this and will do some 
further research into the matter. 
 
Pioneer Caper White (Belenois aurota) 
 
There were moderate numbers of this butterfly migrating over the open veld on Bateleur on 23 
January. This was not worthy of our attention except for the fact that ALL of them were flying due 
south! In more than 50 years of observing migrations of this butterfly in Gauteng (Krugersdorp and 
Pretoria) they were noted to invariably fly in a north-easterly direction. On the same day, we could 
see high cloud that marked the rim of cyclone Eloise in the north-east as it moved into Limpopo 
Province. Jeremy and I believe that we humans were not the only animal that was aware of the 
approaching cyclone. On Monday (25 January) B. aurota were still maintaining a southerly course 
in Pretoria but from the next day they disappeared, to be followed a week later by migrating 
individuals of the African Migrant, Catopsilia florella. All of these, however, were moving in the 
usual north-easterly direction. By this time Eloise had dissipated. There seems to be weird things 
to be discovered here – wait for the next coinciding migration/cyclone? 
 
African Palm Nightfighter (Zophopetes dysmephila) 
 
In the evening of 15 February 2021, as it was getting dark, my nine-year-old grandson Alexander 
came rushing inside to get a butterfly net, excitedly saying that there were some very fast moths 
outside that he was going to catch. Fifteen minutes later he came back inside, complaining that he 
could not net one and that he now believed that they were skippers. Intrigued, I went outside with 
him and asked him to point them out. Much was my surprise to see three male African Palm 
Nightfighters engaged in aerial combat above a Wild Date Palm (Phoenix reclinata) in my 
backyard that I had grown from seed. The speed at which they fly is truly amazing – one male 
would chase a second one over the top of a 20 m high tree in a fraction of a second. Evidence of 
the typical pattern of larval feeding on the leaves was found and the males were possibly aware of 
a female pupa somewhere on the tree. Subsequently three final instar larvae were found in their 
leaf shelters on the tree. In February 2009 Christopher Willis recorded a specimen in the Wilgers, 
a suburb in the east of Pretoria. It is thus very probable that Z. dysmephila has now established 
itself in Pretoria. Is the Witwatersrand next? 
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What are butterfly aberrations? (Teodor van Wyk) 
 

The Biodiversity Company 777 Peridot Street, Jukskei Park, South Africa 

 

Introduction 

Butterfly aberrations have long been thought not to be very significant as to what they are. Yet 

butterflies undergo aberrations in various ways. It could be possible to categorize the types of 

butterfly aberrations. The following is a summary of some of the types of butterfly aberration that 

occur in nature. It is interesting to note that specific aberrations apply to specific phenomena 

whether it is developmental, genetic or environmental influence and by simply calling an aberration 

a ‶melanistic aberration″ could be limiting.  

 

Pigment aberrations 

This type of aberration is where a natural change in the main colour of the wings of the butterfly 

occurs. It is predominantly melanistic, albino and xanthic aberrations and is related to genes. For 

example, a white pierid may appear grey overall because of a melanistic pigment change. 

 

Hybrid aberrations 

This type of aberration is where different species, varieties, forms or ecotypes hybridize and then 

the offspring’s wing pattern or colour is affected. The offspring may appear as a mixture of two 

unrelated butterflies. For example, if a common scarlet were to hybridize with a sorrel copper the 

offspring would look like a mixture of the two.  

 

Environmental aberrations 

This type of aberration occurs when environmental pressures such as temperature (high and low), 

desiccation, moisture and light affect the outcome of a butterfly when it emerges. For example, a 

butterfly may have a smeared and dull wing pattern if the pupa had to survive in very cold 

condition for too long.  

 

Amorphous aberrations 

This occurs when either damage occurs during delicate stages of a butterfly’s development or 

when genetic mutations occur. For example, a butterfly may have two heads or more than one 

proboscis because of a mutation or a butterfly may have an extra small forewing because of 

damage during the pupa stage.  

 

Gynandromorph aberrations 

Usually, gynandromorphs are bilateral in which the one half of the butterfly appears as a male and 

the other half as a female. Sometimes the gynomorph is a mixture so that it is not bilateral and the 

butterfly may appear as an aberration. For example, a butterfly may appear as a male and female 

without being a bilateral gynandromorph.  

 

Phylogenetic aberrations 

Sometimes the genes of related species express. In other words, a citrus swallowtail is very 

closely related to an emperor swallowtail and sometimes the citrus swallowtail will appear as an 

aberration between the two species because the citrus swallowtail sporadically expresses the 

genes of the related emperor swallowtail.  
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Aloeides dryas (Etienne Terblanche) 
 
Etienne took this amazing video of Transvaal Russet (Aloeides dryas). The clip includes 
oviposition behaviour and some astonishing butterfly – ant interactions. 
 

Aloeides dryas 

 
Butterfly flight 
 

I’m sure several of you will have seen this article, which has been widely circulated. Scientists 

believe they have finally cracked the mystery of how butterflies fly despite apparent aerodynamical 

challenges. It seems that butterflies flexible wings enable them to create an air-vortex on the 

upstroke, which is much more important than the “push” of the downstroke. 

 

Butterfly flight 

 

Nigerian Butterflies (Oskar Brattström) 
 

LepSoc Africa member Oskar Brattström has produced an electronic field guide for Nigerian 

butterflies. The first four chapters have been completed: 

 

• Whites and Sulphurs (Family Pieridae) 

• Swallowtails and Swordtails (Family Papilionidae) 

• Weak Blues (Family Lycaenidae, Subfamily Polyommatinae) 

• True Nymphalids (Family Nymphalidae, Subfamily Nymphalinae) 

 

This new series of electronic field guides is specifically designed for mobile phones and tablets 

and is aimed at amateurs and experienced naturalists alike: the work is full of interesting 

information and some great photographs. Visit the website below and navigate to the 

RESOURCES section. 

http://bicyclus.se 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=m9Uz-hej_gI
https://apple.news/AWEyawyRoRbe6_UIk2N5MIQ
http://bicyclus.se/
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Lycaena paper 
 

A new paper titled “The African copper connection” has been published in Entomologische 

Berichten by Rienk de Jong & Karen van Dorp. 

 

Most species in this genus occur in the Holarctic region, but a few are found isolated in the 

Southern Hemisphere. Using mtDNA analysis and conventional taxonomic techniques, the 

researchers constructed a phylogeny of the Lycaena, which includes some surprising results. 

 

The Small Copper (Lycaena 

phlaeas) is one of the most 

widespread butterflies in the 

world; aside from its Asian and 

North American distribution, 

three subspecies occur in Africa, 

extending as far south as 

Malawi. 

 
There are two species of 
Lycaena in South Africa, L. orus 
and L. clarki. Rather surprisingly 
New Zealand has four species. 
 
Despite their similar appearance, the authors conclude that the South African butterflies are very 
different to L. phlaeas and are sister to other members of the Lycaeninae subfamily. Further 
genetic studies need to be undertaken, but it seems likely that significant taxonomic revisions of 
this group may be necessary. 
 

Lycaena 

Lycaena clarki 
Villiers, Free State 

Jeremy Dobson 

Lycaena phlaeas abbottii 
Nyika, Malawi 

Jeremy Dobson 

Lycaena orus 
Tygerberg, Western Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Lycaena thersamon omphale 
Jerusalem, Israel 
Jeremy Dobson 

Lycaena phlaeas phlaeas 
Lulworth, England 
Jeremy Dobson 

Lycaena dispar 
Clamecy, France 
Jeremy Dobson 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/qs68ctmlyx3dqb7/LYCAENA.pdf?dl=0
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Coeliadinae paper 
 

A new paper, by a team of researchers including LepSoc Africa’s Hideyuki Chiba, has reviewed 

the Coeliadinae subfamily. The Awls and Policemen (Hesperiidae: Coeliadinae) are found in the 

Afrotropical region, as well as in Asia and Australasia. 

 

An implication for African lepidopterists is that the genus Pyrrhiades has been synonymised with 

Coeliades: Pyrrhiades aeschylus becomes Coeliades aeschylus,  Pyrrhiades anchises reverts 

back to Coeliades anchises,  Pyrrhiades bocagii becomes Coeliades bocagii, Pyrrhiades pansa 

(formerly Coeliades ernesti) becomes Coeliades pansa and Pyrrhiades lucagus becomes 

Coeliades lucagus. 

 

The paper concludes that Coeliadinae originated in Indomalaya during the late Eocene (about 36 

million years ago) and spread east towards the Australian region and west to Africa. Colonisation 

of the Afrotropical zone from the Indian region occurred during climatic transition, associated 

biome shifts, and the closure of the Tethys Ocean, which likely allowed geodispersal through the 

Arabian Peninsula.  

 

 

 

The current disjunct distribution of Coeliadinae in the Old World Tropics may result from the 

emergence of savannahs in the Miocene that progressively replaced woodlands and forests in the 

Arabian Peninsula and western Asia. The Coeliadinae are almost exclusively dicot feeders and 

were likely extirpated as grasslands became dominant, resulting in the present-day scattered 

distribution of these butterflies. 

 

A link to the paper is included below: 

 

Coeliadinae 

 

Baorini evolution 
 

Mark Williams forwarded me another Hesperiidae paper, by the same team of authors, analysing 

the Baorini tribe (Afrogegenes, Borbo, Pelopidas etc). An implication, for South African butterflies, 

is that the taxonomy of Rusty Swift (Borbo detecta) definitely needs revision. 

 

Baorini paper  

Coeliades anchises anchises 
Hennops River, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Coeliades keithloa 
Izingolweni, KZN 
Jeremy Dobson 

Coeliades pisistratus 
Loding, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/jwpinwoaj2fva98/Coeliadinae%20phylogeny%20-%20Toussaint%20et%20al%202020.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ff4jlexbqwo3351/Baorini%20evolution.pdf?dl=0
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Desert Acraeas and their host-plant relationships: a glimpse into a 
fascinating story of evolution, intercontinental travel and chance 
unition! (Raimund Schutte) 
 
If one considers some of the most inhospitable, hostile 
biomes on Earth, the Namib Desert in Namibia is 
certainly a strong contender for first prize. Extreme 
temperatures, and often years without rain, challenge all 
life there. Yet, two butterflies thrive in this habitat, and 
the story of their success is completely reliant upon the 
success of their host-plants. A bit of further investigation 
into this parasitic dependency on very specific host 
plants reveals a truly fascinating story of evolution, 
intercontinental travel and chance unition in the desert. 
 
The Namibian Acraea (Acraea hypoleuca). 
 
This bright red Acraea is an astonishing sight in the Namib Desert east of Swakopmund. Their 
distribution is wide in this region of extreme aridity but is absolutely dependent on their host-plant 
distribution, the Desert Kohlrabi (Adenia pechuelii) as this is their only documented host-plant. 
These plants are extreme xerophytes and grow in full sun on rocky outcrops. This region is outside 
the Namib fog-belt and receives only 10-20mm of rain annually. Some years may pass without 
rain, yet the Adenias survive and are actually common in localised colonies with hardly any dead 
or dying plants seen. Caterpillars feed on all parts of the plant, resorting to chewing the superficial 
epidermis of the plant’s caudex when there are no leaves or fruit, so their survival is less 
dependent on seasonal fortune as the host-plant can survive just about anything the Namib can 
challenge it with.   
 

 
 
  

Acraea hypoleuca  
Khan River valley, Namibia 

Raimund Schutte 

The Desert Kohlrabi, Adenia pechuelii near Arandis almost has 
a hedgehog like appearance 

Typical habitat of Adenia pechuelii and Acraea hypoleuca near 
Arandis, Namibia 
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This is the last place one would expect to find a butterfly colony. 
 
This narrative becomes mysterious when one compares the two species to their respective 
genera. To the observer, Acraea hypoleuca looks like a regular Acraea and does not exhibit any 
obvious evolutionary adaptations towards its hostile habitat. However, Adenia pechuelii 
immediately strikes one as being an extraordinary plant unlike any other Adenia, or any other 
xerophyte for that matter. The genus Adenia is one of about 27 genera of the family 
Passifloraceae which evolved in the post-Cretaceous Neotropical forests (the oldest 
Passifloraceae seeds were recently discovered in Columbia dating back to the Eocene about 
40Mya). Various mechanisms of global dispersal have been postulated for the Passifloraceae as 
they subsequently established themselves in the Old World via two independent dispersal events. 
The Adenias were initially liana type forest plants, but as Africa dried and the forests retreated to 
the equatorial region, they underwent rapid evolutionary xerophytic adaptations. Expanded root 
storage and stem succulence evolved multiple times in Adenias. It is estimated that stem 
succulence evolved independently on four occasions, and tuber development on eight occasions. 
This evolutionary diversification took place rapidly over the course of a few hundred thousand to 
million years and often close relatives with very different morphologies have no intermediates. 
Some sort of genetic switch mechanism is suspected to be the facilitator of such rapid 
morphological change in response to climate challenge. 
 
Acraea phylogeny is still a work in progress but by all accounts the genus arose in what is today 
the Afrotropical region. Ancestrally they were all forest species and mainly utilised Flacourtiaceae 
and Violaceae as larval host-plants, but as Africa dried they dispersed into the dry savannahs 
following the distribution of new host-plants, the Passifloraceae. Acraea hypoleuca was able to 
take this dispersal to the extreme without having to do any major evolutionary adaptations, instead 
benefitting from all the evolutionary adaptations the Adenia host-plant had to undergo in order to 
survive in the desert. Other Acraeas that parasitize Adenias in less hostile biomes have similar life 
histories, such as Acraea trimeni utilizing Adenia repanda in the Kalahari. This Adenia has a large 

subterranean storage tuber 
with annual summer vines and 
tendrils that provide 
nourishment for the Acraea 
caterpillars almost independent 
of regular seasonal droughts.  
 
 
                

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                
 
 

Kaokoland Acraea (Acraea brainei). Male.  Left – upper side; right – underside. 
Hartmanns Valley, Namibia. April 1984. 

Images M.C. Williams ex Henning Collection. 

Acraea brainei. Female.  Left – upper side; right – underside. 
Hartmanns Valley, Namibia. March 1990. 

Images M.C. Williams ex Henning Collection. 
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This species is also a resident of an extreme biome: the north-western Kaokoland of Namibia and 
the south-western Angolan desert. Once again this is not an unusual looking Acraea in 
comparison to others in its genus, but it has had the greatest of fortunes in undergoing a host-
plant shift onto a desert plant specialist: Turnera oculata. The genus Turnera also falls in the 
family Passifloraceae, and this genus originated in the Neotropics about 38Mya resulting in 135 
modern species of Turnera. Only two are found in Africa: T. oculata in Kaokoland and T. thomasii 
in the north-eastern deserts of Kenya. Their common ancestor arrived on the Kaokoveld shores 5-
10 Mya via a single oceanic dispersal event, crossing the Atlantic from the tropics of South 
America and washing up on the cold-water Atlantic coast of Namibia. By some miracle it managed 
to establish itself in this extreme desert. Many tropical plants spread globally via oceanic dispersal 
mechanisms and their seeds have thick coatings that are impervious to salt water. After the arrival 
of this Turnera in Koakoland, it then dispersed diagonally across Africa along a dry, arid corridor to 
Kenya. (This dry corridor arose during one of the frequent ice-ages in the Pleistocene). Turnera 
thomasii is the evolutionary result of this dispersal. Thus one can conclude that the ancestors of 
Acraea brainei encountered Turnera oculata as a new host plant in Koakoland and subsequently 
underwent a host-plant shift to this novel genus of Passifloraceae. Turnera oculata is Acraea 
brainei’s only documented host-plant and is by no means a common plant in Kaokoland, being 
sparsely distributed along dry river courses. Interestingly, I could find no records of any Acraea 
utilizing Turnera thomasii in Kenya. A similar observation has been made in India over the last few 

decades where Turnera subulata was 
introduced as an ornamental garden plant, 
and Acraea violae subsequently adopted it 
as a new host-plant with great success. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

These two narratives from the Namibian deserts are by no means complete as the molecular 
phylogeny of the Acraeas has yet to be published, but as more research is done the intertwined 
stories of plants and butterflies can only become even more fascinating. 

 
 
White-spotted Sapphire (Alan Gardiner) 
 

Alan Gardiner found White-spotted Sapphire (Iolaus lulua) on a recent trip to Mozambique. 
  

 

  

Turnera oculata has unmistakable flowers (Wikipedia image) 
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International Moths (Hanna and Wolf-Achim Roland) 
 
Our observations of Moths started during the good years in our own country, Germany, and were 
the main subject during our frequent excursions to Southern Africa. 
Sometimes it turned out, that a species we photographed in e.g. Namibia, also showed up in our 
garden in Solingen. That triggered a wider interest in moth species, that can be found in Germany 
as well as in Southern Africa; and in the explanation for this phenomenon. 
 
Searching the internet for terms like “Moth migration” “peregrine lepidoptera” or “Moth Africa 
Europe” you get informed on the well-known examples of moth migration like the American 
Monarch, Danaus plexippus, or the various Hawk-Moths (Sphingidae). 
 
In this short article we want to present some pictures of such species, which are observed in both 
regions and which we photographed in Germany and/or in Southern Africa. 
 
The Pyralid-Moths (Pyralidae) and their relatives the Crambid- or Grass-Moths (Crambidae) are 
among the most widespread – “international” – Moths. They are often agricultural pests and travel 
with harvested crops around the world. 
 
 

   
 
 
 

   
The species name “farinalis” of this cosmopolitan derives from the word “farina”, which means 
flour. 
Normally their caterpillars live from plant debris or other dead material. But if they are able to find a 
favorable man-made biotope of grains, they can cause real damage. And under perfect conditions, 
they may have four or even five generations within a year. Besides, man is responsible for the 
cosmopolitan development of this little moth. 
We photographed it at the wall on our garden terrasse. 
 
Plodia interpunctella, the Indian Meal Moth, is the “Star in the group of food moths.” It sat on the 
wall of my office room inside the house, after having heavily invaded one of our dog-food 
provisions of vegetable flakes. Fortunately we had not stored these in one of our kitchen boards, 
because they showed up for weeks, even after having discarded all the stuff immediately. 
 

Pyralis farinalis Plodia interpunctella 
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The two Crambid-Moths were also attracted by our garden-lights. 
Udea ferrugalis, the Rusty Dot Pearl, belongs to a group of beautiful moths, the Spilomelinae. It 
may occur at any time of the year, but generally in summer and autumn. And their numbers 
fluctuate greatly from year to year. The caterpillar feeds on a great variety of plants, including 
crops. We had another encounter with Udea ferrugalis in Golden Valley, SA. 
The same feeding conditions are known for the larvae of Duponchelia fovealis. We had seen the 
imago of this beautiful little guest one night at a lighted wall of our lodge in the Caprivi-
strip/Namibia. It is listed as a Mediterranean species that has found its way further north. 
 
Hydriris ornatalis is another example of “international” Spilomelinae, observed in Austria and 
Switzerland, not yet in Germany. 
 
The little beauty, P. xylostella (Plutellidae), called Diamond Back Moth, is migrating and found 
worldwide. In the picture it is sitting on our shutters. It is a so-called pest on Brassica. These 
moths do not often travel, because they can also overwinter. And they are active by day and night, 
according to the weather conditions. 
 

 
 
 

Udea ferrugalis Duponchelia fovealis 

Plutella xylostella 
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The Old World (African) Bollworm, Helicoverpa armigera (Noctuidae), is a highly polyphagous 
species, which makes it easier for the moth to conquer new territories. It is also flying in daytime or 
by night, and their very variable caterpillars have been recorded on more than 200 different plant 
species, where they prefer the flower buds and fruits. This is why they may be harmful for some 
cultivated plants. 
The shown imago visited the flowers of the perennial Agastache in our garden last summer. 
 
Another Noctuid, Agrotis ipsilon is ubiquitous. Since we have not yet observed it in Germany, we 
present a photo that we made in Hoedspruit in 2018. 
 
Ochropleura leucogaster, Radford`s flame shoulder, another species of Noctuidae, has only been 
recorded in the neighboring Netherlands. 
 
“The fall armyworm, Spodoptera frugiperda, is a highly polyphagous pest originating from the 
tropical and subtropical areas of the Americas. S. frugiperda has recently invaded Africa, Asia and 
Oceania where it is causing severe economic losses, particularly on maize crops, and to a lesser 
extent on sugarcane, sorghum and other crops” (Wikipedia). It has not only reached South Africa, 
but Europe as well – up to Denmark. 
 
One impressive Moth in South Africa, Dysgonia torrida (Erebidae) the Jigsaw, highly resembles 
Dysgonia algira, which is said to be expanding its territory not only in Europe, but also in Germany. 
 
“D. algira is a European sympatric species not found in Sub-Saharan Africa” (cited from the 
website AfricanMoths). The photo of D. algira has been taken by Andreas Manz in August last 
year in Saarbrücken, Germany. 
  

Helicoverpa armigera Agrotis ipsilon 
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An even more showy species is Thysanoplusia orichalcea (Noctuidae-Plusiinae), which can be 
seen often in the Southern parts of Africa, where their caterpillars may cause damage on 
cultivated plants. In Germany we know it only as a rare migrant. 
   

 
 
 
 
The small, colorful Utetheisa pulchella (Erebidae-Arctiinae) already demonstrates its beauty by its 
name. These migrating moths, which are very well known in South Africa, are able to form one or 
even several generations in their new home, depending on the latitude. In Germany they have 
been observed in seven states, but they are not regular visitors. 
 
Many Hawk-Moths (Sphingidae) belong to the group of migrating moths. They probably follow 
some of the same genetically imprinted rules as migrating birds. And some of them develop the 
same velocity as birds. 
 

Dysgonia algira Thysanoplusia orichalcea 

Utetheisa pulchella 
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Agrius convolvuli reaches a flight velocity of up to 100 km/hour. As a migrating species it is found 
throughout the Paleotropics and Australasia as well as the southern parts of the Palaearctic. 
Daphnis nerii, the Oleander Hawkmoth, has been seen in Germany. But both our pictures above 
are from Southern Africa. 
 
Hyles livornica, the Striped Hawk Moth, has been observed in Switzerland, Spain and France – 
not yet in Germany. 
 

    
     

 
 
Acherontia atropos (Sphingidae), Death`s Head Hawkmoth, is also found in Southern Europe, 
from where it migrates to Northern Europe. Our photo above is from Namibia. 
 
The last picture of a typical migrating species is a butterfly: Vanessa cardui, well known to all of 
you. It covers per season up to 15 000 km – and did not forget to visit the Vanilla flowers 
(Heliotropium) in our garden.  
 
Hanna and Dr. Wolf-Achim Roland 
Spreestrasse 60 
42697 Solingen 
+49-212-79790 
wolfachim_roland@yahoo.de 
 
15 January 2021 

Agrius convolvuli 
Waterberg, SA 

Daphnis nerii 
Erongo, Namibia 

Vanessa cardui Acherontia atropos 

mailto:wolfachim_roland@yahoo.de
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CRG Newsletter February 2021 (Hermann Staude) 
     
Dear fellow Caterpillar Rearers, 
 
I do hope that this newsletter finds you well in these trying times. Rearing 
caterpillars is a very satisfying journey into the unknown, which you can do 
anywhere. The CRG has been very active as 
you can see from the stats below. In the last 
completed season July 2019 to June 2020 we 
recorded 823 valid rearings at an average rate 
of 2.3 rearings per day. The twenty-twenty 
season is well on its way and we already 
processed 266 valid rearings. 
 
As of today, 05 February 2021 we have 
processed 6034 CRG submissions comprising 
2243 tentative species of which 1938 have 
been identified to species level. 
 
In November 2020 we published in Metamorphosis all rearings from January 2016 to end June 
2019 (downloadable at: 
https://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1554/MS_Staude%20et%20al_CRG.pdf and 
https://www.metamorphosis.org.za/?p=articles&s=Results&pt=654) and the hard copy will be 
available soon comprising 380 pages. This book includes a short overview of the state of our 
knowledge on Lepidoptera-host associations in southern Africa. Please contact Dave Edge 
(orachrysops@gmail.com) if you want to order a copy. In addition we processed a further 1089 
submissions reared after June 2019, adding a further 222 tentative species to the list. This further 
information, still unpublished, is of course available to all CRG members on DropBox. If you are a 
CRG member and do not have access to this resource (including images of all caterpillars and 
adults reared) on DropBox then please contact Marion at  marion.botanica@gmail.com or me at 
staudehermann@gmail.com . If you are not yet a CRG member then please join us. You can 
become a member by submitting at least one valid rearing. The CRG is a LepSoc Africa (LSA) 
project and is partially funded by LSA. We would therefore appreciate it greatly if you become a 
LepSoc Africa member as well if you are not already. 
 
This continuing rapid accumulation of knowledge by the CRG on the relationships between our 
Lepidoptera and their hosts is becoming very useful. The increasing number of repeat rearings  is 
allowing us to gain confidence on host use for many taxa and the volume of information coming in 
from all over southern Africa is allowing us to begin to understand also spatial host use. But apart 
from the fact that we are accumulating important new data for science, we are having a lot of fun 
on the way and continue to be amazed by the wonders of this world we are uncovering.  
The CRG is also a place where you can set personal goals, where you can see how everybody 
else is doing and where we recognise your achievements. To this end, just for fun, we have a 
CRG Premier League table for each season with points scored based on the scientific value of 
your rearing submitted.  
 
  

https://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1554/MS_Staude%20et%20al_CRG.pdf
https://www.metamorphosis.org.za/?p=articles&s=Results&pt=654
mailto:marion.botanica@gmail.com
mailto:staudehermann@gmail.com
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The premier league table for the Twenty-nineteen season is shown below: 
 

Rearer (team) 

Points 
(July 
2019-June 
2020)  

Rearer (team) 

Points 
(July 
2019-June 
2020) 

H. S. Staude 989  Heiku Staude 23 

S. Bradley 652  S. Adam 12 

A. & I. Sharp 227  P. Vos 10 

J. Balona 205  J. Breytenbach 9 

M. Brink 165 
 

T. Benn & C. 
Sydes 

8 

M. Botha 126  P. Webb 7 

A. Morton 118  H. Vermaak 5 

Q. Grobler 92  D. Pelser 3 

A & E Coetzer 53  G. Aiston 2 

M. Maclean 43  S. C. Collins 2 

S. E. Woodhall 40  D. Wood 1 

A. Metcalf 23    

 
Congratulations to Suncana Bradley for topping the table last season (I am of course automatically 
disqualified because I score the points). Let’s see who will end up top of the table this season. 
Judging from the preliminary standings below Suncana is well on her way and she will be the one 
to beat. 
 
The premier league table so far for the Twenty-twenty season is shown below (for rearings 
processed 05-02-2021. There are a number of rearings submitted but not yet processed): 
 

Rearer (team) 

Points 
(July 
2020-June 
2021) 

H. S. Staude 431 

S. Bradley 98 

M. Maclean 70 

M. Botha 28 

Q. Grobler 27 

S. Adam 19 

L. Le Roux 13 

A. Morton 3 

 
We also keep track of the number of rearings and number of species submitted by each member 
or team.  This can be seen in the table below.  
 

Rearer or team  
rearings 
processed 
(R) 

Species 
reared (SP) 

% 
SP/R 

Status 

A. & I. SHARP  1710 790 46% 
Gold 
Expert 

H. S. STAUDE 1346 628 47% 
Gold 
Expert 

CONGDON, BAMPTON, 
COLLINS 

419 419 100% 
Silver 
expert 

S. BRADLEY 323 224 69% Expert 

S. MECENERO 214 138 64% Expert 

J. BALONA 195 107 55% Expert 

M. MACLEAN 160 81 51% Established 
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R. OBERPRIELER 157 125 80% Expert 

M. BRINK 146 105 72% Expert 

A. MORTON 142 115 81% Expert 

M. BOTHA 112 81 72% Established 

Q. GROBLER 62 42 68% Green 

P. WEBB 52 44 85% Green 

S. COLLINS 41 35 85% Green 

H. VERMAAK 39 31 79% Green 

S. WOODHALL 34 34 100% Green 

A. & E. COETZER 21 17 81% Yellow 

A.   COETZER  19 19 100% Yellow 

G. AISTON 19 19 100% Yellow 

R. SCHUTTE 16 16 100% Yellow 

J. &  Y. BODE 16 16 100% Yellow 

D. WOOD 15 14 93% Yellow 

J. SAKSIDA 14 14 100% Yellow 

D. STADIE 13 12 92% Yellow 

S. BASEL 12 12 100% Yellow 

J. GROENEWALD 11 11 100% Yellow 

A. METCALF 11 9 82% Beginner 

J. JOANNOU† 10 10 100% Yellow  

S. DU PREEZ 10 10 100% Yellow  

G. HOILE 10 9 90% Beginner 

SCHUSTER 10 8 80% Beginner 

P. VOS 9 9 100% Beginner 

S. ADAM 9 9 100% Beginner 

J. VISSER 8 8 100% Beginner 

M. BENEKE 7 7 100% Beginner 

J. KEMPER 7 6 86% Beginner 

P. ENGLISH  6 6 100% Beginner 

A. DU PLESSIS 6 6 100% Beginner 

W. DICK 5 5 100% Beginner 

MARX 5 5 100% Beginner 

B.   ALTENROXEL 5 5 100% Beginner 

HEIKU STAUDE 5 5 100% Beginner 

D.   KROON† 4 4 100% Beginner 

PURVES 4 4 100% Beginner 

JANSEN 4 4 100% Beginner 

ENGELKING 4 4 100% Beginner 

C. HUISMAN 4 4 100% Beginner 

C. RISCH 4 4 100% Beginner 

COCKBURN 3 3 100% Beginner 

L. LE ROUX 3 3 100% Beginner 

J. BREITENBACH 3 3 100% Beginner 

L. WATTS 2 2 100% Beginner 

S. SCHELLHORN 2 2 100% Beginner 

BRAND 2 2 100% Beginner 

REDELINGHUYS 2 2 100% Beginner 

LONDT 2 2 100% Beginner 

HEGYI 2 2 100% Beginner 

OBERHOLZER 2 2 100% Beginner 

LIEBENBERG 2 2 100% Beginner 

A. CULVERWELL 2 2 100% Beginner 

REYNOLDS C 2 2 100% Beginner 
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M. ROBERTS 2 2 100% Beginner 

TERBLANCHE 2 2 100% Beginner 

L. BENTLEY  2 2 100% Beginner 

R. PECKOVER 2 2 100% Beginner 

A. KONDA 2 2 100% Beginner 

G. GRIEVE 2 2 100% Beginner 

J. GROSEL 2 2 100% Beginner 

T. BENN & C. SYDES 2 2 100% Beginner 

HEYNS 1 1 100% Beginner 

GILBERT 1 1 100% Beginner 

SCHOEMAN 1 1 100% Beginner 

REINECKE 1 1 100% Beginner 

MYBURGH 1 1 100% Beginner 

VAN SCHALKWYK 1 1 100% Beginner 

NAUSCHUTZ 1 1 100% Beginner 

SHARLAND 1 1 100% Beginner 

GOLDING 1 1 100% Beginner 

HERON 1 1 100% Beginner 

CURLE 1 1 100% Beginner 

CLAASSENS† 1 1 100% Beginner 

ERLACHER 1 1 100% Beginner 

VAN WYK 1 1 100% Beginner 

OWEN-JOHNSTON† 1 1 100% Beginner 

KRÜGER† 1 1 100% Beginner 

IHLE 1 1 100% Beginner 

VILJOEN 1 1 100% Beginner 

JOSTEN-SPRAGQ 1 1 100% Beginner 

WILLIAMS 1 1 100% Beginner 

VAN WIJK 1 1 100% Beginner 

BROWNE 1 1 100% Beginner 

GILL 1 1 100% Beginner 

THOMAS 1 1 100% Beginner 

OTTO H† 1 1 100% Beginner 

H. KAGELER  1 1 100% Beginner 

WAY M 1 1 100% Beginner 

C. CONGDON 1 1 100% Beginner 

S. ATKINS 1 1 100% Beginner 

M. OLIVIER 1 1 100% Beginner 

B. JANSEN 1 1 100% Beginner 

C. MEYER 1 1 100% Beginner 

C. MATEKE & M. IMAKANDO 1 1 100% Beginner 

C. BARNARD 1 1 100% Beginner 

HILL 1 1 100% Beginner 

R. TAYLOR 1 1 100% Beginner 

D. MULLER 1 1 100% Beginner 

M. HENRION 1 1 100% Beginner 

D. PELSER 1 1 100% Beginner 

L. PHILLIPS 1 1 100% Beginner 

 
 
The ‘% SP/R’ column provides a measure for valuable repeat rearings. This works like a golfer’s 
handicap. The lower the percentage, the more you are contributing to this very valuable 
confirmation process that allows us to gain confidence in our host association information. This is 
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highlighted to demonstrate how valuable these repeat rearings are and you should continue to 
rear species that have been reared before if you can, even if it is not so exciting. 
The Status column provides recognition of personal achievement. The categories are based on 
the number of species reared and submitted as follows. 
 

Target - species 
reared 

Caterpillar rearer 
achievement level 

No. of members 
who achieved 
level 

1000 species  Platinum expert 0 

500 species  Gold expert  2 

250 species  Silver expert  1 

100 species  Expert  6 

50 species  Established  2 

20 species  Green 5 

10 species  Yellow 12 

1 species  Beginner 81 

 

As you can see nobody has yet reached platinum status      . 

 

American Monarch  
 

James van den Heever of Friends of Verloren Valei forwarded me this article from the New Yorker. 

The piece outlines some of the threats that Danaus plexippus is subjected to, both climate related 

and political. 

 

American Monarch 

  

https://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2021/02/15/saving-the-butterfly-forest?utm_campaign=aud-dev&utm_source=nl&utm_brand=tny&utm_mailing=TNY_Magazine_Daily_020821&utm_medium=email&bxid=5be9e5a92ddf9c72dc64b070&cndid=51823503&hasha=5d1d93ea84f509321e30cabcbdb75168&hashb=09efc5c574544f9c0a95b336deeca41ac032d836&hashc=e30a7f90da05a96a650ba8a753c713d83fe8d777d77d4d48e7368fce6a168c8f&esrc=&utm_term=TNY_Daily
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Lourieskloof 
 

Lourens Erasmus, Joshua Olszewski and I joined Stephen Ball 

and his work-colleague Corné for a walk up Lourieskloof on 15 

January. Stephen has bought a property for his carpentry 

business at the foot of the southern slopes of the Magaliesberg, 

between Horn’s Nek and Hartbeespoort Dam; as you may have 

seen from previous editions of this newsletter, he has recorded 

some really good butterflies from this locality and we had a great 

day. 

 

There is a reasonably strenuous hike through some extensive 

woodland, up to the rocky ridges of the Magaliesberg, about 8 

km west of Horn’s Nek. On the way up we saw Netted Sylph (Willema willemi) flittering in the 

dappled shade of the trees; at the top we saw some nice Highveld hill-topping species, such as 

Morant's Orange (Parosmodes morantii morantii) and Spotted Velvet Skipper (Abantis tettensis). 

 

In total we recorded 52 species: Abundance Index 4.8 (Good) 

  

Willema willemi 
Lourieskloof, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Joshua, Jeremy, Stephen and Lourens 
Loerieskloof – 15 Jan 2020 

Abantis tettensis 
Lourieskloof, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Coeliades forestan scent-marking 
Lourieskloof, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Cigaritis natalensis 
Lourieskloof, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Junonia oenone oenone 
Lourieskloof, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Lepidochrysops plebeia plebeia 
Lourieskloof, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 
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South Cape goes to Keurbooms  
(No butterflies were harmed in any way) (Hanna Edge) 
 
The weather in the South Cape has been very dry and hot in 
February, with the interior getting all the rain, but we decided to 
do a butterfly trip to the Keurbooms River Nature Reserve, run 
by CapeNature. Despite sending out the notice only two days in 
advance, a total of 5 members turned up, and with 4 visitors, we 
were a respectable 9 people all in all. 
The Keurbooms Nature Reserve is (naturally) on the banks of 
the Keurbooms River near Plettenberg Bay. There is a very 
pleasant picnic spot under shady trees, and canoes can be hired 
to paddle up the river, but we were more interested in the 
butterflies.  
 

Dave had decided to set some traps 
for the Charaxes, which fly in the 
canopy of the indigenous trees, and 
had spent some days beforehand 
preparing the bait. This was made of 
rotten bananas, brown sugar and 
some ’30 year old special bait’ which 
had been sitting at the back of the 
fridge for some time, and supposedly 
contains ‘special bacteria’. WHAT? 
Special bacteria in my fridge??? It did 
smell as if it could also contain sherry, 
but with the booze ban that was 
unlikely. 

 
The traps were set up, three in all, and after everyone arrived we went 
on a butterfly walk next to the river where the more reachable butterflies 
were photographed. After about an hour and a half we returned to the 
picnic area where the traps were lowered down and carefully inspected. 
One of the traps contained a White Barred as well as a Pearl Charaxes. 
These were carefully taken out of the trap and then put down on the bait 
bowl. They sat there drinking the ‘aromatic’ juice thirstily and then flew 
off after everyone had the opportunity to photograph them from all sides 
and angles. The outing was wrapped up with everyone having a bite to 
eat under the lovely indigenous trees 
 

                                            

The Keurbooms River 

Traps being lowered 

Weighted string thrown over a 
branch 

White barred charaxes 
(upperside) 

Contents of the trap Picnic under the trees 

White barred charaxes 
(underside) 
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The following is a list of all the species seen (with photographs where available) 
 

Scientific Name Common English Name 
(as per ‘Field Guide to 

Butterflies of South 
Africa 2nd Edition’ by 

Steve Woodhall) 

 

Lyceanids   
Cacyreus fracta 
fracta 

Water Geranium Bronze 

 
Photo: M Bridgeford 

Eicochrysops 
messapus 
messapus 

Cupreous Ash Blue  

Leptotes pirithous 
pirithous 

Common Zebra Blue  

Tarucus thespis Vivid Pierrot 

 
Photo: G Young 

Zizeeria knysna African Grass Blue  

Nymphalids   
Cassionympha 
cassius 

Rainforest Dull Brown 

 
Photo: M Bridgeford 

Charaxes brutus 
natalensis 

White-barred Charaxes 

 
Photo: M Bridgeford 
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Charaxes varanes 
varanes 

Pearl Charaxes 

 
Photo: M Bridgeford 

Junonia hierta 
cebrene 

Yellow Pansy 

 
Photo: M Bridgeford 

Precis archesia 
archesia 

Garden Inspector 

 
Photo: M Bridgeford 

Swallowtails   
Papilio nireus 
lyaeus 

Narrow Green-banded 
Swallowtail 

 
Photo: M Bridgeford 

Papilio dardanus 
cenea 

Mocker Swallowtail  

Whites   
Catopsilia florella African Migrant  

Colotis euippe 
Omphale 

Southern Round-winged 
Orange Tip 

 
Photo: M Bridgeford 

Belenois aurota Pioneer Caper White  
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Belenois gidica 
abyssinica 

African Veined White 

 
Photo: M Bridgeford 

Mylothris agathina 
agathina 

Eastern Dotted Border 

 
Photo: M Bridgeford 

 

 
Flora and Fauna Publications Trust (Mark Liptrot) 
 
LepSoc Africa’s Mark Liptrot is Chairman of the Flora and Fauna Publications Trust (FFPT).  
 
The organization is looking for a part-time representative who is 
willing and able to sell a selection of Flora and Fauna Publications 
Trust books on their travels. The book titles, popular with gardeners 
and nature-lovers alike, can be viewed using the link below. In 
addition to encouraging local bookshops/outlets to stock our books, 
this person could also take a selection of books for sale to game 
reserves, lodges, and out-of-city-centre book stores. This vacant 
position is commission-only; commission and consignment stock to be negotiated. It would suit a 
retired person who travels regularly to game reserves throughout South Africa. Commencement to 
be as soon as possible. Interested persons should please contact Mark Liptrot on 082-778 8728 or 
marklipt1@gmail.com. Books may be ordered by emailing Marylynn Grant (secretary) on 
nflora@mweb.co.za. 

 

FFPT books and book prices 

 

Semuliki  
 

Scott Forbes has developed a website www.semulikibutterflies.com that documents information 

from his research at Semuliki National Park (lowland forest) in western Uganda; principally the 

fruit-feeding assemblage of butterflies of around 136 species or 1/3 of park's total butterfly records. 

Mostly comprised of the genera Bicyclus, Euphaedra, Bebearia, Charaxes, Euriphene and 

Cymothoe which are some of the more tricky genera to identify. This will provide images (both 

museum and field) for ease of identification for others interested in lowland forest Guineo-

Congolian Afrotropicals (the Bebearia tab is complete and the other genera will follow a similar 

pattern, so it is an ongoing project (information in website update and additions tab). Eventually it 

will encompass the majority of the species at Semuliki that Scott has images for. He is also 

developing a mobile app that in the first instance will provide identification resources for just the 

fruit-feeding assemblage (this may take a while as he gets to grip with Android Studio and Flutter)!  

mailto:marklipt1@gmail.com
mailto:nflora@mweb.co.za
https://www.dropbox.com/s/71zdlbkbxdy5uti/FFPT%20books%20with%20prices.pdf?dl=0
file:///C:/Users/jchdo/Dropbox/DOCUMENTS/BUTTERFLIES/LEPSOC%20AFRICA/PUBLICATIONS/AFRICAN%20BUTTERFLY%20NEWS/2021/ABN%202021-2/www.semulikibutterflies.com
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Semuliki National Park, western Uganda (Scott Forbes) 
 
I have been visiting Semuliki National Park since 2013 and worked on evaluating monitoring 
methodology of the fruit-feeding butterfly assemblage as part of research for a PhD. I try and visit 
once a year to sample the assemblage. For further information on the butterflies of Semuliki visit 
the website www.semulikibutterflies.com where I am slowly prioritising the uploading of the 
species that make up the fruit-feeding assemblage and in the future the non-assemblage species. 
 
Overall Introduction  
Only by understanding the historical creation of forests, their geological resilience,  exploitation, 
conservation value and final present-day protective status can we provide some answers to the 
current threats facing forest biodiversity today. Not just for the conservation of forest butterfly 
diversity, but underpinning all of this, the ongoing protection of Africa’s forests, the most important 
ecological zone for butterfly diversity in Africa today. Using Semuliki National Park in western 
Uganda as an example, the following articles will focus on understanding the nature of the task we 
face from the threats of habitat destruction and climate change and the role of butterflies within the 
context of these twin threats. 
 
An Introduction 
I’m standing quietly in a small patch of savannah habitat within a Pleistocene era (~18,000 Before 
Present (BP)) lowland rainforest refugium (Hamilton, 1981), Forest buffalo and Uganda kob in a 
state of high alert and surrounded  by a classical Uganda landscape of the Rwenzori foothills 
(Image 1).  

 
 
 

Image 1.  

Grassland patch with Rwenzori foothills in the distance. 

Image 2 
 
The Blue Mountains of the Democratic Republic of Congo 
(DRC) are just visible in the hazy distance while Acacia trees 
around the forest margin and surrounding the savannah, make 
their slow but continuous progress of grassland reclamation. 
The headwaters of the Ituri River begin in those Blue 
Mountains, joining the Aruwimi River and eventually after a 
1000 km voyage joins the Congo River to create the vast 
drainage system of the Congo Basin (Fig. 1). Here, along with 
expanses of swamp forests and wetlands we find the second 
largest tract of rainforest in the world and its unparalleled 
Afrotropical butterfly diversity. With its over 2000 recorded 
butterfly species, the DRC as a country has by far the greatest 
butterfly species richness in Africa. 

file:///C:/Users/jchdo/Dropbox/DOCUMENTS/BUTTERFLIES/LEPSOC%20AFRICA/PUBLICATIONS/AFRICAN%20BUTTERFLY%20NEWS/2021/ABN%202021-2/www.semulikibutterflies.com
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Figure 1. The river system of the Congo Basin (1,2,3 main transport routes) with the Ituri Forest 
and to its east, Semuliki National Park (small red circle). CICOS (2009).  
The Ituri Forest (~ 100,000 km2) is located within the north-eastern Congo Basin lowland forest 
ecoregion. Although any strict boundaries of this forest area are indistinct, and its overall  
protection status is poorly defined, it still contains large tracts of primary lowland rainforest (Hart, 
1990). Sampling in one location within this forest over a period of 40 years, Ducarme, (2018) 
recorded 1105 butterfly species. However, it is under the familiar threats that forests like the Ituri 
are being compromised: mining, wildlife exploitation (poaching for bushmeat), habitat destruction 
(logging) and large-scale refugee migrations due to civil insecurity and often visiting these areas 
will be off-limits. Luckily there is a relatively unknown Ituri Forest extension at its south-eastern 
limits, in south-western Uganda called Semuliki National Park. This is a small 219 km2 (Fig. 2) 
protected area of lowland forest, with an accessible Guineo-Congolian influenced butterfly fauna. 
There has been 448 species of butterfly recorded (Davenport, 1996; Forbes, 2018) or just under 
25% of the DRC total and nearly 30% of all Ugandan species, by far the most butterfly species 
recorded in any park or reserve in Uganda. 
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The recorded richness of butterfly species both 
within the DRC and Semuliki National Park 
belies the warnings being echoed throughout 
academic, print and social media describing the 
global decline in insect abundance, richness and 
diversity. Standing in the Semuliki grassland, 
gazing at the natural spectacle surrounding me, 
this doomsday scenario would seem as 
outlandish as contemplating the actual reality 
that is being conveyed. Yet here we are. Trying 
to distil the continuous barrage of negative news 
of the Anthropocene destruction of insect 
diversity and our butterfly diversity can be 
overwhelming. Especially when we reflect on the 
lack of concise, comprehensive and long-term 
monitoring data for insect population patterns, 
particularly in the Afrotropical equatorial region, 
which would allow us to anticipate what species 
may be negatively impacted by climate together 
with habitat degradation and destruction in the 
foreseeable future 
 
So, using Semuliki as our guide, I hope to provide some respite, an antidote of sorts, by offering 
some light within the gloom by presenting and detailing the biodiversity contribution and 
conservation significance of this magnificent lowland forest. The biodiversity splendour of what this 
park offers can only be appreciated by intimately introducing its important characteristics. The 
following few articles will take the form of describing the parks history, conservation contribution 
and value. The butterfly diversity of the park will be described and the principal stressors that 
affect the park and the region’s butterfly diversity will be considered. Finally identifying and 
discussing major gaps and limitations in the parks butterfly species-level demographic data and 
suggesting methodological recommendations and specific actions that can possibly mitigate the 
substantial insect declines already recorded in other parts of the world. 
 
A brief geological history 
Condensing the geological timeframe of the creation of what is the present day region that 
includes Semuliki into just a few paragraphs, although not ideal, helps to connect the historical 
impact of the two main drivers (climate and human modified land use) that have shaped the 
present day vegetation structure of this forest. Describing the current lowland forest structural 
landscape will be significant in modelling future impacts, most importantly from climate change but 
also contribute to an understanding of the proactive management interventions that can mitigate 
against these changes. 
 
Africa possessed extensive forest vegetation in the late Cretaceous, 70 million years BP (Jacobs, 
2004), although the community structure of the forest vegetation is unknown. Continental uplift 
along the East African Rift around the start of the Miocene 22 million years BP, divided the lowland 
forests of west and central Africa isolating the eastern coastal forests (Morley, 2000). The early 
Holocene period which began around 11,700 BP preceded the wet and warm climate conditions 
that would ultimately contribute to the spreading of Africa’s forests (both montane and lowland), 
where forest habitat extent would then probably have been at its greatest (Ivory and James, 2018). 
Guineo-Congolian forest composition (like Semuliki) would have dominated both the equatorial 
highlands and lowlands. Forest extent then remained until around 5000 BP when the climate 
became drier and forest range gradually retreated into seasonal deciduous woodland. In Uganda, 
widespread forest destruction by human activities began in the lowlands at around 1000 BP, these 

Figure 2.  

Semuliki National Park, showing forest remnants to the east of 
the park - darker green and the Rwenzori Mountain Range 
(Google Map data, 2015). 
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activities were concentrated mainly around the Ugandan side of the Rwenzori Mountain Range 
(Spinage, 2012).  
 
Now, to the east of the Albertine Rift (western branch of The Great Rift Valley) there are only 
scattered forest fragments of varying sizes found in Kenya and north‐western Tanzania. While the 
lowland forest fragments in the Western Rift Escarpment form a broken belt of large forests at 
altitudes of between 500 to 1650 m. These existing East African forests would previously have 
been connected with each other and to the Ituri Forest and Parque Nationale du Virungas of the 
DR. This would have created a continuous lowland forest corridor and is evidence of the 
compositional similarity of montane and submontane vegetation communities we see today.  
 
We can conclude from these past geological climate fluctuations that the distribution of most 
vegetation in tropical Africa is controlled by rainfall and rainfall seasonality, although temperature 
is also a constraint in high altitudes (Hély et al., 2006) and highlights the importance of local 
conditions and rainfall seasonality in maintaining this vegetation. The recent isolation of these 
lowland forest patches has significant biogeographic and ecological implications not only for the 
vegetation communities themselves, but also in their role as habitats for other species. 
 
Park designation, recent influences and management planning 
In the 1920s and 30s cash crops were introduced within what was then the Bwamba Forest, 
patches of dense secondary forest growth are still noticeable today in these previously cleared 
areas. Subsequently in 1932 most of the forested land along the floor of the rift valley below 750 m 
was designated as the Bwamba Forest Reserve and in 1938 a rough road was constructed, linking 
the Bwamba Forest Reserve to Fort Portal. In the 1970s and 1980s (during the breakdown of 
order during the Amin and Obote administrations) western sections of the reserve were used for 
cultivation. These encroachers were finally removed in the late 1980s and in 1994, its status was 
officially upgraded to national park, a designation which provides protected areas (PA) in Uganda 
with the greatest protective legislation. It is now administered by a governmental department; the 
Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA) (Image 3).  
 
The importance of protected area status can’t be 
understated being the foundation of biodiversity 
conservation - protecting an area’s natural and 
cultural resources within the safety of 
designated boundaries. This contrasts with the 
loose status of the Ituri Forest in the DRC with 
its patchwork of designated reserves and parks 
and their differing protective statuses. Once 
appropriate protective mechanisms for an area 
have been established, the important predictor 
of ecosystem health is the efficiency and efforts 
in improving park management that focuses 
both on the sustainable development of the 
area’s natural and cultural resources but also to 
improve the livelihood of any surrounding 
communities. One aspect in addressing the 
conservation planning of an area is by promoting 
the awareness and importance of insects. The 
tropical forests of Africa however are characterised by poorly inventoried insect diversity, with an 
absence of even basic biological and ecological information which ultimately undermines any 
management strategy.  
  

Image 3. 

Park road border – normally very quiet. 
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Forest classification and community structure 
The richest biological ecosystems on earth are the tropical forests (Pimm and Raven, 2000; 
Gibson et al., 2011) and in tropical regions as we have detailed above, with the designation of PAs 
along with the identification of biodiversity hotspots are important steps in recognising and 
targeting this remaining rich biodiversity (Tranquilli et al., 2014). The application of coherent 
management strategies to improve the conservation effectiveness of these threatened rainforest 
areas should then be implemented if possible, and this requires an understanding of the general 
ecosystem properties under protection. This has been attempted by classifying forests by general 
differences in habitat composition. 
 
Though forest classification can be a tangled web of descriptions and changes, the latest for 
Semuliki and what appears the most comprehensive (White, 1983 and Morley, 2000), and 
although a mouthful, is as a ‘closed canopy, single‐dominant, moist‐evergreen and semi‐
evergreen Guineo‐Congolian lowland rainforest’ (Image 4). So, the following brief description 
below of some of the more salient habitat characteristics will be presented in justifying this 
classification. 
 
The climax communities of the semi-deciduous 
monodominant (single-species) stands of 
Cynometra alexandri (Uganda Ironwood) at 
Semuliki are considered a product of long 
periods of being undisturbed (Hart et al., 1989) 
and this also includes young Cynometra single-
species understorey dominance (Ashton et al., 
2004). These trees have no common 
commercial value; a long‐ life span and can 
grow on a variety of soil substrates, including the 
halomorphic clay soils found at Semuliki 
(Howard, 1991). The monodominant stands of 
C. alexandri are found at the eastern sections of 
the park where most of these trees have thin 
buttresses and large specimens are rare. In 
these restricted monodominant patches, the 
understorey is often easily penetrated. Within 
this monodominant association the narrow 
conical crowns within this stratum are packed closely together providing a closed canopy, creating 
the shady conditions of the forest floor and understorey preferred by forest‐restricted butterfly 
species.  
 
In the more disturbed areas of the park to the west, where cultivation in the 1970s and 1980s 
occurred, the rubber vine, Landolphia owariensis (Apocynaceae) is a common gum vine and 
provides a source of edible fruits for fruit‐feeding butterfly communities. There are also over 20 
different fig tree species (Davenport and Howard, 1996) which contributes a seasonal food 
resource for fruit‐feeding butterflies. Other common non‐timber tree species found in the park and 
of commercial interest include the African palm, Elaeis guineensis (Arecaceae) and Shari coffee, 
Coffea liberica (Rubiaceae), again located in areas where there was once cultivation. 
 
The Wild Date palm Phoenix reclinata (Arecaceae), is present in wetter areas and is characteristic 
of swamp forests of East Africa. These swamp‐forest communities near the Semliki River cover 
approximately 7% of the park area and are dominated by Mitragyna stipulosa (Rubiaceae) and E. 
guineensis (BirdLife International, 2015). There are also areas of bamboo swamp, commonly 
defined as permanently or temporarily submerged by river water also near the Semliki River. In the 
lower lying areas at Semuliki there are small patches of seasonally flooded grasslands which are 

Image 4.  

Typical example of the closed canopy at the eastern section of 
the park. 
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comprised of predominantly invasive Spear grass, Imperata cylindrica (Poaceae) and Elephant 
Grass, Pennisetum purpureum (Poaceae). The grassland of the 160 km long Semliki Valley region 
is regarded as an area that was once closed forest, with P. purpureum invasion occurring once 
degradation of the forest began around 1000 BP (Worthington, 1938).  
 
Park Biodiversity and Conservation Value 
Forests largely free of significant modification have greater ecosystem integrity, and this 
description includes a significant area within Semuliki. These areas typically provide higher levels 
of many forest benefits than modified forests of the same type and this includes among other 
things, forest-restricted or dependent butterfly genera such as the Family Nymphalidae genera of 
Cymothoe, Euphaedra, Bebearia and Euriphene.  
 
To enhance or recognise the conservation significance or value of a protected area many ‘labels’ 
have been created to augment the importance of a park or reserve, either for its high biodiversity, 
exceptional species endemism or imminent threat of habitat loss. Semuliki had been identified as 
a ‘priority conservation area’ as far back as in the 1990s (Myers et. al., 2000) and since then it has 
been formally evaluated and included within a few recognised category labels as being a site with 
major conservation significance.  
 
Mackinnon and Mackinnon (1986) described a 
scoring methodology for evaluating a tropical 
forests conservation value by assessing three 
traits: effective contribution of the individual 
protected area; effective protection of the 
biogeographic unit and a priority for action. Using 
this methodology Howard (1991) evaluated 
Semuliki along with twelve other Ugandan 
National parks and forest reserves. Four groups 
of animals and plants (forest trees, forest birds, 
diurnal forest primates and 71 species of forest 
butterfly from two genera; Charaxes and 
Papilios) were used as indicator species for 
evaluating the conservation importance of each 
site. Species lists from each site for each group, 
focusing on richness and rarity value, were used 
to derive an ‘importance for conservation’ score 
for each forest. Semuliki recorded 51 of the 71 
butterfly species that were used as forest 
indicator species. This was second only to 
Bwindi Impenetrable National Park and it was 
concluded that these two Ugandan parks were 
considered to have the greatest conservation 
value for the four groups measured. 
 
Later it was categorised as being within the 
Eastern Afromontane Biodiversity Hotspot, 
which includes the Albertine Rift, the Eastern 
Arc Mountains with the Southern Rift and the Ethiopian Highlands (Mittermeir et al., 2004), (Fig. 
3). The current analysis of ‘hotspot’  definition excludes invertebrates, but studies have loosely 
correlated insect species endemism with the five categories of taxa assessed: vascular plants, 
mammals, birds, reptiles and amphibians.  
 
More recently, LeSaout et al. (2013) created a global irreplaceability rank that calculated the 

Figure 3.  

Eastern Afromontane Biodiversity Hotspot, coloured red  
(CEPF, 2016). 
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'irreplaceability' of 173,461 individual protected areas. This rank was based on the data 
assessments from 21,419 amphibian, mammal and bird species from The IUCN Red List of 
Threatened Species and which were contained within each of the evaluated protected areas. The 
analysis compared the contribution each protected area made to the long‐term survival of 
species and ranked Semuliki 2984th. The criticism of this ranking system is that it again focused 
on higher profile species and invertebrates were not included in the rank measurement. 
 
Most recently in 2016, Semuliki was included as one of the Key Biodiversity Areas (KBA) which 
requires a site to meet one or more of eleven criteria, grouped into five categories: ecological 
integrity, biological processes, irreplaceability, geographically restricted biodiversity and 
threatened biodiversity (IUCN, 2015). Consequently, with the forests of the Albertine Rift and the 
Congo Basin containing some of Africa’s greatest biodiversity they should be considered as 
conservation priorities, but this is often not the case. Semuliki National Park though, under the 
auspices of the Uganda Wildlife Authority (UWA) have managed to preserve and protect this 
forest, providing a safe environment for visitors and for the biodiversity contained within it.  
 
It has been estimated that 60% of all Afrotropical species are forest specialists (Carcasson, 1995). 
Still long-term species-level demographic data or population trends for Afrotropical forest butterfly 
populations are limited and the ongoing effect of forest degradation or destruction on these 
populations are unknown. As long ago as 1992 there was a call for more information to be 
gathered on the ‘arthropod fauna of the tropical forests in Africa, especially that of the moist 
forests’ (Andre et al., 1992) and this sentiment is still relevant today. 
 
The fruit-feeding butterfly assemblage can be considered an excellent model when investigating 
temporal variations in diversity of species abundance and occurrence. Due to the majority being 
forest-restricted species they have been shown to be sensitive to habitat fragmentation and will be 
affected by climate change in the future. In the next article we will discuss the butterfly species that 
make up the fruit-feeding assemblage at Semuliki and some conclusions from the research of 
more than two years of monitoring activity along with data from ongoing annual sampling trips. 
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A son of van Son (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
I met Willy van Son, youngest son of the famous Georges, in January. 
Todd Gilligan, of “LepSoc” (the North American Lepidopterists’ Society), 
advised that Willy had made contact regarding the possible sale of his 
butterfly collection; Todd forwarded contact details and I arranged to 
meet Willy and view his collection. 
 
Most of you will have heard of Georges van Son, former curator of 
entomology at the Transvaal Museum and a well-known name in South 
African butterfly circles. Georges was featured in “Lives behind the 
labels” in African Butterfly News in May 2017. Born in Orel, Russia in 
1898, van Son fled to Holland in 1917 after witnessing his father being 
shot by the Bolsheviks during the Russian Revolution. His home 
language was French but he also spoke Russian and Dutch; in total he 
was fluent in six different languages. In 1923 he was recommended to A. 
J. T. Janse and subsequently served with distinction at the Transvaal 
Museum from 1925 to 1967.  
 
He married Elfrieda Saunders in 1936 and had three sons: Christopher, born in 1939, Edgar 
(1947) and William (Willy) who was born in 1949. In December 1933 Georges purchased a large 
property in Pretoria, on the northern slopes of the Magaliesberg, for the sum of £300. Willy was 
born at this address and has lived on the property for his entire life.  
 
Willy recalls numerous holidays with his father and two brothers in the 50’s and 60’s, looking for 
butterflies; famous localities such a Malta Forest (Lekgalameetse – apparently the town of 
Ofcolaco in this area stands for Officer’s Colonial Land Company), Woodbush and Mt Selinda in 
Zimbabwe have special memories, the family often travelling in Georges’ 1939 Chevrolet. They 
frequently travelled with Gordon McNeal – a friend of Georges – and his wife Marguerite. Once 
they had reached working age however, the brothers discontinued their butterfly hobby - for Willy it 
ended in 1967 with the death of his father. 
 
Willy, married with two sons, is the last surviving sibling of Georges and Elfrieda; his older brothers 
both succumbed to multiple sclerosis, which they appear to have inherited from their maternal line. 
Willy (now retired), studied Building Science and Quantity Surveying at Pretoria University. He has 
a relatively small collection, including some nice Charaxes, which he and his brothers collected 
many years ago. The cabinets - as befitting the son of a legendary museum curator - are superb. 
I’m hoping that Willy will be persuaded to bequeath his collection (and a few dried Charaxes and 
oriental species) to the proposed African butterfly centre… 
 

 

  

Willy van Son at the family 
property in Pretoria North 

The Lochiel Hotel - 1954 The Magoebaskloof Hotel 
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Georges van Son and collecting boxes 
Willy still has the boxes, which are in good condition 

The Big Tree at Mt Selinda 
After Georges’ death, Willy and his brothers buried their 

fathers ashes at this spot 

A trip to Zimbabwe in the ‘39 Chev 

Georges van Son and Shepherd’s Tree 
A Kalahari expedition 

Willy’s brothers, Christopher and Edgar with Charaxes 
traps at the families Pretoria North home. 

According to Willy, the Holotype of Van Son's Charaxes
 (Charaxes vansoni) comes from this site 

Even sixty years ago, butterfly collecting had its 
challenges… 
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Tanzanian Geometrids (Jonathan Newman) 
 

Jonathan Newman has forwarded me a selection of “butterflies” from Usambaras and Udzungwas, 

Tanzania.   

 

Zamarada is a genus in the family Geometridae, first described by Moore in 1887. The species 

type is Zamarada translucida. Over 250 species and 35 subspecies (including nominates) have 

been listed. 

 

 

 

Payne agayne (John Tennent) 
 

According to LepSoc Africa member John Tennent, you should give The Butterflies of the Canary 

Islands by Mark Payne a miss. The author is apparently a serial offender when it comes to 

publishing misleading and self-promoting books. 

 

I’ve attached a link (below) to a book review by John. 

 

Butterflies of the Canary Island - Review by John Tennent 

 

 

  

Zamarada cuchartita Zamarada pinheyi Zamarada cuchartita 

Zamarada usambarae Zamarada saburra Zamarada tristrigoides 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/fcl6tj05egmpdu2/Tennent%20book%20review%202020%20Payne%20%28Canary%20Islands%29.pdf?dl=0
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ABC -  African Butterfly Centre 
 
Sean Pearce of MDS Architecture is helping us develop a scheme for a national / continental 
butterfly centre. We are looking at a site near Magaliesburg, which will offer various attractions for 
day visitors. My principal objective is to acquire a secure storage facility for lepidoptera collections 
currently held in private hands; we may in future encourage museums to bequeath their collections 
to us as well. Steve Collins has suggested that we investigate incorporating a laboratory into the 
scheme; I think it is a brilliant idea, if we can afford it. A single barcode, acquired from BOLD 
Systems in Canada, costs about R200 by the time you’ve factored in postage and the inevitable 
fact that it will not be possible to sequence all the samples. 
 
A key aspect of the scheme, from an investor’s perspective, is that it should combine this 
“museum” role with a steady foot count. The site we are looking at (owned by LepSoc Africa 
member Lynn Katsoulis), is planned to host a flight-house, plant and animal displays, a boutique 
hotel and a restaurant / coffee shop / books shop. It is currently used by Happy Acres school as an 
outdoor education facility. Some of the existing buildings have significant historical value and this 
will be incorporated into the design, which will include hiking trails, access to mountain bike tracks 
and riverside picnic sites. A Butterfly Centre could become an important tourist attraction, perhaps 
combined with day-visits to Maropeng or Sterkfontein Caves.  
 
There will be a display area, for African butterfly specimens, and a bookshop, including sales of 
entomological equipment. The main butterfly storage facility, which will be curated by someone 
appointed by LepSoc Africa, will not be accessible to the public. 
 
Americo Bonkewitzz, who constructed the butterfly flight house at Mac Banana on the KZN South 
Coast, is very keen to be involved in this development and is offering his advice. 
 
Sean has drawn up a proposed site plan and has also developed a few “mood-boards” (refer to 
the following page). This is not meant to be taken too literally, but is intended to convey the 
intended look-and-feel of the centre. I’d appreciate everyone’s comments, but I like it! 
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In (p)search of Pseudonmypha swanepoeli (Jeremy Dobson) 
 

Pseudonympha (Browns) is an Afrotropical genus containing 15 species, confined to southern 

Africa (Afrotropical Butterflies). 

 

Ernest Pringle and Nevillle Curle are trying to unravel some of the uncertainty that surrounds 

Woodbush Brown (Pseudonympha swanepoeli). This species is described from butterflies found 

within a marsh in a forested area near Houtbosdorp, Limpopo province. The butterfly has not been 

found at this locality for several years and it appears to have disappeared from this site. However 

André Coetzer, a few years ago, found similar looking butterflies in the hills above Agatha Forest 

in the Wolkberg. As a crow flies, this locality is just over 20 km from Houtbosdorp and the 

butterflies certainly look the same as those figured in Penningtons. 

 

Pseudonympha swanepoeli is similar to Mountain Marsh Brown (Pseudonympha varii) – described 

from Greytown, KZN – but can be distinguished by the smaller orange patch on the forewing upper 

side and the brighter, more silvery colour and reduced markings of the hindwing underside, 

especially with respect to the males. The hindwing of P. swanepoeli has two olive-ringed spots at 

the base of the hindwing margin (three on P. varii) although the number of spots does not seem to 

be a particularly consistent feature. 

 

To add to the confusion, there are other populations of butterflies that seem to match the 

description of P. swanepoeli: at Verloren Valei, on Long Tom Pass and on the Platberg above 

Harrismith. I’ve attached images (below) of males of the various P. swanepoeli populations, plus 

an example of P. varii. Images are approximately life-size if printed at A4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pseudonympha varii  
Gaikas Kop, Eastern Cape  

Jeremy Dobson 

Pseudonympha swanepoeli   
Harrismith, Free State  

Jeremy Dobson 

Pseudonympha swanepoeli  
Dullstroom, Mpumalanga  

Jeremy Dobson 

Pseudonympha swanepoeli   
Long Tom Pass, Mpumalanga  

Jeremy Dobson 
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Ernest is trying to acquire samples of butterflies 

from all of these populations, for DNA 

sequencing.  

 

To get the ball rolling, Martin Lunderstedt and I 

visited the Platberg, above Harrismith, on 16 

January. I had been told, by Andries Young, the 

manager of the Drakensberg Botanical 

Gardens, that Donkey Pass – the road to the 

top of the mountain – had been severely 

washed away and was impassable. There is a reason why Lepidopterist rhymes with Optimist - 

Martin and I were unmoved and, apart from a few anxious moments, managed to get to the top of 

the mountain without too much difficulty. 

 

The Harrismith population of P. swanepoeli is a strict inhabitant of marshes on top of the 

mountain. A howling wind didn’t help, but we managed to find some specimens of this butterfly 

and take a few of photographs. There were a couple of Mooi River Opal (Chrysoritis lycegenes) 

and Eastern Hillside Brown (Stygionympha scotina scotina) on the sheltered northern slopes of the 

mountain, but not much else. We spent some time looking, without success, for Bamboo Sylph 

(Metisella syrinx) within the Mountain Bamboo at the top of Donkey Pass. The distribution of this 

butterfly is far more restricted than that of its host plant, Bergbambos tessellata; recent records for 

M. syrinx are confined to the southern (coolest?) extent of the bamboo’s distribution.  

 

We rounded off the day with a visit to Van Reenen’s Pass to look for Marsh Sylph (Metisella 

meninx). This is a colony that Reinier Terblanche found a few years ago and it may prove to be a 

new species. Unfortunately we couldn’t find any specimens, despite conditions appearing to be 

perfect. It is possible that the good summer rains of this season resulted in the butterfly emerging 

earlier than usual. More worryingly, it may mean that years of preceding drought has had a 

catastrophic effect on this species. On a bright note, we saw a pair of Grey Crowned Cranes, that 

Martin was very happy about. 

 

 

I joined Ernest and Anne Pringle for a visit to Long Tom Pass on 20 January. I contacted Malcom 

Bain (a LepSoc Africa member and a representative of Mpumalanga Parks), who joined us for the 

day and kindly arranged access to Sterkspruit Nature Reserve. We found a few of the Long Tom 

Pass Pseudonympha swanepoeli at Sterkspruit, although they were only flying within a fairly 

restricted area, near a stream. We also found them on rocky, grassy slopes near the tower at 

Mauchsberg, but interestingly, there were none whatsoever at Whisky Spruit adjacent to Hop’s 

Hollow. There may be a parallel here with the disappearance of P. swanepoeli from the 

Houtbosdorp marsh; while this species inhabits marshes (which may play an important role in its 

Chrysoritis lycegenes 
Platberg, Free State 

Jeremy Dobson 

Pseudonympha swanepoeli 
Platberg, Free State 

Jeremy Dobson 

One of the marshes on the Platberg  
Harrismith, Free State 

Jeremy Dobson 

Pseudonympha swanepoeli   
Wolkberg, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 
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life cycle) the butterflies – apart from the Harrismith population – appear quite at home on dryer 

grassy slopes, much like P. varii. An interesting find – for me – was a single specimen of, what 

looks like Small Mountain Russet (Aloeides oreas) from the Mauchsberg tower. If it is in fact A. 

oreas, this represents a range extension of well over 200 km. The other possibility is that the 

butterfly is Cloud Russet (Aloeides nubilus), but the fact that it was hill-topping and flying in 

January is surprising. Anyway, leg samples will be sent to BOLD for barcoding later this year. 

 

That afternoon we drove to Haenertsburg, where we stayed with some friends of Ernest: Jan and 

Tiny Bankinson. 

 

 

The following morning (slightly the worse for wear – at least in my case) we were joined by 

Haenertsburg resident and LepSoc Africa stalwart Etienne Terblanche and his friend Louis 

Changuion, a well-known historian and the author of several books. On the drive up to the top of 

Serala we saw numerous Narrow Green-banded Swallowtail (Papilio nireus lyaeus) and Transvaal 

Emperor Swallowtail (Papilio ophidicephalus transvaalensis), which were visiting muddy patches 

on the road; we were also delayed (but not defeated) by a tree lying across the track. By the time 

we got to the top, the sun had disappeared and clouds were billowing over the eastern 

escarpment of the mountain. Undeterred, the optimistic lepidopterists spent a few hours walking 

through the marshes and grassy slopes and eventually managed to kick up a handful of P. 

swanepoeli. To my eye, this population looks the most similar to P. varii of all the Woodbush 

Browns, but let’s wait and see what Ernest makes of it! 

The following day – after I had left - Ernest had a good search at the Houtbosdorp locality and 

some grassy hillsides nearby. Despite perfect weather, he didn’t find any P. swanepoeli; from 

Houtbosdorp, Ernest could clearly see the Serala hills, but most suitable habitat within the 

adjacent area has been destroyed by pine plantations. 

 

Aeropetes tulbaghia 
Sterkspruit, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

Pseudonympha swanepoeli 
Sterkspruit, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

Pseudonympha swanepoeli 
Sterkspruit, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

Papilio ophidicephalus transvaalensis 
Serala, Limpopo 
Jeremy Dobson 

Lepidopterists in the mist 
Etienne Terblanche and Ernst Pringle at 

Serala 

Pseudonympha swanepoeli 
Serala, Limpopo 
Jeremy Dobson 
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Water skiing in the Kalahari (Jeremy Dobson) 
 

The citizens of Van Zylsrus (near the Botswana border) recently 

experienced a - possibly - once in a lifetime experience; the 

Kuruman river flowing through the normally dry riverbed at levels 

last seen in 1974 and 1921. Braais were set up along the riverbank, 

canoes and surfboards were found and even, in a couple of 

instances, motorboats and water-skis. Despite the river being 

impassable at Van Zylsrus (the water was more than 3 m deep), the 

river had not yet reached places 100 km downstream. We later had 

an opportunity to walk in front of the oncoming deluge near Askham 

- the water progressing at an average speed of about 1 km/h. 

 

To start at the beginning:  

Dietmar and Claudia Ley had planned to visit Mozambique in February and I was keen to join 

them. The closing of national borders put paid to that idea, so I suggested we visit the Kalahari, to 

see the effect of the recent rains. 

 

Day 1 involved an uneventful drive to Kuruman. I noticed 

flowering Salvia radula near Vryburg and, sure enough, the 

plants were full of Salvia Mountain Blue (Harpendyreus notoba). 

I wouldn’t recommend that anyone visit the Kuruman graveyard 

site anymore, as it is full of litter and vagrants. I found some 

better looking veld nearer the airport however, containing loads 

of Kalahari Mottled Russet (Aloeides molomo krooni). The 

Kuruman - Kathu road is too busy these days to park an 

unattended car full of luggage, so I located a similar looking site 

(south of the normal Kuruman hills spot), that proved to have 

similar butterflies, including King Copper (Tylopaedia sardonyx 

sardonyx).  

 

We overnighted in a nice guest house in Kuruman and the next morning set off on the Hotazel 

road. Claudia found a quiet side road, just past the usual “dry riverbed” site, which we explored 

briefly. There were several Sandmen (Spialia species), including Mite Sandman (Spialia paula). 

Also Chequered Ranger (Kedestes lepenula), White-cloaked Skipper (Leucochitonea levubu) and 

the pale, Kalahari form of Patrician Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops patricia). We turned in at the 

Tswalu entrance and drove as far as the gate; the countless African Migrant (Catopsilia florella)  

on the road were accompanied by a similar number of Pea Blue (Lampides boeticus). 

 

Harpendyreus notoba 
Vryburg, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Aloeides molomo krooni 
Kuruman, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Kedestes lepenula 
Hotazel, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Teracolus subfasciatus 
Hotazel, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Dietmar Ley ahead of the Kuruman 
River near Askham. This area will 

shortly be under 3 m of water 
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We briefly visited some red dunes southeast of Van Zylsrus, where Dietmar (with Claudia’s 

assistance) found a solitary Dune Russet (Aloeides simplex); I’ve taken legs for DNA sequencing: 

the specimen looks a bit like Small Dune Russet (Aloeides tearei) to me. 

 

Next stop was Van Zylsrus; Dietmar and Claudia had booked rooms at the Kgalagadi Guest 

House, which we couldn’t immediately find, a result of the entrance sign being in the middle of a 

large river. We eventually found the place and had a memorable evening in the company of the 

proprietors, Mike and Di Lohrentz. 

 

Although there were plenty of flowers and loads of butterflies near Van Zylsrus, I didn’t find too 

many species: I did however catch a small Aloeides damarensis like butterfly, which looks 

suspiciously Aloeides namibiensis-ish (if only I knew what A. namibiensis looks like). I’ve got a 

female specimen (on loan from Graham Henning - the same specimen pictured in D’Abrera 3), so 

I’ll compare these carefully before May’s newsletter. In any case, a leg will be submitted to BOLD 

for barcoding. 

 

The next stop was Murray’s Guest Farm, a few kilometres east 

of Askham. This had tracks leading to a huge expanse of red 

Kalahari dunes; beautiful, but not many butterflies unfortunately.  

We stopped north of Upington, en route to Witsand, where 

Dietmar found a solitary Kalahari Acraea (Acraea trimeni). The 

dirt road from Upington to Witsand involved navigating a 

succession of large puddles and the largest concentration of 

butterflies I’ve ever seen in my life, Gabon and Cameroon 

included. The fact that they were almost exclusively African 

Migrants was slightly disappointing, but it was a memorable 

drive. 

 

Witsand was great, although the Roaring Dunes weren’t roaring, 

apparently a result of the recent wet weather. There were a few 

A. simplex on the red dunes and several Suffused Acraea 

(Acraea stenobea), but no A. trimeni. I suggested to Dietmar that 

we try a hilltop tower about 20 km south of Witsand, on the basis 

that a relative of A. trimeni, Nkosi Acraea (Acraea barberi) is 

frequently seen flying over hilltops. No A. trimeni unfortunately, 

but I did find my first ever Witsand Ciliate Blue (Anthene lindae) 

on a flowering Buffalo Thorn, about halfway up the hill. 

 

  

Cigaritis phanes 
Van Zylsrus, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Yellow-billed Hornbills inspecting my 
license disc at Murray’s Guest Farm 

Jeremy Dobson 

Pinacopteryx eriphia eriphia 
Van Zylsrus, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Tarucus sybaris linearis 
Van Zylsrus, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Stugeta subinfuscata reynoldsi 
Upington, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 
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I’d intended to visit Warrenton and Christiana on the way home, but the Google lady had other 

ideas; nonetheless a memorable trip - thanks to Dietmar and Claudia for organising everything! 

 

 

 

Telchinia esebria (Steve Collins) 

 
Steve Collins reared these Dusky Amber (Telchinia esebria) in Karen, Kenya. 

This is an interesting  brood  as normally single broods have all yellow males or all orange males 

and a variety  of female forms. This brood has both morphs of male and one female  pictured 

(there are 3 more females to hatch  and it will be interesting to see the morphs). 

  

Aloeides simplex 
Witsand, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Teracolus agoye bowkeri 
Witsand, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Acraea neobule neobule 
Witsand, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

Crossing the mighty Kuruman River at 
Van Zylsrus in Mike Lohrentz’s 

Landcruiser. The water had receded 
considerably during the previous night. 

Sociable Weavers nest in an Acacia in the 
green Kalahari... 

Claudia and Dietmar Ley on the dunes 
north of Van Zylsrus. We were in one of 
the first cars able to cross the river after 

the flood. 
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Identifying the Russets (Jeremy Dobson) 
 
Those of you who read January’s newsletter will know that Dave Edge has donated his Aloeides 
collection to the Aloeides Project and Graham Henning has loaned me his Aloeides and 
Chrysoritis specimens for research purposes. Added to this is my own collection and that of the 
late Dave McDermott; we now have a formidable assembly of Aloeides specimens to refer to: it’s 
time to put this valuable resource to work! 
 
I intend to post a regular feature in this newsletter, where we review the known information 
regarding a single species (or species group), look at the selected butterfly’s phylogenetic 
relationship with other Russets and, most importantly, try to develop clear rules to assist 
identification of species in this complicated genus. Identification cues are contained in the original 
descriptions, but we now have an opportunity to put them all together in a unified publication and 
to use modern graphical tools to highlight features, rather than relying on words! 
 
Let’s start the ball rolling with one of our best-known Aloeides:  

 
Veined Russet  
Aloeides pierus (Cramer, [1779]) 

 
This is one of the most common and widespread representatives of the Aloeides, although recent 
mtDNA studies indicate that more than one taxon may be involved. The butterfly was first 
described as Papilio pierus Cramer, [1779] in Die Uitlandsche Kapellen voorkomende in de drie 
waerrelddeelen Asia, Africa en America 3: 71 (176 pp.).  Amsteldam & Utrecht. The type locality is 
“Kaap de Goede Hoop”, South Africa and early stages are recoded by Clark & Dickson, 1971. 
Aloeides pierus caterpillars have been reared to pupation on Aspalathus; the host ant is recorded 
as Lepisiota capensis. 
 
Before we start comparing Aloeides pierus with other butterflies, we had better have a good look 
at the variety found within this species (all specimens are to scale; approximately life-size if the 
page is printed at A4): 
 

Aloeides pierus 1 (male) upper and under 
Worcester, Western Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 1 (male) upper and under 
Mossel Bay, Western Cape 

Dave Edge 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 1 (female) upper and under 
Malmesbury, Western Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 1 (female) upper and under 
Noupoort, Northern Cape 

Dave Edge 
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DNA comparisons indicate that specimens from the northern Free State (Species 2) are 
significantly different to those from the Cape (Species 1); a pair-wise difference (PWD) of  about 
1.8%. As can be seen from the images above, Species 2 is smaller than Species 1 and is a duller 
shade of orange on the upper side. The underside is generally darker. 
 

  

Aloeides pierus  1 Aloeides pierus  2

Conspicuous, 
elongated spot 

perpendicular to 
inner margin, 

usually with both 
black and grey 
coloration

Hindwing spots form a 
wavy line, with a 

significant 
discontinuity at vein 4

Vein 4

Hindwing spots
form a wavy line, 

with a small 
discontinuity at 

vein 4

Vein 4

Conspicuous, 
elongated spot 

perpendicular to 
inner margin, 

usually with both 
black and grey 
coloration

Aloeides pierus 2 (male) upper and under 
Virginia, Free State 
Graham Henning 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 3 (?) (male) upper and under 
Morgenzon, Mpumalanga 

Dave Edge 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 2 (female) upper and under 
Virginia, Free State 
Graham Henning 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 3 (?) (female) upper and under 
Morgenzon, Mpumalanga 

Dave Edge 
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A consistent, quantifiable difference between the butterflies is the degree of the discontinuity in the 
lines of the hindwing spotting (refer to the illustration above). The “step” measures two to three 
millimetres on A. pierus 1 and is about half of this in A. pierus 2. 
 
The approximate distribution of the two 
butterflies is indicated on the map on the right 
(based on Virtual Museum locality map 
produced by Fanie Rautenbach).  
 
Subspecies or full species?  
 
While 1.8% is a fairly big PWD (larger than the 
difference between many currently described 
species - A. dentatis and A. dryas for example) I 
would favour the subspecies route in this 
instance: the butterflies are obviously related 
and there are no “in-between” taxa; I’d be 
surprised if genitalia dissections picked up 
significant differences between these butterflies. 
 
Rather than being separated by distance or a natural barrier of some kind, I believe these two taxa 
represent the Grassland (Species 2) and Karoo / Fynbos (Species 1) forms of A. pierus. I guess 
that Species 2 is the older taxa from an evolutionary perspective; it is in fact closer – in terms of 
mtDNA comparison - to A. trimeni than is its Cape relative. Geographically, there could well be a 
further two subspecies, as indicated on the map.  
 
For now let’s focus on Species 1 and 2, the taxa for which we’ve acquired barcodes.  
 
A word on genitalia dissections. Alongside DNA analysis, genitalia dissections are the gold-
standard in terms of species differentiation: if two butterflies exhibit significantly different genitalia 
they are - and must be - different species. While it is difficult to fault this argument, I have a 
problem with the reverse position which goes something like “the butterflies have similar genitalia, 
therefore they must be the same, or very similar butterflies”. Not with Aloeides, in my opinion. 
 
To make things as simple as possible, for Aloeides pierus and comparisons with its congeners, 
let’s focus primarily on the development of hindwing underside spots, or more accurately, their 
position relative to one another. The band of hindwing spots, roughly parallel to the hindwing outer 
margin in butterflies of the Trimeni group, appear (as an evolutionary process) to have moved 
position relative to one another. A. swanepoeli, for example, has a relatively straight row of spots. 
A. trimeni also has a relatively straight row of spots, although the spot within the cell between 
veins 4 and 5 has “grown out” (moved toward the outer margin) by a significant amount. To a 
degree A. damarensis and A. taikosama have the same basic spotting architecture as A. trimeni.  
 
Aloeides pierus, especially Species 1 (the Cape / Karoo variety) has the most non-linear 
arrangement of spots among the Trimeni group - the spots follow two disjunct waves. This analogy 
(a non-linear growth of hindwing cells towards the outer margin) is also reflected in the orange 
hindwing patch, which is stretched from an oval or crescent shape (A. trimeni) to a triangle (A. 
pierus). 
 
  

A. pierus 3(?)

A. pierus 1

A. pierus 2

A. pierus 4(?)
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A portion of a proposed Aloeides phylogeny is attached below: 
 

 
 
According to this phylogeny, Aloeides pierus belongs in the Trimeni Group, on the Speckled 
Russet side of the family tree. It is closest (in terms of mitochondrial DNA comparison) to A. 
trimeni and congeners A. barbarae, A. plowesi and A. t. southeyi. The average pair-wise 
difference (PWD) between A. pierus 1 and A. trimeni exceeds 3% (2.5% in the case of A. pierus 2) 
- we are looking at two very different butterflies, which often fly together. 
 
The other nearest relatives are the Plain Russets - Almeida subgroup (an average PWD of 4.5%) 
and A. swanepoeli (4.5%). Aloeides conradsi has a PWD of 5% and A. damarensis 6%.  
 
Let’s compare A. pierus to representatives of each related subgroup: A. trimeni, A. henningi, A. 
damarensis and A. taikosama. 
 
 
 

  

Aloeides taikosama 

Aloeides southeyae*

Aloeides barbarae 

Aloeides plowesi 

Aloeides trimeni trimeni

Aloeides conradsi conradsi

Aloeides griseus 

Aloeides almeida 

Aloeides henningi 

Aloeides pierus 1

Aloeides pierus 2

Aloeides damarensis damarensis

Aloeides swanepoeli 

Aloeides aranda 

Aloeides macmasteri 

Aloeides stevensoni 

Aloeides susanae 

Aranda 
Group

Almeida 
Subgroup

Pierus 
Subgroup

Damarensis 
Subgroup

Trimeni 
Subgroup

Taikosama 
Subgroup

Trimeni 
Group

Ancestor
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Aloeides trimeni is probably the butterfly with which A. pierus is most likely to be confused, 
especially A. pierus 2. The two butterflies frequently fly together and have largely overlapping 
distributions. Images of A. trimeni male and female specimens, from the type locality, are indicated 
below: 

 

Let’s compare upper and underside features of male A. trimeni with A. pierus: 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

The key differences are as follows: 

 

1. A. pierus has a more angular shape, especially the hindwing. A. trimeni is “rounder”. 

2. The hindwing orange patches (if present) are crescent shaped or oval in A. trimeni; they 
take on a more triangular from in A. pierus. 

3. A. trimeni is generally a slightly smaller butterfly, although this is not always the case; 

also A. trimeni males tend to be browner than A. pierus, the males of which have a 

greyer tone. 

4. Etienne Terblanche notes that A. trimeni can usually be identified by the dusting of 

beige scales towards the base of both forewing and hindwing upper side. 

5. The best diagnostic feature is the hindwing underside discal spotting. In A. trimeni the 

spots form a fairly straight band, with the exception of a single spot (between veins 4 

and 5), which is displaced outwards towards the margin. The average angle of the 

spotting – on a set specimen – is about 45°. In A. pierus the spotting is split into two 

disjunct curved lines; the angle is noticeably “steeper” than it is with A. trimeni. 

 

 

  

Aloeides trimeni trimeni (male) upper and under 
Witpoortjie, Gauteng 

Graham Henning 

 
 

Aloeides trimeni trimeni (female) upper and under 
Witpoortjie, Gauteng 

Dave Edge 
 

Aloeides trimeni trimeni 
(male) Upper  

 
 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 1 (male) 
Upper  

 
 

 
 

Aloeides trimeni (male)  
Under  

 
 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 1 (male) 
Under  
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It is unlikely that male Aloeides pierus would be confused with Aloeides damarensis, but the 

females can look very similar on the upper side. Let’s take a closer look: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The A. d. damarensis specimen is from Jansenville, Eastern Cape (Jeremy Dobson) and the A. 

pierus is from Noupoort, Northern Cape (Dave Edge). 

 

The key differences are as follows: 

 

1. Shapes and sizes are similar, but A. damarensis is a brighter tone of orange on the upper 

side. The dark veins on the upper side of A. pierus are more conspicuous. 

2. The inside edge of the dark band on the forewing margin of A. damarensis is scalloped; on 
A. pierus it is curved. 

3. As usual, the best diagnostic feature is the hindwing underside discal spotting. In A. 

damarensis the spots form a fairly straight band, with the exception of a single spot 

(between veins 4 and 5), which is displaced outwards towards the margin. The average 

angle of the spotting – on a set specimen – is about 45°. In A. pierus the spotting is split 

into two disjunct curved lines; the angle is noticeably “steeper” than it is with A. damarensis. 

 

You are also unlikely to confuse A. pierus with A. henningi; the latter is more likely to be mistaken 

for A. aranda based on the underside appearance. The A. henningi in the illustration below is from 

Glenharvie, Gauteng (Jeremy Dobson) and the A. pierus is from Welkom, Free State (Graham 

Henning): 

 

 

 

 

 

1. A. henningi is a much brighter insect and is generally smaller. 

2. The underside of A. henningi is less spotted (it’s a member of the Plain Russets) and the 

spots are white. 

3. The line of the underside spotting in A. henningi forms a fairly straight band, although the 

spots between veins 4 and 5 and between veins 6 and 8 are offset. 

Aloeides damarensis 
damarensis (female)  

Upper  
 
 

 
 

Aloeides damarensis 
damarensis (female) 

Under 
 
 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 1 (female)  
Upper  

 
 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 1 (female)  
Under  

 
 

 
 

Aloeides henningi (male)  
Upper  

 
 

 
 

Aloeides henningi (male) 
Under 

 
 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 2 (male)  
Upper  

 
 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 2 (male)  
Under  
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Finally, for completeness, let’s look at A. taikosama. The A. taikosama in the illustration below is  

from Irene, Gauteng (Jeremy Dobson) and the A. pierus is from Mossel Bay, Western Cape (Dave 

Edge): 

  
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

There shouldn’t be too much difficulty separating these two butterflies; the colours are significantly 

different on both surfaces and A. taikosama has a much rounder shape. The line of the underside 

spotting is curved and disjunct for both species, but if you follow the line upwards from the bottom-

right it steps out (towards the left) in A. pierus and inwards (towards the right) in A. taikosama. The 

latter rule doesn’t appear to apply with A. taikosama from Zululand and Mozambique; this may be 

a different species – the barcodes are certainly significantly different. 

  

Eastern Cape Bioblitz 

The proposed SANParks / SANBI Bioblitz, planned for 7 to 13 February was postponed due to 
Covid concerns.  

SANBI have been exploring the possibility of 
establishing a new National Park in the North 
Eastern Grasslands of the Eastern Cape and 
LepSoc Africa were invited to manage the 
lepidoptera surveys. 

The survey has been provisionally set for similar 
dates in 2022, but, based on the 
recommendation of Ernest Pringle, we are going 
to see whether the butterfly survey cannot be 
undertaken during the mid-summer months, as 
this is likely to be a more productive time for 
butterflies. 

 

  

 

  

Aloeides taikosama (male)  
Upper  

 
 

 
 

Aloeides taikosama (male) 
Under 

 
 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 1 (male)  
Upper  

 
 

 
 

Aloeides pierus 1 (male)  
Under  
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SALCA Publication 
 

The SALCA publication has been published in Metamorphosis – I’ve listed the butterflies of 

conservation concern below.  

 

The main article (and five separate conservation assessments) may be downloaded via the 

Publications tab on the LepSoc Africa website:  

 

 lepsocafrica.org 

 

EXTINCT 

Lepidochrysops hypopolia EX Endemic 

Lepidochrysops methymna dicksoni EX Endemic 

Deloneura immaculata EX Endemic 

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED - POSSIBLY EXTINCT 

Chrysoritis thysbe mithras CR–PE C2a(ii)b Endemic 

Trimenia malagrida malagrida CR–PE B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v)+2ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Trimenia malagrida paarlensis CR–PE B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii) Endemic 

Trimenia wallengrenii wallengrenii CR–PE B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Stygionympha dicksoni CR–PE B1ab(iii) Endemic 

CRITICALLY ENDANGERED 

Kedestes barberae bunta CR B1ab(iii); C2a(i) Endemic 

Kedestes lenis lenis CR B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Kedestes sarahae CR B1ab(iii,v)+2ab(iii,v) Endemic 

Aloeides rossouwi CR B1ab(iii,v)+2ab(iii,v); C2a(ii) Endemic 

Aloeides stevensoni CR B1ab(iii,v)+2ab(iii,v) Endemic 

Chrysoritis adonis adonis CR B1ab(i,ii,iv,v)+2ab(i,ii,iv,v) Endemic 

Chrysoritis dicksoni CR B1b(i,ii,iii,v) Endemic 

Chrysoritis thysbe schloszae CR B1ab(ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Erikssonia edgei CR B1ab(iii,v)+2ab(iii,v) Endemic 

Thestor barbatus CR B1ab(iii,v)+2ab(iii,v) Endemic 

Thestor brachycerus brachycerus CR B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Thestor dicksoni warreni CR B1ab(ii,iii) Endemic 

Thestor kaplani CR B1ab(iii) Endemic 

Thestor strutti CR B1ab(v) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops jefferyi CR B1ab(iii) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops swanepoeli CR B1ab(iii) Endemic 

Orachrysops niobe CR A2; B1ab(iii,v)+2ab(iii,v); C1+2a(i,ii); D Endemic 

Alaena margaritacea CR B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii) Endemic 

Capys penningtoni CR C2a(i) Endemic 

Dingana fraterna CR B1ab(iii,v); C2a(ii) Endemic 

  

https://lepsocafrica.org/?p=publications
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ENDANGERED 

Aloeides barbarae EN B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii) Endemic 

Aloeides carolynnae carolynnae EN B1ab(i,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Aloeides clarki EN B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v)+2ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Aloeides dentatis dentatis EN B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii); C2a(i) Endemic 

Aloeides lutescens EN B1ab(i,ii,iii)+2ab(i,ii,iii) Endemic 

Aloeides nubilus EN B1ab(iii,v)+2ab(iii,v); C2a(i) Endemic 

Aloeides pallida juno EN B1ab(i,ii,iii)+2ab(i,ii,iii) Endemic 

Aloeides thyra orientis EN B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv)+2ab(i,ii,iii,iv) Endemic 

Aloeides trimeni southeyae EN B1ab(ii,iii)+2ab(ii,iii) Endemic 

Chrysoritis aureus EN C2a(i) Endemic 

Chrysoritis brooksi tearei EN B1ab(i,ii,iii)+2ab(i,ii,iii) Endemic 

Chrysoritis phosphor borealis EN B1ab(iii,iv)+2ab(iii,iv) Endemic 

Chrysoritis rileyi EN B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii) Endemic 

Chrysoritis thysbe whitei EN B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv) Endemic 

Trimenia malagrida maryae EN B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Trimenia wallengrenii gonnemoi EN B1ab(ii,iii)+2ab(ii,iii) Endemic 

Aslauga australis EN B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii) Endemic 

Thestor claassensi EN B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops ketsi leucomacula EN A3bc; B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v)+2ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops littoralis EN B1ab(ii,iii,iv,v)+2ab(ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops lotana EN B1ab(iii) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops praeterita EN B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v)+2ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Orachrysops ariadne EN B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii) Endemic 

Orachrysops mijburghi EN B1ab(ii,iii)+2ab(ii,iii) Endemic 

Orachrysops regalis EN B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii) Endemic 

Orachrysops violescens EN B1ab(iii) Endemic 

Durbania amakosa flavida EN C2a(i) Endemic 

Telchinia induna salmontana EN B1ab(iii,v)+2ab(iii,v) Endemic 

Dingana clara EN B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii) Endemic 

Dingana dingana EN B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v)+2ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Pseudonympha swanepoeli EN B2ab(i,ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

VULNERABLE 

Kedestes niveostriga schloszi VU B1ab(iii) Endemic 

Metisella syrinx VU D2 Endemic 

Aloeides egerides VU B1ab(iii) Endemic 

Chrysoritis lyncurium VU B1ab(ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Chrysoritis penningtoni VU B1ab(iii)+2ab(iii) Endemic 

Chrysoritis trimeni VU D2 Endemic 

Thestor dicksoni malagas VU D2 Endemic 

Thestor protumnus terblanchei VU D1+2 Endemic 

Lepidochrysops irvingi VU B1ab(iii)   

Lepidochrysops pephredo VU B1ab(ii,iii,iv,v)+2ab(ii,iii,iv,v) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops victori VU D2   

Orachrysops montanus VU D2 Endemic 

Durbania amakosa albescens VU B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv) Endemic 

Teriomima zuluana VU B1b(ii,iii)c(ii)   

Hypolycaena lochmophila VU B2ab(iii)   

Iolaus lulua VU B1ab(iii)   

Dingana jerinae VU D2 Endemic 

Dira swanepoeli isolata VU D2 Endemic 

Serradinga clarki amissivallis VU D2 Endemic 

Torynesis mintha piquetbergensis VU D2 Endemic 
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NEAR THREATENED 

Metisella meninx NT C2a(i) Endemic 

Abantis bicolor NT B1ab(iii) Endemic 

Aloeides carolynnae aurata NT D2 Endemic 

Aloeides pallida littoralis NT B1ab(i,ii,iii,iv)+2ab(i,ii,iii,iv) Endemic 

Anthene lindae NT D2   

Ornipholidotos peucetia penningtoni NT B1ab(iii)   

Dingana alaedeus NT B1a Endemic 

DATA DEFICIENT 

Lepidochrysops penningtoni DD Endemic 

LEAST CONCERN (RARE) 

Chrysoritis adonis aridimontis LC (Extremely Rare) Endemic 

Chrysoritis nigricans rubrescens LC (Extremely Rare) Endemic 

Thestor petra tempe LC (Extremely Rare) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops gydoae LC (Extremely Rare) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops quickelbergei LC (Extremely Rare) Endemic 

Orachrysops warreni LC (Extremely Rare) Endemic 

Charaxes xiphares occidentalis LC (Extremely Rare) Endemic 

Pseudonympha paragaika LC (Extremely Rare) Endemic 

Pseudonympha southeyi southeyi LC (Extremely Rare) Endemic 

Chrysoritis beaufortia stepheni LC (Rare – Habitat specialist) Endemic 

Chrysoritis endymion LC (Rare – Habitat specialist) Endemic 

Chrysoritis uranus schoemani LC (Rare – Habitat specialist) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops balli LC (Rare – Habitat specialist) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops jamesi jamesi LC (Rare – Habitat specialist) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops mcgregori LC (Rare – Habitat specialist) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops procera LC (Rare – Habitat specialist) Endemic 

Chrysoritis turneri wykehami LC (Rare – Habitat Specific, Low Density) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops bacchus LC (Rare – Habitat Specific, Low Density) Endemic 

Tsitana dicksoni LC (Rare – Low Density) Endemic 

Aloeides caledoni LC (Rare – Low Density) Endemic 

Anthene minima minima LC (Rare – Low Density)   

Deloneura millari millari LC (Rare – Low Density)   

Iolaus diametra natalica LC (Rare – Low Density)   

Neita lotenia LC (Rare – Low Density)   

Aloeides monticola LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Aloeides pallida jonathani LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Chrysoritis beaufortia charlesi LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Chrysoritis lyndseyae LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Chrysoritis orientalis LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Thestor calviniae LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Thestor camdeboo LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Thestor compassbergae LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Thestor rooibergensis LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Thestor yildizae LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Anthene crawshayi juanitae LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops frederikeae LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Lepidochrysops oreas oreas LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Charaxes druceanus solitarius LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Charaxes marieps LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Charaxes xiphares staudei LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Cassionympha camdeboo LC (Rare – Restricted Range) Endemic 

Chrysoritis blencathrae LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Chrysoritis daphne LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Chrysoritis irene LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Chrysoritis oreas LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Chrysoritis pyramus pyramus LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Chrysoritis swanepoeli hyperion LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Thestor pictus LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 
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Lepidochrysops jamesi claassensi LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Orachrysops brinkmani LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Durbaniella clarki belladonna LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Cassionympha perissinottoi LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Pseudonympha southeyi kamiesbergensis LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Serradinga kammanassiensis LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Torynesis orangica LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

Papilio ophidicephalus zuluensis LC (Rare – Restricted Range, Habitat Specialist) Endemic 

 

Ray Murphy 

All the books that Ray Murphy wished to sell, as listed in January’s newsletter, have been sold! 
 
Ray has sent me a huge amount of information related to Malawian lepidoptera. Hermann Staude 
has volunteered to peruse the various files and photographs – Ray’s submission represents a 
lifetime’s work, that needs to be published in Metamorphosis! 

 
Greenwings Tour (Steve Woodhall) 
 

The planned photographic butterfly-tour of South Africa is, unfortunately, likely to be cancelled for 

Covid related reasons. 

 

Southern Ferrous Swift (Richard Johnstone)  
 

Steve Woodhall forwarded me the accompanying photo of 

Southern Ferrous Swift (Borbo ferruginea dondo), taken by 

Richard Johnstone. 

 

This is a very rare butterfly in South Africa; Richard 

photographed this specimen in the Richards Bay area.  

   

 

Caterpillar rearing in Mozambique  
 

Steve Collins forwarded this picture of a happy Mozambican girl, who 

has just reared her first Citrus Swallowtail (Papilio demodocus 

demodocus).  
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Update on the discovery of a population of Durbania amakoza flavida 
at Monteseel, Inchanga, KZN December 2020 (Mark Liptrot) 
 
The story so far: whilst assessing butterfly diversity in the 
Monteseel area, suitable habitats for Durbania were 
investigated for populations between 8 and 30 December 
2020, as below: 
 
Observed population density gradually decreased from about 
25 individuals on 14 December until just one lone specimen on 
30 December. Subsequently, adults were absent when the site 
was revisited in January 2021. The previous report in the 
January 2021 African Butterfly News gives more details. 
Importantly, the population was found outside of the area to be 
proclaimed by eThekwini as a conservation area. 
 

 
Update on the above: the above report was 
circulated to Ezemvelo KZN Wildlife 
(Biodiversity and Conservation Planning departments) as well as the Biodiversity Protection 
Inspector at eThekwini. The result of this correspondence and a subsequent flurry of emails is that 
the estate agency has been approached and appraised of the endangered status of the population 
by eThekwini officials. They were requested to advise the owner that their land is host to this butterfly 
and recommended that any development is restricted to the area above the red line. Durbania was 
observed on the rocks visible below this line: 
 
Unfortunately, there doesn’t seem to be any legal 
way of forcing the owner to comply with this 
request, as there are several small populations of 
Durbania amakoza flavida in KZN and in close 
proximity to Monteseel (the nearby farm 
‘Ringwood’; Shongweni Dam area). The 
conservation status is classified as EN C2a(i), ie 
endangered, but not critically so (the possibly 
extinct Brenton cupid Orachrysops niobe has a 
much higher status of CR A2; B1ab(iii,v) 
+2ab(iii,v); C1+2a(i,ii); D) (S. Woodhall, pers. comm.). Going forward, Monteseel Conservancy 
members will report any activity on this land to the relevant stakeholders. 
Apparently the asking price for the plot is R850 000: but if the usage is restricted to a fraction of the 
size, then this may need to be reduced. Ideally the whole piece of land should be bought and 
incorporated into the areas earmarked for conservation, seen within the red boundaries below. The 
arrow indicates the position of the rocksitter habitat. 
 
Mark Liptrot ML Consultancy marklipt1@gmail.com 082 778 8728 

Yellowish Amakoza Rocksitter  
(Durbania amakoza flavida) 

mailto:marklipt1@gmail.com
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Butterfly surveys of South African Botanical Gardens 
 

LepSoc Africa are undertaking monthly butterfly-surveys of some of our National Botanical 

Gardens. Dave Edge is monitoring the Garden Route Botanical Garden in George (not part of the 

SANBI fold, but with an associated Memorandum of Understanding); Graham Henning is looking 

at the Harold Porter Gardens at Betty’s Bay, Fanie Rautenbach is covering Kirstenbosch and I’m 

responsible for Walter Sisulu Botanical Gardens (WSBG) in Roodepoort; a few people have 

offered to help with this. Christopher Willis has volunteered to look after Lowveld Botanical 

Gardens in Nelspruit (Mbombela). 

 

We aim to visit the gardens once a month (at least during the summer months) 

and produce detailed butterfly lists. The habitat condition in the gardens is 

relatively controlled and constant and we will perform the same butterfly-walks 

on each visit; in addition, the surveys will only be undertaken on days when 

favourable weather conditions are present. As a result, in parallel with the 

Butterfly Index, we will hopefully compile valuable data and monitor trends in 

butterfly-abundance over the following months and years. 

 

Kirstenbosch (Fanie Rautenbach) 

Fanie visited Kirstenbosch on 20 January. He found twelve species, including 

Water Opal (Chrysoritis palmus palmus). A further visit on 17 February 

produced 10 species, including Table Mountain Beauty (Aeropetes tulbaghia).   

Fanie has established a consistent route of about 6 km, as indicated (right). 

 

Lowveld (Christopher Willis) 

Christopher visited Lowveld on 16 January and found 27 species, including Forest Leopard 

(Phalanta eurytis eurytis) and Shade Swallowtail (Papilio constantinus constantinus). He took a 

great photo of Boisduval's False Acraea (Pseudacraea boisduvalii trimenii). 

Christopher returned to Lowveld on 20 Feb and again recorded 27 species, including a new 

butterfly for the garden: African Grass Yellow (Eurema floricola floricola) 

 

Walter Sisulu (Jeremy Dobson) 

Lourens Erasmus undertook January’s survey of WSBG and recorded a season’s high of 41 

species. He also recorded a new species for the gardens: Black-tipped Acraea (Acraea caldarena 

caldarena) and managed to take an excellent photo. 

Jeremy Dobson surveyed WSBG on 8 February. Not quite as good as Lourens’ effort, but a 

respectable 38 species, including Black Heart (Uranothauma nubifer nubifer). 

 

Eurema hecabe solifera 
Lowveld Gardens 
Christopher Willis 

 

Acraea caldarena caldarena 
WSBG 

Lourens Erasmus 

 

Pseudacraea boisduvalii 
trimenii 

Lowveld Gardens 
Christopher Willis 

 

Cacyreus lingeus  
Kirstenbosch 

Fanie Rautenbach 
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I intend to track our progress graphically, using the same principles adopted in the Butterfly Index: 

The number of species observed during the course of a single day’s visit will be converted to an 

Abundance Index (Ax) using the following formula: 

Ax = 1+ (n / (10 * F)) 1/1.5 

Where “n” is the number of species observed and “F” is a regional factor, obtained from the 

following table: 

GARDEN FACTOR (F) 

George 25% 

Harold Porter 25% 

Kirstenbosch 25% 

Lowveld 100% 

Walter Sisulu 75% 

 

The factors can be retrospectively changed, once we’ve got more data, but the idea is to compare 

relative butterfly abundance at our National Butterfly Gardens on a like-for-like basis. 

The data for the 2020 – 2021 season is captured in the table below and the results indicated 

graphically. Where there is no record for a specific month, the graph does not record a zero, but 

progresses linearly to the next data point. 

 

 

  

George 11 3.9

Harold Porter 4 2.1 7 2.9 10 3.7 14 4.7

Kirstenbosch 9 3.4 12 4.2 10 3.7

Lowveld 27 2.8 27 2.8

Walter Sisulu 22 3 29 3.6 22 3 21 2.9 36 4.2 41 4.6 38 4.4
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Torben Larsen’s The Butterflies of Botswana and their Natural 

History (Jeremy Dobson) 
 

Much of the work on this book has been completed and we hope to be 

able to be able to publish it shortly.  

 

Mark Williams, Steve Collins and I are busy finalizing sections and 

Andrew Mayer has offered to design the cover. Taryn Morton, wife of 

LepSoc Africa’s Western Cape chairman, Andrew, has painted a portrait 

of Torben, based on a 2011 photograph, which will be reproduced on the 

inside cover.  

 

The book covers the 288 butterflies recorded from Botswana, with genus 

accounts and detailed species-information, all written in Torben’s 

inimitable style. Thanks to the assistance of the following people, we 

now have photographs of all the species covered in the book: 

 

• Alan Gardiner (Nervia monostichus). 

• Colin Congdon and Mike Newport (Iolaus australis). 

• Graham Henning (Aloeides namibiensis). 

 

Mark picked up that the images I’d used for Aphnaeus erikssoni were in fact Aphnaeus mashunae; 

Martin Lunderstedt has come to the rescue in this instance. 

 

Appeal for Acraea samples (Dominique Bernaud) 

A further reminder that LepSoc Africa member Dominique Bernaud is trying to produce a robust 

species-level phylogeny for the Acraeas. 

In terms of South African butterflies he is especially looking for the following species: 

 

• Acraea acara acara 

• Acraea barberi 

• Acraea trimeni 

• Telchinia alalonga 

• Telchinia anacreon 

• Telchinia induna salmontana 

 

Ideally, he requires 5 specimens (male and/or female) of each in order to be sure of the results. If 

possible, he would also like photographs of the caterpillars of each of these butterflies. 

You can contact Dominique at bernaudtahiti@hotmail.com  

His address is:  

2029 route de Meylan, 38330 Biviers, France.  

I’m happy to coordinate samples and send a consolidated batch to Dominique if you would prefer. 

 

mailto:bernaudtahiti@hotmail.com
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MOTHS OF AFRICA – VOLUME 2 
 
The second volume in the Moths of Africa series has been 
published. Volume 2 includes 44 species of the subfamily 
Rivulinae, 198 of Hypeninae, 290 of Herminiinae and 30 of 
Hypenodinae, which are described and illustrated.  
 
The review includes descriptions of one new genus, 252 
species and 6 new subspecies. 
 
So far, no systematic survey of the moths of the Erebidae 
subfamilies Rivulinae, Hypeninae, Herminiinae and 
Hypenodinae of the African Continent ever have been 
made, either a faunistic analysis, or even a check-list of 
species. Of each species, a diagnosis and the geographical 
range are given, and when known, details of habitat 
preference and biology. 
 
All species are presented with their full name and references to the original description, with fully 
referenced synonyms. Special emphasis is given to descriptions and coloured illustrations, and to 
figures of genitalia features of both sexes, which were selected from more than 5 000 dissections. 
Male and female genitalia of nearly all species are illustrated, and in some cases distribution maps 
are provided. 
 
DNA sequencing was performed for approximately 600 Ethiopian specimens, following 
Ratnasingham & Hebert (2007) using the Kimura 2 Parameter model. 
 
All species are illustrated in colour and it is hoped that these illustrations alone can serve as a 
source for the identification of superficially identifiable species. All species are arranged in 
biogeographical categories, according to the definitions of those units at the first set out. 
 

Editor: Hermann H. Hacker 
 
Authors of Volume 2: Hermann H. Hacker, Ralf Fiebig, Barry Goater, Martin Lödl, Aidas 
Saldaitis, Hans-Peter Schreier, Dirk Stadie and Hermann Staude 
 
Colour Plates: Ralf Fiebig, Dirk Stadie 
 
Sold and distributed by ESPERIANA Verlag, Bad Staffelstein, Jahnstraße 6a, 96231 
Bad Staffelstein, Germany, e-mail: hermann-heinrich.hacker@t-online.de 
 
Internet: www.esperiana.net 
 
Vol. 2, 720 pp, including 200 colour plates 
 
Price vol. 2: 165.00 Euro 
 
ISBN: 978-3-9820357-2-7 
 

Publication date: 20.01.2021  
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Sue Mullin – Books for sale 
 

Sue Mullin, widow of the late Ian Mullin of Aloeides mullini fame, wishes to sell the following 

books. The books belonged to Ian and are in excellent condition. 

 

Sue was uncertain of what to price to ask for several of the books, so please make her an offer, for 

consideration. Sue is trying to get the books delivered to me, so you can collect from my place in 

Johannesburg and pay Sue directly. 

Sue Mullin isumullin@zol.co.zw 

  

TITLE AUTHOR PRICE 

AFRICAN SATURNIIDAE PINHEY $40  

BENINGFIELDS BUTTERFLIES ROBERT GOODDEN   

BIRDWING BUTTERFLIES OF THE WORLD (IN A  CASE) D'ABRERA (2  COPIES)  $100 
(Each) 

BRITISH BUTTERFLIES A.M.STEWART   (1916)  2 COPIES   

BRITISH BUTTERFLIES  A.M.STEWART   

BRITISH BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS FURNEAUX   

BRITISH BUTTERFLIES BOOK 1 GEORGE HYDE   

BRITISH BUTTERFLIES BOOK 2 GEORGE HYDE   

BUTTERFLIES ROBERT GOODDEN   

BUTTERFLIES  THOMAS C. EMMEL   

BUTTERFLIES (HAMLYN) ROBERT GOODDEN   

BUTTERFLIES AND HOW TO IDENTIFY THEM REV.S.N.SEDGWICK    (1911)   

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS DR. WALTER ROBERT CORTI   

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS JAN CHRISTIAAN SEPP   

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS ANDRE DEUTSCH   

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS  SEBASTIAN LOUSADA   

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS AROUND THE WORLD EVELINE JOURDAN   

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS AT HOME AND ABROAD H. ROWLAND BROWN  (1912)   

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS IN BRITAIN AND EUROPE DAVID CARTER   

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS OF THE WAYSIDE AND 
WOODLAND 

W.J. STOKOE   

BUTTERFLIES CATERPILLARS AND CHRYSALIDES JOSEF MOUCHA   

BUTTERFLIES OF AUSTRALIA CHARLES McCUBBIN $200  

BUTTERFLIES OF CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN AFRICA ELLIOT PINHEY & IAN LOE   

BUTTERFLIES OF KRUGER NATIONAL PARK JOHAN KLOPPERS & late Dr. G VAN 
SON 

  

BUTTERFLIES OF SOUTHERN AFRICA D A SWANEPOEL   

BUTTERFLIES OF THE DAY AND NIGHT L HUGH NEWMAN   ( 2 COPIES)   

BUTTERFLIES OF THE INDIAN REGION M.A. WYNTER-BLYTH   

BUTTERFLIES OF THE TABLE MOUNTAIN RANGE AJM CLASSENS AND CGC 
DICKSON 

  

BUTTERFLIES OF THE WORLD ROD & KEN PRESTON-MAFHAM   

BUTTERFLIES OF THE WORLD HL LEWIS   

BUTTERFLIES OF THE WORLD ALEXANDER B. KLOTS   

BUTTERFLIES THE LYCAENIDAE MICHAEL EASTERBROOK   

BUTTERFLIES THE NYMPHALIDAE MICHAEL EASTERBROOK   

BUTTERFLY BOOK FOR THE POCKET EDMUND SANDSRS   

COLLINS HAND GUID OF BUTTERFLIES OF AFRICA R.H.CARCASSON   

COMMON BRITISH MOTHS A.M.STEWART   (1913)   

COMPLETE GUIDE TO BRITISH BUTTERFLIES MARGARET BROOKS & CHARLES 
KNIGHT 

  

FIELD GUIDE TO NORTH AMERICAN BUTTERFLIES THE AUDUBON SOCIETY   

FROM CATERPILLAR INTO BUTTERFLY J.P.VANDEN EECKHOUDT   

HAWK MOTHS OF CENTRAL AND SOUTHERN AFRICA ELLIOT PINHEY $40  

file:///C:/Users/jchdo/Dropbox/DOCUMENTS/BUTTERFLIES/LEPSOC%20AFRICA/PUBLICATIONS/AFRICAN%20BUTTERFLY%20NEWS/2021/ABN%202021-2/isumullin@zol.co.zw
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HAWK MOTHS OF THE BRITISH ISLES MICHAEL EASTERBROOK   

LIFE HISTORIES OF THE S.AFRICAN LYCAENID BUTTERFLIES GOWEN C CLARK & CGC DICKSON  
2 COPIES 

  

LLOYDS NATURAL HISTORY BUTTERFLIES VOL 1 - 5 W.F.KIRBY $100  

MACDONALD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS M D PAOLO & T A ZANETTI   

MITCHELL BEAZELY POCKET GUIDE TO BUTTERFLIES PAUL WHALLEY   

MOTHS OF THE LIMBERLOST GENE STRATTON-PORTER   (1916)   

SOME BRITISH MOTHS NORMAN RILEY    (1944)   

SOME SOUTHERN AFRICAN BUTTERFLIES GOWAN C CLARK & 
C.G.C.DICKSON 

  

SOUTHERN AFRICAN BUTTERFLIES  CLARE ABBOT & STEPHEN 
HENNING 

  

SOUTHERN AFRICAN RED DATA BOOK BUTTERFLIES STEPHEN HENNING  GRAHAM 
HENNING  2 COPIES 

  

THE BOOK OF BRITISH HAWK MOTHS W.J.LUCAS (1895)   

THE BUTTERFLIES OF SOUTHERN AFRICA PART III: 
NYMPHALIDAE:ACRAEINAE 

G. VANSON  $30  

THE CHARAXINAE BUTTERFLIES OF AFRICA (IN A LEATHER 
CASE) 

STEPHEN HENNING $200  

THE DICTIONARY OF BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS ALLAN WATSON PAUL WHALLEY   

THE MACROLEPIDOPTERA OF THE PALEARCTIC FAUNA BOMBYCES & SPHINGES   

THE OBSERVERS BOOK OF BUTTERFLIES W.J. STOKOE (2 COPIES)   

THE OBSERVERS BOOK OF LARGER BRITISH MOTHS R.L.E.FORD   

THE PURSUIT OF MOTHS AND BUTTERFLIES PATRICK MATTHEWS   

THE WONDERFUL WORLD OF BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS ROBERT GOODDEN   

THE WORLD OF BUTTERFLIES VALERIO SBORDONI & SAVERIO 
FORESTIERO 

  

THE WORLD OF BUTTERFLIES VALERIO SBORDONI &SAVERIO 
FORESTIERO 

  

THE WORLD OF BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS UMBERTO PARENTI   
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Hypolimnas misippus (Katharina Reddig) 
 

Katharina took this great series of photos of Common Diadem (Hypolimnas misippus) at her house 

in Swakopmund, Namibia. Top-left is a male; the others are all female forms. 

 

 

 

Myrina silenus ficedula (Steve Woodhall) 
 

Steve Woodhall reared a Common Large Fig-tree Blue (Myrina silenus ficedula) from egg:  
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2021 Subscriptions 
 

A reminder that your LepSoc Africa subscriptions for 2021 were due on 01 January. I’ve copied 

Hanna Edge’s reminder below! 

 

The various membership categories with their fees for 2021 are set out below. You may change 
your membership category if you so wish. 
 
South Africa, rest of Africa, Madagascar, Mauritius, Seychelles and Reunion 

Full ordinary members               R 290 
Pensioner (over 60 years old)      R 220 
Student (under 23 years old)        R 150 
Junior (under 15)               Free 
Family     R 450 for full ordinary and R 350 for pensioners 
(husband and wife or life partners)   
Sponsor                                      R 1200 (This includes a printed copy of the 

Metamorphosis journal) 
 
Rest of the World 

Full ordinary members               R 360 
Pensioner (over 60 years old)       R 270 
Student (under 23 years old)   R 200 
Junior (under 15)               Free 
Family     R 450 for full ordinary and R 350 for pensioners 
(husband and wife or life partners)   
Sponsor                                      R 1400 (This includes a printed copy of the 

Metamorphosis journal) 
 
Please contact the membership secretary (Hanna Edge) on admin@lepsocafrica.org if you wish to 
change to the family membership category. 
The preferred method of payment for members with South African bank accounts is a direct 
electronic payment into the LepSoc bank account: 

Bank: Nedbank 
Account Name: The Lepidopterists’ Society of Africa 
Account Number: 1905032617 

Please use your initial, surname and “subs 2021” as a reference, e.g.  “JSmith subs 2021”. You 
can also e-mail proof of payment to hannalepsoc@gmail.com. 
 
Members without South African bank accounts, or members who wish to pay using a credit 
card (Visa or MasterCard), should go to the LepSoc Africa website (www.LepSocAfrica.org) 
where this facility is available. 
It is also now a good time to update your details if they have changed. You can either do this 
online by going to the LepSoc Africa website, or by e-mailing the membership secretary 
(admin@lepsocafrica.org). 
A document explaining how to renew your membership will be sent in a separate e-mail. If you 
have any queries please do not hesitate to contact me on admin@lepsocafrica.org. 
May you have an excellent festive season and a wonderful 2021! 
 
Hanna Edge 
(LepSoc Africa membership secretary) 
  

mailto:hannalepsoc@gmail.com
mailto:hannalepsoc@gmail.com
http://www.lepsocafrica.org/
mailto:admin@lepsocafrica.org
mailto:admin@lepsocafrica.org
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Butterfly Events  
 

We were hoping to reinstate the bi-monthly Butterfly Evenings at Ruimsig Country Club, 
Roodepoort. Unfortunately, recent developments regarding Covid-19 mean that we should 
probably delay this for a month or two – further news to follow shortly. 

 

  

LepSoc Africa Book Stock 
 

LepSoc Africa holds a considerable stock of 

Metamorphosis journals and also books, such as The 

Emperor Moths of Namibia by Rolf Oberprieler and The 

Butterflies of Zambia by A. Heath, M. Newport and D. 

Hancock. The above books are on sale for R150 and 

R175 respectively. 

Please order using the LSA Website 

(http://lepsocafrica.org/) as follows: 

 

From the Home page, select the Publications tab 

at the top of the page. 

Select Shop near the top-right of this page. 

Select what you wish to purchase from the numerous books and back-issues of 

Metamorphosis contained on this page. 

Select the Cart and Checkout tab at the top of the page. 

Once you are happy press Go to Checkout, select the delivery method that you require 

and Place Order! 

 
Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa 
(Steve Woodhall) 
 
Fully revised, the new edition of  Field Guide to Butterflies of South Africa  
features all of South Africa’s 671 butterfly species. This popular guide 
includes newly described species and subspecies, and the most recent 
taxonomic changes based on DNA studies. 

 
Butterflies of South Africa 

BOOKS 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

http://lepsocafrica.org/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.co.za/book/field-guide-butterflies-south-africa/9781775845874
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Moths of Africa – Volume 2 (Hermann Hacker) 
 
In February 2021 the second volume of the book-series Moths of 
Africa was published. The book is a review of the African Erebidae 
subfamilies Rivulinae, Hypeninae, Herminiinae and Hypenodinae. 
 
Compiled by Hermann Hacker, the book includes input from LepSoc 
Africa members Ralf Fiebig, Dirk Stadie and Hermann Staude. 
 
The book may be purchased for €165 and a few copies will be 
available from Hermann Staude. 
 

hermann-heinrich.hacker@t-online.de 
 

Butterflies of the Levant (Dubi Benyamini) 
 

This is the first in a planned four-volume series, and covers three families: 

Swallowtails, Whites and Skippers. 

 

In addition to countless photographs, the work has drawn upon resources 

the world over and includes information regarding the day flying lepidoptera 

and their biology, not just within the Levant region but over a much wider 

area. 

 

 

 

If you are looking for cabinets, someone I can recommend is Brendan 
McErlaine (082 446 5136). 
 
Olivier Houe (082 455 3356 or Olivier.houe@gmail.com) can be 
contacted for trays, traps, pins or other entomological supplies. 
 
David Horne has requested a spot in “Collectors Corner”. 
David’s business, “Mad Hornet Entomological Supplies”, carry a range 
of entomological equipment; David is interested to hear about what 
items are required by collectors and breeders, in order that he may 
procure supplies at reasonable prices and ensure ready availability. 
 
Mad HorneT Entomological Supplies (A product of Horne Technologies 
CC) 
www.madhornet.co.za 
ento@hornetechnologies.co.za 
 
076 563 2084 
 

  

COLLECTORS CORNER

mailto:Olivier.houe@gmail.com
http://www.madhornet.co.za/
mailto:ento@hornetechnologies.co.za
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Butterfly Plates (Mark Williams) 

A SELECTION OF DOTTED BORDERS (MYLOTHRIS SPECIES) 
 

 

    
 

                    Mylothris sagala sagala     (Mozambique)                                              Mylothris mortoni     (Ethiopia) 

 

    
 

                  Mylothris jacksoni jacksoni     (Kenya)                                               Mylothris croceus     (Rwanda) 

 

    
 

Mylothris interposita interposita     (DRC; images T. Desloges)                      Mylothris chloris chloris     (Burkina Faso) 

 

    
 
                Mylothris bernice mackenziana     (Kenya)                                          Mylothris carcassoni     (Zimbabwe) 
  

FEATURES
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                    Mylothris phileris leesi     (Madagascar)                                                  Mylothris rhodope     (Ghana) 

 

    
 
                      Mylothris rueppellii tirikensis     (Kenya)                                Mylothris canescens     (DRC; images T. Desloges) 

 

 

English names for Afrotropical Butterflies (Jeremy Dobson) 
 

To date, we have compiled lists of proposed butterfly names for nearly 200 genera. We have 
commenced “finalizing” names in cases where a  family or subfamily of butterflies has been 
completed; the Riodinidae family was selected to start the voting process and we then chose to 
“bank” the Pieridae family; via Zoom, with the assistance of Steve Woodhall, Jenny Norman, 
Marijke de Kock and Bennie and Andre Coetzer, we recently agreed on a provisional list for the 
Heliconiinae subfamily. The list is too long to repeat here, but you can view the “approved” list via 
the following link: 
 

Approved List - Feb 2021 
 
The filling of Placeholder names is undertaken on a first come first served basis: the initial 
proposals take priority; in the case of SA Butterflies, the names in Steve Woodhall’s book, as the 
most recent names in print, are the current placeholders and are the names used in this 
newsletter. These names can only be changed by a democratic vote. All names that have at least 
one alternative proposal, will be subjected to a vote.  
 
OBJECTIVES 
 

1. To create a single, comprehensive and consistent list of English names for Afrotropical 

Papilionoidea; this list will be published in Metamorphosis, once it has been completed (this 

will only be in about 5-years’ time, unless I receive significant assistance). Afrotropical 

Butterflies includes most currently recognized English names, although these extend only to 

species level. More than 70% of African butterflies did not previously have English names. 

2. To create names that, where possible, assist recognition of butterflies among non-experts - 

in other words, the vast majority of butterfly enthusiasts!  

3. It should be possible to insert the completed list seamlessly into a world-list of English 

butterfly names (we are merely writing the African chapter): the names need to take 

cognizance of butterfly names used elsewhere in the world. 

  

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4d1sgf5ey0gb35o/English%20Names%20-%20Approved%20List%20-%20Feb%202021.pdf?dl=0
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GUIDELINES 
 

1. If at all possible, names should assist with identification. Keys could include colour, pattern, 

size, shape, distribution, flight characteristics or behaviour.  

2. In line with the above, authors names or the name of the discoverer (which are recognised 

in the scientific name in any case), should be avoided, if at all possible. Annotation such as 

“Common” or the names of towns or cities should be used with discretion. Remember, that 

the names apply to the entire Afrotropical region; “Northern” is unlikely to be an apt name 

for a South African taxa, unless as a distinction between northern and southern subspecies. 

3. Names may not exceed 40 characters in length, including spaces or punctuation. Although 

not essential, by default, names should follow the structure of the scientific taxonomy: a 

name for the genus or group, a name for the species and, where applicable, a moniker to 

distinguish subspecies. Soutpansberg Emperor Swallowtail (Papilio ophidicephalus 

entabeni) for example.  

 

METHOD AND PROGRAM 

Phase 1 – Compilation of Placeholder list 
1. An initial checklist of “placeholders” will be compiled. This includes the latest, published 

English names (including, for SA taxa, those in Steve Woodhall’s new book), plus the 

suggested names that have been previously listed in ABN - the highlighted genera in the 

tables below. 

2. Everyone is welcome to compile lists of placeholder names, but please don’t re-do the 

names that have been listed already – that step relates to the review process (see Phase 2 

below). For consistency, entries must include names for each representative of an African 

genus. In instances where there is a current “placeholder”, the proposed name will be listed 

as an alternative proposal under your name. 

3. I have committed to “publishing” a full list of species within six genera in each edition of 

ABN. Names have been proposed for 180 genera so far, which means we have 149 still to 

go; about four years at the current rate. 

 
 
Phase 2 – Review, revision and finalization of the list 

1. Once we have a full list of “placeholders” and alternative proposals, the review, approval or 

revision of names can commence. While we are unlikely to achieve consensus in all 

instances, the process will be as democratic as possible. Placeholder names should be 

changed if a) they are incorrect, misleading or do not follow the guidelines, or b) by 

replacement, by an alternative proposal, by a simple majority of votes by the accredited 

“Judges”; in the event of a tie, the existing Placeholder will remain. 

2. While this review process can commence at any time, it should probably only be concluded 

once all the names within a family - or at the very least, within a subfamily - have been 

completed. 

We will try and “finalize” a minimum of six genera every two months (one genus from each column 
in the table, below); this will take another four years, but if possible – and if I get assistance from 
enough people – I’m sure we can wrap this up much sooner.  
 
The highlighted genera have been processed already (green in this newsletter and yellow in 
previous editions; those highlighted in grey have been “finalized” already): 
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GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT  GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT 

Charaxes Charaxes 457  Platylesches Hopper 27 

Euphaedra Forester 346  Ypthima Three-ring 26 

Acraea Acraea 206  Afriodinia Judy 25 

Iolaus Sapphire 174  Precis Commodore 25 

Bebearia Small Forester 164  Sevenia Tree Nymph 25 

Lepidochrysops Giant Cupid 158  Hypolimnas Diadem 24 

Papilio Swallowtail 157  Mimeresia Harlequin 24 

Cymothoe Glider 153  Pseudathyma False Sergeant 24 

Telchinia Amber 150  Appias Albatross White 23 

Bicyclus Bush Brown 125  Falcuna Marble 23 

Mylothris Dotted Border 125  Gorgyra Leaf Sitter  23 

Anthene Ciliate Blue 107  Metisella Sylph  23 

Euriphene Nymph 107  Brakefieldia Patroller 22 

Liptena Liptena 100  Dixeia Small White 22 

Colotis Tip 94  Iridana Sapphire Gem 22 

Neptis Sailer 94  Capys Protea 21 

Apallaga Yellow Sprite 88  Neocoenyra Round Ringlet 21 

Pentila Spotted Buff 81  Borbo Swift 20 

Aloeides Russet 75  Ceratrichia Forest Sylph 20 

Ornipholidotos Glasswing 75  Cerautola Angled Flash 20 

Heteropsis Low-eye 70  Cupidesthes Light Hairtail 20 

Chrysoritis Opal 69  Eresina Tree Buff 20 

Graphium Swordtail 66  Geritola Light Flash 20 

Amauris Friar 65  Kedestes Ranger 20 

Belenois Caper White 65  Pseudonympha Brown 20 

Pilodeudorix Blue Playboy 65  Tetrarhanis On-off 20 

Neurellipes Zebra Hairtail 64  Aphysoneura Bamboo Ringlet 19 

Cephetola Dark Flash 55  Stugeta Marbled Sapphire 19 

Stempfferia Plain Flash 52  Eicochrysops Ash Blue 18 

Aslauga Purple 51  Eresiomera Pearly 18 

Pseudacraea False Acraea 51  Euryphura Commander 18 

Cigaritis Silverline 46  Harpendyreus Mountain Blue 18 

Aphnaeus Highflier 44  Leptotes Zebra Blue 18 

Euptera Pilot 44  Thermoniphas Chalk Blue 18 

Telipna Telipna 39  Chloroselas Gem 17 

Lachnocnema Woolly Legs 38  Coeliades Policeman 17 

Strabena High-eye 37  Hewitsonia Tiger Flash 17 

Deudorix Playboy 35  Paradeudorix Fairy Playboy 17 

Hypolycaena Fairy Hairstreak 35  Artitropa Night Fighter 16 

Thestor Skolly 35  Tuxentius Pie 16 

Micropentila Dots 34  Andronymus Dart 15 

Alaena Zulu 33  Eretis Elf 15 

Abantis Paradise Skipper 32  Osmodes White-spots 15 

Uranothauma Heart 32  Eurema Grass Yellow 14 

Euchrysops Smoky Blue 31  Leptosia Wood White 14 

Junonia Pansy 31  Tarucus Pierrot 14 

Pseudaletis Fantasy 31  Leptomyrina Black-eye 13 

Spialia Sandman 29  Meza Three-spot Missile 13 

Triclema Small Hairtail 29  Nepheronia Vagrant 13 

Axiocerses Scarlet 28  Palla Palla 13 

Baliochila Mottled Buff 28  Perrotia Bamboo Dart 13 

Mimacraea Acraea Mimic 28  Stygionympha Hillside Brown 13 

Sarangesa Elfin 28  Willema Sylph  13 

Celaenorrhinus Dark Sprite 27  Gretna Twilight Skipper  12 

Eagris Flat 27  Hypophytala Banded Flash 12 
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GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT  GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT 

Myrina Fig-tree Blue  12  Tagiades Clouded Flat  6 

Orachrysops Cupid 12  Torynesis Veined Widow 6 

Vanessa Admiral 12  Tsitana Sylph  6 

Caenides Recluse 11  Astictopterus Dark Ranger 5 

Nervia Painted Ranger 11  Aterica Glade Nymph 5 

Trimenia Silver-spotted Copper  11  Byblia Joker 5 

Acleros Dusky Dart 10  Danaus Tiger 5 

Cacyreus Bronze 10  Euploea Crow 5 

Colias Clouded Yellow 10  Evena Large Pathfinder 5 

Eurytela Piper 10  Gnophodes Evening Brown 5 

Leona Large Recluse  10  Hovala Malagasy Yellow Sylph 5 

Pteroteinon Red-eye  10  Libythea Snout 5 

Azanus Babul Blue 9  Melphinyet Forest Swift  5 

Chondrolepis Snow-horned Skipper 9  Paronymus Large Dart  5 

Cooksonia Tiger Mimic  9  Physcaeneura Webbed Ringlet 5 

Deloneura Large Buff 9  Pinacopteryx Zebra White 5 

Issoria Fritillary 9  Pseudopontia Ghost 5 

Lipaphnaeus Silver Speckle 9  Semalea Silky Skipper 5 

Oboronia Ginger Blue 9  Spalgis Harvester 5 

Oxylides False Head 9  Tirumala Monarch 5 

Scopulifera Orange Sprite 9  Actizera Rayed Blue 4 

Chilades Jewel 8  Ampittia Ranger 4 

Citrinophila Lemon Buff 8  Apaturopsis Empress 4 

Durbania Rocksitter 8  Argyrocheila Fairy Buff 4 

Euliphyra Witch 8  Cassionympha Dull Brown 4 

Fulda Malagasy Hopper 8  Cnodontes Plain Buff 4 

Neita Large Ringlet 8  Coenyropsis Lined Ringlet 4 

Pardaleodes Pathfinder 8  Cupidopsis Meadow Blue 4 

Protogoniomorpha Mother-of-Pearl 8  Dapidodigma Virgin 4 

Tarsocera Spring Widow 8  Dotta Spangled Ranger 4 

Teriomima Yellow Buff 8  Durbaniella Rocksitter 4 

Antanartia Admiral 7  Epitola Pointed Flash 4 

Ariadne Castor 7  Erikssonia Acraea Copper 4 

Calleagris Milky Flat 7  Etesiolaus Green Sapphire 4 

Dingana Widow 7  Euthecta Small Buff 4 

Hemiolaus Hairstreak 7  Gegenes Dodger 4 

Larinopoda Pierid Buff 7  Hewitola Pointed Flash 4 

Salamis Mother-of-Pearl 7  Hypomyrina Orange Playboy 4 

Serradinga Speckled Widow 7  Lissia Large Recluse  4 

Syrmoptera False Head 7  Megalopalpus Harvester 4 

Teracolus Tip 7  Monza Grass Skipper  4 

Torbenia Glasswing 7  Neptidopsis False Sailer 4 

Zophopetes Palm Night-fighter 7  Obania Obania 4 

Argemma Forest Sylph 6  Ortholexis Scarce Sprite 4 

Dira Autumn Widow 6  Paralethe Bush Beauty 4 

Epitolina Dull Flash 6  Parasiomera Harlequin 4 

Fresna Acraea Hopper  6  Parnara Watchman 4 

Hypoleucis Costus Skipper 6  Parosmodes Orange 4 

Lycaena Copper 6  Pseuderesia Harlequin 4 

Melphina Forest Swift 6  Saribia Malagasy Judy 4 

Paracleros Dusky Dart 6  Teniorhinus Small Fox 4 

Phalanta Leopard 6  Toxochitona Fluttering Buff 4 

Phasis Arrowhead 6  Vanessula Lady’s Maid 4 

Pontia Dappled White 6  Zeritis Checkered Gem 4 

Pyrrhiades Policeman 6  Afrogegenes Dodger 3 
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GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT  GENUS GENUS NAME COUNT 

Caprona Ragged Skipper 3  Procampta Elf 2 

Catopsilia Migrant 3  Pseudoneptis False Sailer 2 

Ceratricula Tufted Forest Sylph 3  Ptelina Bordered Buff 2 

Coenyra Shadefly 3  Pyrrhochalcia Policeman 2 

Crudaria Grey 3  Rhabdomantis Large Fox 2 

Cyrestis Map 3  Takliades Policeman 2 

Eresinopsides Mottled Tree Buff 3  Triskelionia Tricerate Elfin 2 

Euchloe Green-striped White 3  Xanthonymus Yellow Disc 2 

Flandria Forest Sylph 3  Zizeeria Grass Blue 2 

Galerga Malagasy Sylph 3  Aeropetes Mountain Pride 1 

Gamia Grand Skipper 3  Afrodryas Autumn-leaf Vagrant  1 

Hallelesis Cream Ringlet 3  Ankola Red Disc 1 

Harma Angular Glider 3  Argynnis Fritillary 1 

Kakumia Ant Buff 3  Argyraspodes Silver-spotted Copper 1 

Kallimoides African Leaf 3  Batelusia Zebra Flash 1 

Larsenia Swift 3  Calopieris Desert Beauty 1 

Leucochitonea White-cloaked Skipper  3  Carcharodus Sandman 1 

Malaza Malagasy Sylph 3  Catochrysops Shiny Blue 1 

Melanitis Evening Brown 3  Cesa Grey 1 

Melitaea False Fritillary 3  Congdonia Plain Buff 1 

Mesoxantha Drury’s Delight 3  Durbaniopsis Rocksitter 1 

Monile Jewelled Hairtail 3  Erionota Banana Skipper 1 

Phytala Forest Flash 3  Euryphaedra Pointed Nymph 1 

Pieris Cabbage White 3  Gideona Pointed Tip 1 

Prosopalpus Dwarf Skipper 3  Gomalia Green-marbled Sandman  1 

Pseudonacaduba Lineblue 3  Gyrogra Leaf Sitter  1 

Teratoneura Isabella 3  Hamanumida Guinea-fowl 1 

Tylopaedia King Copper  3  Herila Speckled Orange 1 

Xanthodisca Yellow Disc 3  Hipparchia Grayling 1 

Zenonia Spotted Hopper 3  Isoteinon Dark Ranger 1 

Zintha Pierrot 3  Katreus Giant Sprite 1 

Acada Axehead 2  Kumothales Congo Nymph 1 

Aethiopana Acraea Flash 2  Lampides Pea Blue 1 

Alenia Speckled Sandman  2  Lepella Central Sylph 1 

Bettonula Brown Sprite 2  Mallika Jackson’s Leaf  1 

Brephidium Pygmy Blue 2  Mashunoides Marsh Ringlet 1 

Brusa Marbled Swift 2  Moltena Strelitzia Night-fighter 1 

Catacroptera Pirate 2  Mopala Grass Skipper  1 

Cynandra Brilliant Nymph 2  Neoepitola Congo Flash 1 

Elphinstonia Green-striped White 2  Netrobalane Buff-tipped Skipper  1 

Elymnias Palmfly 2  Noctulana Brown Forest Swift 1 

Eronia Vine-leaf Vagrant 2  Oraidium Dwarf Blue 1 

Euryphurana Noble Commander 2  Pardopsis Polka Dot 1 

Freyeria Jewel 2  Pharmacophagus Swallowtail 1 

Hollandus Pathfinder 2  Ploetzia Hopper 1 

Kobelana Dark Flat 2  Powellana Congo Flash 1 

Lachnoptera Leopard 2  Pseudargynnis Leopard Nymph 1 

Lasiommata Wall Brown 2  Pseudoneaveia Congo Flash 1 

Luthrodes Jewel 2  Smerina Leopard 1 

Mashuna Marsh Ringlet 2  Tumerepedes Nigerian Buff 1 

Melampias Boland Brown 2  Vansomerenia Savanna Gem 1 

Neaveia Pierine Blue 2  Ypthimomorpha Three-ring 1 

Osphantes Lobed Skipper  2  Zizina Clover Blue 1 

Paternympha Small Ringlet 2  Zizula Gaika Blue 1 

Pelopidas Branded Swift 2    6430 
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The butterflies – all Lycaenidae - for which proposed names are listed in this newsletter are: 

Aslauga (51 taxa), Capys (21 taxa), Lipaphnaeus (9 taxa), Spalgis (5 taxa), Zintha (3 taxa) and 

Catochrysops (1 taxon). 

 

COMMON NAME FULL SCIENTIFIC NAME AUTHOR 

Blue Silver Speckle Lipaphnaeus aderna aderna (Plötz, 1880) 

Eastern Blue Silver Speckle Lipaphnaeus aderna pan (Talbot, 1935) 

Southern Blue Silver Speckle Lipaphnaeus aderna spindasoides (Aurivillius, 1916) 

Pale Silver Speckle Lipaphnaeus eustorgia  (Hulstaert, 1924) 

Bitje Orange Silver Speckle Lipaphnaeus leonina bitje (Druce, 1910) 

Western Orange Silver Speckle Lipaphnaeus leonina ivoirensis Stempffer, 1966 

Orange Silver Speckle Lipaphnaeus leonina leonina (Sharpe, 1890) 

Congo Orange Silver Speckle Lipaphnaeus leonina paradoxa (Schultze, 1908) 

Pointed Silver Speckle Lipaphnaeus loxura  (Rebel, 1914) 

Minziro Purple Aslauga abri abri Collins & Libert, 1997 

Western Minziro Purple Aslauga abri kivuana Libert, 2016 

Dja Purple Aslauga amieti  Libert, 2016 

Zimbabwe Purple Aslauga atrophifurca  Cottrell, 1981 

Eyed Purple Aslauga aura  Druce, 1913 

Southern Purple Aslauga australis  Cottrell, 1981 

Large Purple Aslauga bella  Bethune-Baker, 1914 

Bitje Purple Aslauga bitjensis bitjensis Bethune-Baker, 1925 

Eastern Bitje Purple Aslauga bitjensis ginettae Libert, 2016 

Green Purple Aslauga bouyeri bouyeri Libert, 1994 

Eastern Green Purple Aslauga bouyeri congdoni Libert & Collins, 1997 

Cameroon Purple Aslauga camerunica  Stempffer, 1969 

Wak Purple Aslauga cathyae  Collins & Libert, 1997 

Violet Purple Aslauga collinsi  Libert, 1994 

Mt Messa Purple Aslauga confusa  Libert, 1994 

Kasungo Purple Aslauga ducarmei  Libert, 2016 

Western Purple Aslauga ernesti  (Karsch, 1895) 

Mt Febe Purple Aslauga febe  (Libert, 1994) 

Kenya Purple Aslauga gallmannae  Collins & Libert, 2013 

Guinea Purple Aslauga guineensis  Collins & Libert, 1997 

Dark Blue Purple Aslauga hybrida  Libert, 2016 

Mimic Purple Aslauga imitans  Libert, 1994 

Tailed Purple Aslauga kallimoides  Schultze, 1912 

Uganda Purple Aslauga karamoja  Libert, 1994 

Pointed Purple Aslauga katangana  (Romieux, 1937) 

Kemfu Purple Aslauga kiellandi  Libert, 1997 

Ghana Purple Aslauga kwakui  Libert, 2016 

Royal Purple Aslauga lamborni  Bethune-Baker, 1914 

Nimba Purple Aslauga larseni  Sáfián, 2015 

Congo Hill-top Purple Aslauga latifurca congoensis Libert, 2016 

Hill-top Purple Aslauga latifurca latifurca Cottrell, 1981 

Western Orange Purple Aslauga marginata marginalis Kirby, 1890 

Orange Purple Aslauga marginata marginata (Plötz, 1880) 

Western Dusky Purple Aslauga marshalli adamaoua Libert, 1994 

Dusky Purple Aslauga marshalli marshalli Butler, 1899 

Ebogo Purple Aslauga maximei  Collins & Libert, 2016 

Beni Purple Aslauga michelae  Libert, 2016 

Eastern Purple Aslauga orientalis  Cottrell, 1981 

Large Sickle Purple Aslauga pandora  Druce, 1913 

Small Purple Aslauga perimitans  Libert, 2016 

Falcate Purple Aslauga perspicua  Libert, 2016 

Midnight Purple Aslauga prouvosti  Libert & Bouyer, 1997 
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Eastern Dark Purple Aslauga purpurascens levantis Libert, 2016 

Dark Purple Aslauga purpurascens purpurascens (Holland, 1890) 

Angled Reduced Purple Aslauga reducta angulosa Libert, 2016 

Reduced Purple Aslauga reducta reducta Libert, 2016 

Rounded Purple Aslauga satyroides  Libert, 1994 

Maan Purple Aslauga similis  Libert, 2016 

Mabira Purple Aslauga siouxi  Collins & Libert, 2016 

Tanzania Purple Aslauga tanga  Libert & Collins, 1997 

Angular Purple Aslauga vininga  (Hewitson, 1875) 

Dull Harvester Spalgis jacksoni jacksoni Stempffer, 1967 

Kigoma Dull Harvester Spalgis jacksoni stempfferi Kielland, 1985 

Bordered Harvester Spalgis lemolea lemolea Druce, 1890 

Western Bordered Harvester Spalgis lemolea pilos Druce, 1890 

Malagasy Harvester Spalgis tintinga  (Boisduval, 1833) 

Malagasy Shiny Blue Catochrysops scintilla   (Mabille, 1877) 

Blue Pied Pierrot* Zintha hintza hintza (Trimen, 1864) 

Namibia Blue Pied Pierrot Zintha hintza krooni (Dickson, 1973) 

Abyssinian Blue Pied Pierrot Zintha hintza resplendens (Butler, 1876) 

Orange-banded Protea Capys alpheus alpheus (Cramer, 1777) 

Northern Orange-banded Protea Capys alpheus extentus Quickelberge, 1979 

Cameroon Protea Capys bamendanus  Schultze, 1909 

Sudan Protea Capys bamptoni  Henning & Henning, 1988 

Small Protea Capys brunneus brunneus Aurivillius, 1916 

Zambia Small Protea Capys brunneus heathi Henning & Henning, 1988 

Mount Nyiro Protea Capys calpurnia  Henning & Henning, 1988 

Congo Protea Capys catharus  Riley, 1932 

Kenya Protea Capys collinsi  Henning & Henning, 1988 

African Protea Capys connexiva connexiva Butler, 1897 

Southern African Protea Capys connexiva gardineri Henning & Henning, 1988 

Cupreous Protea Capys cupreus  Henning & Henning, 1988 

Russet Protea Capys disjunctus  Trimen, 1895 

Pale Protea Capys hermes  Henning & Henning, 1988 

Violet Protea Capys juliae  Henning & Henning, 1988 

Meru Protea Capys meruensis  Henning & Henning, 1988 

Umkomazi  Protea Capys penningtoni  Riley, 1932 

Patched Protea Capys rileyi  Stoneham, 1938 

Dusky Protea Capys stuarti  Collins & Larsen, 2000 

Usambara Protea Capys usambarae  Congdon & Collins, 1998 

Volta Protea Capys vorgasi  Larsen & Collins, 2003 

 

Names with an asterisk* are not the current placeholders 
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Butterfly Index (Jeremy Dobson) 
 

The Butterfly Index is tracking trends of butterfly abundance in South Africa, post January 2018. 

As a supplement to the project, LepSoc Africa have commenced butterfly-surveys of several 

National Botanical Gardens, which will be incorporated in to the Butterfly Index data. 

 

2021 (the blue line) has got off to a reasonable start!. 

A fairly striking feature – one that has surprised me – is the lack of difference between the summer 

and winter months. While there are usually more individual butterflies flying in summer (at least on 

the Highveld) the number of species recorded has been fairly constant throughout the year; a 

possible early warning regarding the influence of climate change? 

 

 

 

For the Butterfly Index, I require the number of species 

seen at a single locality in a single day. If your survey is 

superficial (less than 1-hour in duration), or based on 

observations from a suburban garden or farm, please let 

me know and I’ll multiply the number obtained by 1.5. 

 

Steve Woodhall’s Butterfly App is a great way of saving 

butterfly checklists. It will soon be possible to export 

these lists directly to LepiBase; data submission will be a 

key requirement of the new permitting system.  
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For information, the Abundance Index (Ax) is calculated using the following formula, where n 

represents the species-count from a site and F is the percentage factor from the Biome table: 

Ax = 1+ (n / (10 * F)) 1/1.5 

 

Methodology 

 

1/. Each Province receives a monthly rating between, which will be more than 1 (Very Poor) and is 

unlikely to exceed 5 (Excellent). Lesotho and Swaziland are included as Provinces. 

 

2/. The rating is based on the highest recorded individual monthly species-count within the 

province under consideration. The numbers are based on representatives of the Papilionoidea 

superfamily (traditional butterflies). 

 

3/. In instances where data is acquired from several biomes within a single Province, the highest 

rating will be used.  

 

Annual prizes will be awarded to the most active provincial representatives! 

 

  

Lowveld 

Savanna or 

Forest (L.S.)

Highveld 

Savanna 

(H.S)

Highveld 

Grassland 

(H.G.)

Arid Savanna 

(A.S)

Karoo (K) Fynbos (F) Afromontane 

Forest (A.F.)

5 Excellent >80 >56 >40 >28 >20 >20 >40

4 Good 52 to 80 37 to 56 26 to 40 19 to 28 13 to 20 13 to 20 26 to 40

3 Average 29 to 51 20 to 36 15 to 25 10 to 18 8 to 12 8 to 12 15 to 25

2 Poor 11 to 28 8 to 19 6 to 14 4 to 9 3 to 7 3 to 7 6 to 14

1 Very Poor ≤10 ≤7 ≤5 ≤3 ≤2 ≤2 ≤5

0 No Data

NUMBER OF SPECIES RECORDED FROM A SINGLE LOCALITY IN A SINGLE DAY

BIOMEABUNDANCE 

INDEX
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Objectives 

 

1/. To monitor long term trends in butterfly abundance throughout South Africa 

2/. To compare seasonal and annual abundance indexes  

3/. To compare current butterfly-counts with historical benchmarks 

 

Data – January and February: 

 

 
 

 
Summarized Butterfly Index Data – 2021: 

 

    

Index Score Locality Biome Observer Index Score Locality Biome Observer

Gauteng 4.8 52 Lourieskloof H.S. Jeremy Dobson 4.1 38 WSBG H.S. Jeremy Dobson

KwaZulu-Natal 3.7 45 Monteseel L.S. Mark Liptrot 4.5 66 Krantzkloof L.S. Mark Liptrot

Limpopo 4.9 78 Franklyn Park L.S. Johan Greyling 4.1 39 Thabazimbi H.S. Jeremy Dobson

Mpumalanga 0 4.8 51 Loding H.S. Jeremy Dobson

Western Cape 3.8 12 Kirstenbosch F Fanie Rautenbach 3.5 10 Kirstenbosch F Fanie Rautenbach

Eastern Cape 0

Northern Cape 0 4 18 Witsand A.S. Jeremy Dobson

Southern Cape 0

North West 0

Free State 0

Lesotho 0

Swaziland 0

PROVINCE

2021

JAN FEB

Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Gauteng 4.8 4.1

KwaZulu-Natal 3.7 4.5

Limpopo 4.9 4.1

Mpumalanga 0 4.8

Western Cape 3.8 3.5

Eastern Cape 0 0

Northern Cape 0 4

Southern Cape 0 0

North West 0 0

Free State 0 0

Lesotho 0 0

Swaziland 0 0

PROVINCE
2021 - SUMMARY
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LepiMAP (Les Underhill)  
 
LepiMAP is helping to build up-to-date distribution maps for the butterflies and moths of Africa. 
These maps are critically important for conservation management and priority setting. Without 
good distribution maps, species conservation is largely guesswork. You can make your 
photography count for conservation by uploading your photos into the Virtual Museum. 
  

http://thebdi.org/2019/07/02/virtual-museum-open-for-refreshments/ 

 

Refer to Les Underhill’s message regarding LepiMAP under LATEST NEWS. 

 

Butterfly Evolutionary Diversity (BED) (Jonathan Colville) 
 

The Butterfly Evolutionary Diversity project (BED) is a three-year research enterprise led by 
SANBI. The BED project seeks to map patterns of evolutionary diversity for butterflies across 
South African landscapes. It aims, through collecting DNA samples of all South African butterfly 
species, to identify areas not only of high butterfly species richness and conservation concern, but 
also areas of high evolutionary importance. LepSoc Africa will be the main collecting agency for 
this project, which will also provide the phylogenetic analyses to enable us to resolve a number of 
taxonomic issues. 
Everyone can assist with this project: for further information, go to:  
 

http://www.lepsoc.org.za/projects/butterfly-evolutionary-diversity/ 

 

Caterpillar Rearing Group (CRG) (Hermann Staude) 
 
The third volume of the CRG results has been published in Metamorphosis: Volume 31 / 3. 
 
Anybody wishing to join, please refer to the LepSoc Africa website for details 
(http://www.lepsoc.org.za/) or visit the Facebook page  
 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/caterpillarrg/ 
 
Refer to Hermann Staude’s CRG February newsletter under LATEST NEWS. 

 
COREL 
 
Custodians of Rare and Endangered Lepidoptera (COREL) is a joint LepSoc Africa–Brenton Blue 
Trust project to secure the survival of our threatened butterfly and moth species. 
 
If you would like to assist COREL in any capacity, please contact me at jchdobson@gmail.com 
A link to the latest COREL guidelines is attached below: 
 

COREL - Structure and guidelines 

CONSERVATION AND RESEARCH 

http://thebdi.org/2019/07/02/virtual-museum-open-for-refreshments/
http://www.lepsoc.org.za/projects/butterfly-evolutionary-diversity/
http://www.lepsoc.org.za/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/caterpillarrg/
file:///C:/Users/jchdo/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/jchdobson@gmail.com
https://www.dropbox.com/s/dhewypd72x322la/Reorganisation%20of%20the%20COREL%20programme.pdf?dl=0
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Aloeides Project (Jeremy Dobson) 
 

I’ve attached some tables below – generated from the Aloeides Project database – summarizing 

progress to date.  

• There are 802 records in the database; this includes 12 barcodes obtained from 

GENBANK.  

• The majority of the DNA samples (514) have been submitted to the Butterfly Evolutionary 

Diversity Project (BED); to date, we have received no barcodes from BED, but I’m confident 

that we eventually will and that this will dramatically enhance the Aloeides Project. Other 

samples have been sent to Bold Systems, Canada and Jagiellonian University, Poland 

(BOLD and JAG respectively in the table below). VOID represent the DNA samples that 

were destroyed in my Boxing Day fiasco (ABN 2021-1). The specimens are fine! 

• 29 people have contributed samples to the project (I’ve include “GENBANK” as a person) 

• We currently have 123 barcodes, comprising 49 taxa.  

• I’ve got a further 108 samples (11 new taxa) in my deep freeze (PENDING in the table 

below). I’m hoping to acquire samples of Aloeides tearei (Katherina Reddig) and Aloeides 

mullini (James Wakefield) and have reasonable expectations of getting a further two new 

species-records before the end of this season: this will enable us to meet our minimum 

target of 64 taxa (85% of the currently described Aloeides). 

I intend to send a plate of 90 Aloeides samples, from the PENDING box to BOLD in May - I’ve set 

aside five wells for Neptis (Ian Richardson) and Crudaria (Reinier Terblanche). 

 
COLLECTOR LABORATORY PENDING VOID TOTAL BARCODES 

BED BOLD GENBANK JAG 

Jeremy Dobson 145 57     46 35 283 56 

Dave Edge 71       8   79   

Peter Ward 70 7         77 7 

Alan Gardiner 76           76   

André Coetzer 40 13         53 4 

Mark Williams 22 1     10 6 39 1 

Harald Selb 15 10     1 4 30 9 

Christopher Dobson 16 3         19 3 

Ray Jones 4       14   18   

Szabolcs Sáfian       16     16 15 

Ernest Pringle         15   15   

Peter Webb 14 1         15 1 

Alf Curle   14         14 14 

GENBANK     12       12 12 

Andrew Morton 10           10   

Etienne Terblanche 2       6   8   

Andrew Mayer 7           7   

Reinier Terblanche 5           5   

Steve Woodhall 5           5   

Graham Henning 4           4   

Hayden Warren-Gash 4           4   

James Lawrence         3   3   

Emmeline Topp 2           2   

Johan Greyling 2           2   

Peter Sharland         2   2   

Alan Sinclair   1         1 1 

Alex Williams         1   1   

Dietmar Ley         1   1   

Stephen Ball         1   1   

 514 107 12 16 108 45 802 123 
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TAXON COUNT  TAXON COUNT  COLLECTOR COUNT 

Aloeides trimeni trimeni 53  Aloeides apicalis 6  Jeremy Dobson 283 

Aloeides pierus 53  Aloeides plowesi 6  Dave Edge 79 

Aloeides damarensis 
damarensis 44  Aloeides pallida juno 6  Peter Ward 77 

Aloeides henningi 39  Aloeides almeida 6  Alan Gardiner 76 

Aloeides aranda 30  Aloeides caffrariae 5  André Coetzer 53 

Aloeides dryas 28  Aloeides egerides 5  Mark Williams 39 

Aloeides juana 27  Aloeides griseus 4  Harald Selb 30 

Aloeides oreas 21  Aloeides pallida pallida 4  Christopher Dobson 19 

Aloeides pallida littoralis 21  Aloeides rileyi 4  Ray Jones 18 

Aloeides penningtoni 20  Aloeides merces 3  Szabolcs Sáfian 16 

Aloeides macmasteri 20  Aloeides barbarae 3  Peter Webb 15 

Aloeides thyra thyra 20  Aloeides monticola 3  Ernest Pringle 15 

Aloeides titei 19  Aloeides molomo handmani 2  Alf Curle 14 

Aloeides pallida grandis 19  Aloeides trimeni southeyae 2  GENBANK 12 

Aloeides swanepoeli 18  Aloeides conradsi conradsi 1  Andrew Morton 10 

Aloeides taikosama 18  Aloeides braueri 1  Etienne Terblanche 8 

Aloeides arida 16   802  Andrew Mayer 7 

Aloeides dentatis maseruna 14     Reinier Terblanche 5 

Aloeides depicta 14     Steve Woodhall 5 

Aloeides pallida jonathani 13     

Hayden Warren-
Gash 4 

Aloeides vansoni 12     Graham Henning 4 

Aloeides thyra orientis 12     James Lawrence 3 

Aloeides margaretae 12     Johan Greyling 2 

Aloeides carolynnae 
carolynnae 12     Emmeline Topp 2 

Aloeides dicksoni 11     Peter Sharland 2 

Aloeides dentatis dentatis 11     Dietmar Ley 1 

Aloeides molomo molomo 11     Stephen Ball 1 

Aloeides nubilus 11     Alex Williams 1 

Aloeides barklyi 10     Alan Sinclair 1 

Aloeides quickelbergei 10      802 

Aloeides clarki 9       
Aloeides rossouwi 9       
Aloeides stevensoni 9       
Aloeides bamptoni 8       
Aloeides simplex 8       
Aloeides pallida liversidgei 8       
Aloeides susanae 8       
Aloeides caledoni 7       
Aloeides gowani 7       
Aloeides damarensis mashona 7       
Aloeides nollothi 7       
Aloeides kaplani 7       
Aloeides lutescens 7       
Aloeides maluti 7       
Aloeides mbuluensis 7       
Aloeides molomo krooni 7       
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BARCODES ACQUIRED  BARCODES PENDING  MISSING 

Aloeides almeida  Aloeides apicalis  Aloeides angolensis  

Aloeides aranda  Aloeides braueri  Aloeides argenteus  

Aloeides arida  Aloeides clarki  Aloeides carolynnae aurata* 

Aloeides bamptoni  Aloeides damarensis mashona  Aloeides conradsi angoniensis 

Aloeides barbarae  Aloeides depicta  Aloeides conradsi jacksoni 

Aloeides barklyi  Aloeides merces  Aloeides conradsi talboti 

Aloeides caffrariae  Aloeides molomo krooni  Aloeides gowani* 

Aloeides caledoni  Aloeides mullini*  Aloeides maluti* 

Aloeides carolynnae carolynnae  Aloeides oreas  Aloeides molomo coalescens* 

Aloeides conradsi conradsi  Aloeides pallida juno  Aloeides molomo kiellandi 

Aloeides damarensis damarensis  Aloeides rileyi  Aloeides molomo mumbuensis 

Aloeides dentatis dentatis  Aloeides rossouwi  Aloeides namibiensis  

Aloeides dentatis maseruna  Aloeides tearei*  Aloeides pringlei  

Aloeides dicksoni  13  13 

Aloeides dryas     
Aloeides egerides     
Aloeides griseus  *Katharina Reddig and Ian Waters have samples of Aloeides tearei and  

Aloeides henningi  Aloeides mullini respectively, that I'll try and obtain in the next few months. 

Aloeides juana     
Aloeides kaplani  **I've got reasonable hopes that someone has (or will) capture one of the  

Aloeides lutescens  highlighted taxa in the last table this season. Any two out of these four  

Aloeides macmasteri  butterflies will enable is to reach our target of 64 taxa (85% of the  

Aloeides margaretae  currently described Aloeides)     

Aloeides mbuluensis     
Aloeides molomo handmani     
Aloeides molomo molomo     
Aloeides monticola     
Aloeides nollothi     
Aloeides nubilus     
Aloeides pallida grandis     
Aloeides pallida jonathani     
Aloeides pallida littoralis     
Aloeides pallida liversidgei     
Aloeides pallida pallida     
Aloeides penningtoni     
Aloeides pierus     
Aloeides plowesi     
Aloeides quickelbergei     
Aloeides simplex     
Aloeides stevensoni     
Aloeides susanae     
Aloeides swanepoeli     
Aloeides taikosama     
Aloeides thyra orientis     
Aloeides thyra thyra     
Aloeides titei     
Aloeides trimeni southeyae     
Aloeides trimeni trimeni     
Aloeides vansoni     
49     
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Aloeides Gallery : 2020 – 2021 Season 

  

Aloeides simplex 
Witsand, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides stevensoni 
Wolkberg, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides aranda 
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides oreas 
Dirkiesdorp, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides pierus 
Hanover, Northern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides taikosama 
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides dentatis maseruna 
Sebokeng, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides henningi 
Glenharvie, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides molomo molomo 
Kalbosfontein, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides nubilus 
Elandshoogte, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides apicalis 
Ceres, W Cape 
Daryl De Beer 

 

Aloeides caffrariae 
Grahamstown, E Cape 

David Taylor 
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Aloeides barbarae 
Mountainlands, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides dryas 
Shiyalongubu, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides rileyi 
Golden Gate, Free State 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides “dentatis” 
Witsieshoek, KZN 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides oreas 
Witsieshoek, KZN 
Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides “dentatis” 
Tsomo, Eastern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides damarensis damarensis 
Tarkastad, Eastern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides mbuluensis 
Tsomo, Eastern Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides thyra thyra 
Jacobs Bay, Western Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides merces 
Dirkiesdorp, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides trimeni trimeni 
KwaMhlanga, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides pallida littoralis 
De Hoop, Western Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 

 

Aloeides carolynnae carolynnae 
Worcester, Western Cape 

Jeremy Dobson 
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Metamorphosis  
 
Dave Edge is the Editor of Metamorphosis; Silvia Kirkman is the Sub Editor responsible for 

production. 

 

2020 has been an unprecedented year for Metamorphosis and, due to the number of articles, the 
journal is being published in four volumes.  
 
Details regarding the costs of printing and posting hard copies are include on page 2 of this 
newsletter; a summary of the content is included below, or view the Metamorphosis section of the 
LepSoc Africa website under the Publications tab (lepsocafrica.org) 
 

Please order hard copies using the online shop (https://lepsocafrica.org/), or contact Dave at 

orachrysops@gmail.com. 

 

2019 
Volume 30 Part 1 

 

Articles: 58 - 68 

Publication Date : 2019-12-31 

 

David A. Edge and Silvia Mecenero 

  

R145 excluding postage. 

 

Volume 30 Part 2 

 

Revision of the genus Neptis Fabricius, 1807 (Lepidoptera, Nymphalidae) in the Afrotropical 

Region: Currently described taxa  

 

Ian D. Richardson  

 

R300 excluding postage. 

 

2020 
Volume 31 Part 1 

 

Articles: 139 - 147 

Publication Date : 2020-12-23 

 

David A. Edge and Silvia Mecenero 

 

R250 excluding postage. 

 

  

PUBLICATIONS 

file:///C:/Users/jchdo/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/lepsocafrica.org
https://lepsocafrica.org/
mailto:orachrysops@gmail.com
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Volume 31 Part 2 

DR. MARTIN KRÜGER : Obituary by Hermann Staude and Wolfram Mey and Checklist of 

the Lepidoptera of southern Africa 

Price to be confirmed. 

 

Volume 31 Part 3 

The Caterpillar Rearing Group 

 

Hermann Staude 

 

R600 excluding postage. 

 

Volume 31 Part 4 

Outcomes of the Southern African Lepidoptera Conservation Assessment (SALCA) 

 

Silvia Mecenero et al. 

 

R250 excluding postage. 

 

2021 
Volume 32 Part 1 

  

New articles 

Notes on the life history and taxonomy of Cerurina marshalli (Lepidoptera: Notodontidae: 

Cerurinae) 

Lydia R. J. Mulvaney   
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Johan Heyns has a large collection of photographs, which are included as a regular feature in this 
newsletter.  
 
More from the Erebidae family and more from a large subfamily, the Erebinae: 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Cuneisigna obstans 
Johan Heyns 

Cyligramma latona 
Johan Heyns 

 

 

Dysgonia angularis 
Johan Heyns 

 

Dysgonia torrida 
Johan Heyns 

 

Grammodes euclidioides 
Johan Heyns 

 

Grammodes stolida 
Johan Heyns 

 

OTHER BUTTERFLIES
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Gauteng 
 

I visited Suikerbosrand on 7 Jan, primarily to try and replace the two Aloeides dentatis dentatis 

DNA samples that had been “lost”– refer to January’s newsletter. Although a bit past it, dentatis 

was flying; I recorded 26 species, Abundance Index 4.0 – Good. There were loads of Sandmen 

(Spialia species), mainly Striped Sandman (Spialia ferax), but also Star Sandman (Spialia 

asterodia), Mafa Sandman (Spialia mafa mafa) and – the poorly named - Mountain Sandman 

(Spialia spio). 

 

 

Lourens Erasmus, Stephen Ball, Joshua Olszewski and I visited Louriekloof, part of the Pretoria 

Magaliesberg in January. Refer to a separate article under LATEST NEWS. 

 

  

REGIONAL ROUNDUP 

Lepidochrysops patricia 
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Acraea horta 
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Leptotes pirithous pirithous 
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Eicochrysops messapus mahallakoaena 
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Spialia asterodia 
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Spialia ferax 
Suikerbosrand, Gauteng 

Jeremy Dobson 

Parosmodes morantii morantii 
Lourieskloof, Gauteng 

Lourens Erasmus 

Neptis saclava marpessa 
Lourieskloof, Gauteng 

Lourens Erasmus 

Charaxes saturnus saturnus 
Lourieskloof, Gauteng 

Lourens Erasmus 
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As part of the ongoing surveys of National Botanical Gardens by LepSoc Africa, I visited Walter 

Sisulu (WSBG) on 08 Feb. I recorded 39 species, which is pretty good, including some nice 

species, such as Black Heart (Uranothauma nubifer nubifer) and a Plain Tiger / African Monarch 

which looked to be somewhere in-between Danaus chrysippus orientis and A. c. alcippus. 

 

 
Lourens Erasmus has taken these photos from WSBG or places nearby: 

  

Eretis umbra umbra 
WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Danaus chrysippus orientis / alcippus 
WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Mylothris rueppellii haemus 
WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Gegenes pumilio gambica 
WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Junonia hierta cebrene 
WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Uranothauma nubifer nubifer 
WSBG, Gauteng 
Jeremy Dobson 

Cigaritis natalensis 
WSBG, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Cupidopsis cissus cissus 
WSBG, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 

Telchinia esebria  
WSBG, Gauteng 
Lourens Erasmus 
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Mpumalanga 

 

Mark Williams, Alex Williams (Mark’s grandson) and I visited Loding on 20 February. Butterflies 

weren’t swarming, but we recorded 51 species: Abundance Index 4.8 (Good). 

 

Mark and Alex found a couple of Northern Basuto Skolly (Thestor basuta capeneri). This isn’t the 

first time we’ve found this butterfly at Loding, but it’s a good record nonetheless. I first recorded 

this species at Loding in March 2014. It’s appearance at this site seems to have coincided with the 

disappearance of Bushveld Giant Cupid (Lepidochrysops vansoni), which I last found at Loding in 

January 2013. 

 

It seems possible that ongoing habitat degradation of the site may have benefited Anoplolepis 

custodiens ants (host of T. b. capeneri), at the expense of the Camponotus ants that L. vansoni 

would have been dependent upon.  

 

Stephen Ball, Lourens Erasmus and Jan Praet also visited Loding in February and took the 

following photos: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Anthene amarah amarah 
Loding, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

Leucochitonea levubu 
Loding, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

Dotta callicles 
Loding, Mpumalanga 

Jeremy Dobson 

Acraea axina 
Loding, Mpumalanga 

Lourens Erasmus 

Colotis evenina evenina 
Loding, Mpumalanga 

Lourens Erasmus 

Teracolus eris eris 
Loding, Mpumalanga 

Lourens Erasmus 
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Limpopo 
 

On 16 January Johan Greyling and Andrew Mayer recorded 78 species from Franklyn Park near 

Hoedspruit, Limpopo, an Abundance Index of 4.9 (Good). Their list included Novice (Amauris 

ochlea ochlea) and False Wanderer (Pseudacraea eurytus imitator), which they believe are new 

records for the park. 

 

The following day Johan and Andrew recorded 63 species (4.4 – Good) from Hoedspruit.  

 
Mark Williams, Alex Williams and I visited Bateleur on  23 January. No sign of Waterberg Acraea 

Copper (Erikssonia edgei) and not too many butterflies; we recorded 32 species which is a 

relatively poor return for Bateleur at this time of year (Abundance Index 3.8 – Average). An 

interesting observation was that  Pioneer Caper White / Brown-veined White (Belenois aurota) 

were flying south, instead of the usual northeast (Refer to “Recent Observations” by Mark Williams 

under LATEST NEWS. 

 

 

  

Papilio demodocus demodocus 
Bateleur, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Cigaritis mozambica 
Bateleur, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Cephanodes hylas 
Bateleur, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Precis ceryne ceryne 
Bateleur, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Gegenes pumilio gambica 
Bateleur, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Klipspringer 
Bateleur, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 
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Andrew Mayer took these photos at his farm, Soetdoring: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On 24 February, Raimund Schutte and I made an impromptu visit to Thabazimbi. We had a good 

trip recording 39 species, including Green-marbled Skipper (Gomalia elma elma) and Pale Ranger 

(Dotta callicles). Club-tailed Charaxes (Charaxes zoolina), both wet season and dry season forms, 

were swarming. 

A highlight was seeing a solitary male Darker Commodore (Precis antilope); despite being towards 

the end of the normal rainy season, this specimen was an out-of-the-box wet season form. 

 

Brakefieldia perspicua perspicua 
Thabazimbi, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Charaxes zoolina 
Thabazimbi, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Precis antilope 
Thabazimbi, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Hypolycaena philippus philippus 
Thabazimbi, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Gomalia elma elma 
Thabazimbi, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Willema willemi 
Thabazimbi, Limpopo 

Jeremy Dobson 

Aloeides taikosama 
Soetdoring, Limpopo 

Andrew Mayer 

Bicyclus ena 
Soetdoring, Limpopo 

Andrew Mayer 

Myrina silenus ficedula  
Soetdoring, Limpopo 

Andrew Mayer 
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Eastern Cape 

 
Mark Liptrot produced a report of a visit to Mkambathi Nature Reserve, Eastern Cape, that may be 

viewed here:  

Mkambathi - Mark Liptrot  
 

KZN (Steve Woodhall) 
 

Not a lot to report apart from some bad news. The huge Celtis mildbraedtii at Pigeon Valley that 

yields Iolaus aemulus pupae has been badly damaged. There were always two trunks and we 

used to find the pupae in the shady spots under the boughs and between the trunks. It fell down 

during the heavy rains last week. I went to have a look and found to my surprise that the tree’s 

crown, that I always thought was mainly Celtis mildbraedtii with hidden Oncocalyx quinquenervius 

clumps, was actually mainly Oncocalyx quinquenervius clumps! It may well be that the Loranthus 

weakened the tree to the point where its roots couldn’t hold its weight when soaked in water (it 

was at an angle). Crispin Hemson, who lives nearby, has already found a few more trees infested 

with Oncocalyx quinquenervius so we hope to find more pupae in September. 

 

There were lots of Iolaus sidus females hanging around; I found some eggs on flowers but I 

suspect they are sidus. No aemulus were seen. I found a few white eggs (sidus eggs are yellow) 

on some last-year’s leaves; hope they hatch to make aemulus larvae but don’t hold your breath! 
 

Mark Liptrot has reported separately his efforts at Monteseel with the 

Durbania amakosa flavida. That is turning into a very fruitful spot… 

 

Anthene otacilia otacilia 
Port Alfred, Eastern Cape 

Lynette Knott Rudman 

Durbania amakosa amakosa 
Grahamstown, Eastern Cape 

Lynette Knott Rudman 

Belenois gidica abyssinica 
Port Alfred, Eastern Cape 

Rosie Greeff 

Iolaus sidus   
Pigeon Valley, KZN 

Steve Woodhall 

 

Oncocalyx quinquenervius   
Pigeon Valley, KZN 

Steve Woodhall 

 

Fallen Celtis mildbraedtii   
Pigeon Valley, KZN 

Steve Woodhall 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/9nb2d00c5btds45/Mkambathi%20-%20Mark%20Liptrot.pdf?dl=0%20
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And some more photos from KZN… 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Achaea klugii   
Gillitts, KZN 

Steve Woodhall 

 

Coenyra hebe 
Umfolozi, KZN 

Wayne Johnston 

 

Physcaeneura panda   
Umfolozi, KZN 

Wayne Johnston 

 

Precis octavia sesamus   
Dargle, KZN 

Wilna Steenkamp 

 

Harpendyreus noquasa  
Drakensberg, KZN (?) 

Wilna Steenkamp 

 

Junonia natalica natalica  
Dargle, KZN 
Elaine Bester 

 

Acraea violarum violarum   
KZN 

Mark Liptrot 

 

Pardopsis punctatissima   
Montessel, KZN 

Mark Liptrot 

 

Cigaritis mozambica    
KZN 

Mark Liptrot 
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Uganda 
  

Rogers Muhewzi forwarded me these photos, taken by Brian Ashby at Semuliki: 

 
And some photos from Rogers, from Mpanga: 

 

Zambia 

 

  

 

Belenois aurota  
Zambia 

Mark Hellam 
 

 

Charaxes protoclea   
Zambia 

Mark Hellam 
 

 

Charaxes ameliae   
Semuliki, Uganda 

Brian Ashby 
 

 

Cymothoe hobarti  
Semuliki, Uganda 

Brian Ashby 
 

 

Colotis regina    
Zambia 

Mark Hellam 
 

 

AFRICA DESK

Euphaedra ruspina  
Semuliki, Uganda 

Brian Ashby 
 

 

Ariadne albifascia   
Mpanga, Uganda 
Rogers Muhwezi 

 

 

Neptis melicerta   
Mpanga, Uganda 
Rogers Muhwezi 

 

 

Telchinia lycoa  
Mpanga, Uganda 
Rogers Muhwezi 
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Angola 
 

Rogério Ferreira has been posting some great photos on Facebook: 

 

Tanzania 

  

Acraea egina 
Kwanza Norte, Angola 

Rogério Ferreira 

 

Pseudacraea kuenowii gottbergi 
Kwanza Norte, Angola 

Rogério Ferreira 

 

Euriphene barombina 
Kwanza Norte, Angola 

Rogério Ferreira 

 

Hypolimnas salmacis 
Kwanza Norte, Angola 

Rogério Ferreira 

 

Pyrrhochalcia iphis 
Kwanza Norte, Angola 

Rogério Ferreira 

 

Salamis cacta 
Kwanza Norte, Angola 

Rogério Ferreira 

 

Junonia orithya 
Arusha, Tanzania 

Roman Gift 
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Zimbabwe 

 

Zimbabwe has an amazingly active butterfly WhatsApp group; most of these photos have been 

taken from there: 

 

 

  

Bunaeopsis species (Larva)  
Headlands, Zimbabwe 

Dan Lee 
 

 

Alaena nyassa   
Headlands, Zimbabwe 

Dan Lee 
 

 

Bicyclus ena   
Headlands, Zimbabwe 

Dan Lee 
 

 

Willema willemi   
Zimbabwe 

James Wakefield 
 

 

Phalanta phalantha aethiopica (Pupa)   
Zimbabwe 

Oliver Hildebrand 
 

 

Colotis regina   
Zimbabwe 

Petrus Erasmus 
 

 

Hypolimnas misippus  
Harare, Zimbabwe 
Sue Christian-Bell 

 

 

Kedestes marshalli  
Bulawayo, Zimbabwe 

Vernon Tar 
 

 

Axiocerses tjoane tjoane 
Headlands, Zimbabwe 

Dan Lee 
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Elected Executive Councillors and LSA Directors: 

 

• Jeremy Dobson (Chairman) 

• Justin Bode (Secretary) 

• Peter Ward (Treasurer) 
 

Co-opted Councillors 
 

• Dave Edge (Editor of Metamorphosis) 

• Reinier Terblanche (Conservation, Research and Permits) 
 
Branch Chairmen 
 

• Andre Coetzer (Highveld – Gauteng, North West and Free State) 

• Kevin Cockburn (KwaZulu-Natal) 

• Andrew Morton (Western Cape) 

• Ernest Pringle (Eastern Cape) 

• Dave Edge (Southern Cape) 

• Vaughan Jessnitz (Limpopo) 

• Reinier Terblanche (Northern Cape) 

• Michael Ochse (Germany) 
 
The price of Metamorphosis Volume 31 (2020) – Part 1 is R250 for SA members, excluding 
postage.  
 

 

 
*Sponsor members are entitled to a free copy of Metamorphosis, but not supplementary, stand-
alone publications, such as the CRG results or the SALCA assessments. 
 
**Family Membership is available to married couples or life partners, plus dependent children 
under the age of 18. 
 
MEMBERSHIP OF LEPSOC AFRICA IS FREE TO ANYONE UNDER THE AGE OF 16 
 

Subscriptions are due on 01 January each year; to renew your membership, click on the following 

link: 

LepSoc Africa subscriptions 

  

Category
South 

African
Africa

Inter-

national

South 

African
Africa

Inter-

national

South 

African
Africa

Inter-

national

Sponsor* R 1 200 R 1 200 R 1 400 Included Included Included R 1 200 TBA TBA

Ordinary R 290 R 290 R 360 R 250 TBA TBA R 540 TBA TBA

Pensioner (over 60 yrs) R 220 R 220 R 270 R 250 TBA TBA R 470 TBA TBA

Student (under 23 yrs) R 150 R 150 R 200 R 250 TBA TBA R 400 TBA TBA

Family Membership** R 450 R 450 - R 250 TBA TBA R 700 TBA TBA

Family (Pensioners) R 350 R 350 - R 250 TBA TBA R 600 TBA TBA

Annual subscription fee (current year 

i.e. 2021)

Metamorphosis printed copy 

(preceding year i.e. 2020)

Annual subscriptions, plus printed 

copy of Metamorphosis

LEPSOC AFRICA COUNCIL

http://www.lepsocafrica.org/?p=members&s=Renew
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Michel Libert, a well-known figure in the field of African butterflies, is 
featured this month 
 
I was born in France at the very end of World War II in Le Havre 
(Normandy). Le Havre is one of the major European ports, which resulted 
in it being largely destroyed by bombings. Its reconstruction, under the 
aegis of the architect Auguste Perret, has earned it a recent entry into the 
World Heritage but, for those who know the city, it does not constitute an 
incentive to entomology. It didn't start very well ... 
Anyway, I grew up there and did my primary and secondary studies, I got 
married and had two daughters, and entered National Education through 
the back door, as a class supervisor in a high school. A summer job in the 
oil refinery near Le Havre also helped to put jam (butter?) on the bread (in 
French ‘mettre du beurre dans les épinards’). 
 
But there was no university in Le Havre at that time, and it was in Rouen 
that I followed the courses (in chemistry, still not very good…): almost one 
hundred kilometers, four times a week for four years, whatever the 
conditions, I can say that I knew the road between Le Havre and  Rouen. 
 
When I got a job at the University of Rouen, we moved to this city, where our son François was 
born a little later. I prepared a thesis in electrochemistry and published a dozen papers in the 
same field. It was at this time that the urge to move took hold of us, my wife and I. 
 
With NATO funding, we spent the summer of 1975 in Austin, Texas, where I worked for three 
months at a reputable electrochemistry lab. Back in France, time to pick up the children from their 
grandparents, and we embarked for Algiers where I had obtained a post at the university as part of 
the cooperation between France and Algeria. Should I stress the contrast between Austin and 
Algiers? That year (1975) many of us were recruited to set up the new scientific university of 
Algiers, university of Bab Ezouar, now Houari-Boumédienne, and difficulties were’nt lacking, 
especially for research, which was probably to be expected. I wasn't overwhelmed, I took up 
tennis, which I wasn't very good at, and started to learn Russian, which I almost completely forgot, 
despite two weeks in Rostov on the Don in the summer of 1977.  
 
In the third year, a combination of circumstances typical of a developing country resulted in the 
partial destruction of the University. While doing a weld, a worker set fire to woodwork; he grabbed 
a fire hose, but there was no water and the firefighters got stuck in the construction site and 
couldn't intervene. Almost one year later, nothing had changed and I decided to leave Algeria. I 
still hadn't paid the slightest attention, neither to insects in general, nor to butterflies in particular. 
 
With some friends, however, I had twice crossed the Sahara by car. Peugeot 404s bought second-
hand in France and the resale of which more or less financed the expedition and the return flight. 
Via Tamanrasset, the first crossing took us to Niger, where I found a certain Pierre Libert, another 
chemist, who had preceded me at the University of Algiers and for whom I continued to receive 
mail for a long time, which had created a link between us. I still remember arriving in Niamey with 
free exhaust, and the resulting difficulties with the police, and also washing the car inside out with 
so much water that, even under the Nigerian sun, it took the seats several days to dry. 
 

FOCUS ON… 

Michel on a cliff near Calais 
with the English Channel in 

the background 
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For the second crossing, we opted for the western route, via Gao, Mopti and the Dogon country, 
terminus Bamako. Virtually no incident, but a punctured gasoline barrel contaminated much of our 
food supply. And I was teaming up with a Belgian guy (my neighbor in Algiers) who at night ate 
raw artichokes, including the stalk; very noisy, especially in the silence of the Saharan night. 
 
These expeditions, my first contacts with sub-Saharan Africa, probably influenced my choice when 
I decided to leave Algiers. I actually declined a proposal for Oujda, in northeast Morocco, and 
accepted a position in Cameroon, at the University of Yaoundé, where I arrived in 1979. But I had 
gone four years without doing any research and, to get up to speed and perhaps also to clear my 
conscience, I spent the summer in a Southampton laboratory, doing guess what… 
electrochemistry of course. 
 
In Yaoundé, it took me a while to realize that my recruitment was based on a misunderstanding. 
Cameroonian officials, probably unaware of what organic electrochemistry was, for which it would 
be indelicate to blame them, were expecting a specialist in organic chemistry, while I was an 
electrochemist who applied his skills to organic substances. There was indeed an electrochemistry 
lab, in which the wife of a minister worked, but I quickly realized that I was not welcome there.  
However, I was there, in Yaoundé, and teaching was far from keeping me busy.  
But chance is malicious and, sometimes, does things well ... 
 
I had been welcomed at the University by Jean-Louis Amiet, Professor of Zoology, and we 
sympathized. He had quickly become a friend of the family, and had been impressed by the 
knowledge of our son Francois, then about nine years old. Francois had learned how to read from 
wildlife books and had acquired real knowledge, completely out of step with his father chemist. 
But François' knowledge was purely bookish and Jean-Louis said to me: "why don't you take 
François to collect butterflies?" And he suggested that we go to mont Fébé, a hill very close to 
Yaoundé. No sooner said than done, two nets were made and off we went to mont Fébé; I was far 
from imagining the consequences of this escapade ... 
 
Let's face it, François didn't like it at all: heat, flies and perhaps also the difficulty in capturing the 
butterflies, quickly got the better of his enthusiasm. But, totally unexpectedly, it was the father, this 
chemist with no real inclination for the things of nature, who took the bait, and he returned to mont 
Fébé, again and again. 
 
Back from mont Fébé, he rushed into professor Amiet's office to harass him with questions and, 
patiently, Jean-Louis instilled in him the basics of entomology, starting with what a species was ... 
That’s to say if we started from far away! Quickly, the scientist showed the tip of his nose and, 
probably hoping to compensate for my total lack of chemical research, I had the idea to draw up a 
list of the species present on mont Fébé (I always liked numbers). Four years later, after some 
1,200 hours of prospecting, and after I had counted around 700 species, I still happened to 
discover a species "new to mont Fébé".  
 
But my presence on that hill from which you could see the presidential palace came to be seen as 
a threat to the safety of its host, and I had to abandon the field. I then fell back to nearby mont 
Messa, where 820 hours of observation made it possible to identify 630 species (70 of which were 
not seen on mont Fébé, less than 400 m away), all of this was published, but the lists would 
certainly deserve to be updated. From time to time, I would be unfaithful to these two hills, the time 
of an escapade to Nkolkomou, Nkolbisson and even to the mythical mont Kala, one of the high 
places of Cameroonian entomology, discovered by Jean-Louis Amiet (who used to collect 
amphibians there), and where Philippe Darge found the no less mythical Charaxes lydiae, the 
story is known. Darge subsequently recruited Alexis Evoei, who quickly annexed Mount Kala; 
Alexis, who was a poet at his hours, once told me that when he saw Charaxes lydiae flying, he 
saw a five thousand (CFA francs) note. 
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Little by little, I also extended my investigations around Yaoundé, especially to Ebogo, another 
mythical locality in Cameroon (but the inventory of species that fly there seems to be at a 
standstill). I ended up exploring a large part of Cameroon and thus discovering the biogeography, 
the difference between the faunas of the south Cameroonian Plateau and of the coastal plain, the 
specificities of the Cameroon Highlands, which particularly interested me, always effectively 
advised by my friend Jean-Louis. 
 
As for François, he turned to fish… Jean-Louis, who was (also) preparing a book on the 
Aphyosemion [killifish] genus (small, colorful freshwater fish), had two aquariums in his office and 
François was fascinated. Sometimes he would come along with me in the field and catch fishes 
while I looked for butterflies; soon, he also had his own aquariums and spoke at length about 
Aphyosemion with Jean-Louis. Much to his mother's dismay, he also bred in our tub mudskippers 
(Periophthalmus barbarus) collected near Kribi, on the Atlantic coast. He was, and still is, a true 
naturalist, and although he makes a living as a computer scientist, he is still passionate about fish, 
which he now photographs underwater in their habitat in various seas.  
 
I also have to talk about another character, the word is not too strong, who played a very important 
role in my entomological adventure. On a business trip, he showed up one day in Professor 
Amiet's office: he was also a passionate naturalist, and there must have been plenty of topics for 
conversation between the two men. Jean-Louis brought him into my office, where he was very 
impressed with my Euptera collection, especially a small series of E. mirifica captured on Mount 
Fébé (now E. grepi Libert, 2014). He was Steve Collins, the Monsanto man in West Africa… I don't 
know whether it was during this visit that he launched the idea of a revision of the Euptera genus, 
but it was he who started this project, which did not end until much later. 
 
Steve often returned to Cameroon, and he also became a friend of the family. It was quick drops 
but he always managed to fit a field trip into his program. Most often, I would take him to Ebogo; I 
would make the sandwiches and a mint drink that, years later, he told me he hated. I especially 
remember one outing … Jean-Louis pointed out to me “a good spot”, where he had captured a few 
Euptera in the bed of a dry stream. When we arrived, the Euptera were there, waiting for us, really 
numerous, and I don't remember whether Steve even took the time to swallow his sandwich. Back 
in Yaoundé, I warmly thanked Jean-Louis, telling him that the place was "lined with Euptera"; he 
himself rushed there shortly after... but the Euptera were gone. Even today, he is a little bitter 
when we talk about this episode. 
 
I left Cameroon in 1989 and returned to my post at the University of Rouen, where I easily 
resumed my teaching in physical and analytical chemistry. Regarding my research activity, the 
choice was a cornelian one, between resuming an activity related to chemistry after a 14 years 
interruption and exploiting the material collected in Cameroon and the field data, in a University 
where no laboratory was likely to host such an activity. 
 
I was also aware that neither Professor Amiet's efforts nor his pedagogy had made me a naturalist 
and that my entomological gaps remained considerable. And yet, it is the second path I went for 
(otherwise you wouldn't be reading this ...), considering, right or wrong, that I would have a hard 
time getting back to a satisfactory level in chemistry while I was probably the only one able to 
exploit the Cameroonian stuff. Some thirty years later I have no regrets, although it was, 
academically speaking, a first class funeral. 
 
In this regard, it is not without importance to know that a very popular song in France relates with 
humor and tenderness the adventure of a young boy who convinces a young girl to accompany 
him to catch butterflies and in which the role of butterflies is anecdotal. Although this song, entitled 
"La chasse aux papillons" was written and sung by Georges Brassens, a French poet for whom I 
have great admiration, it contributed no little to the difficulties I encountered in getting people to 
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admit that studying butterflies, even African ones, could be a serious matter. Over time, however, 
things got a little better ... but my colleagues still did play this song for my retirement party. 
 
Professor Amiet, who over the years had become Uncle Jean-Louis, remained in Cameroon for 
several years but, after 29 years in Cameroon, he too ended up returning to France. From his den 
in the south, he continues to encourage and help me during our long Sunday evening telephone 
calls. Among other things, I owe him the title of my very first publication, "Continental insularity, the 
case of Rhopalocera of the Cameroonian Highlands". He was also heavily involved in the Revision 
of the Euptera and Pseudathyma genera (published 2002), of which he assumed the part devoted 
to the early stages (a taste of his recent work on the Cameroonian Limenitidines). 
 
The fourth musketeer of this Revision was Gérard Chovet, another genuine naturalist, specialized 
in the reproduction of Lepidoptera. I learned from him most of what I know about the genitalia of 
Rhopalocera, male and female, and which I later used extensively in my work on Lycaenids. The 
Revision was several years in the writing (Gérard has a very personal relationship to time), and we 
had time to become friends. 
 
Quite naturally, I also established a relationship with Jacques Pierre, then in charge of 
Rhopalocera at the Museum of Natural History in Paris, and his wife Claude. Conversations with 
Jacques also contributed to my entomological training. 
 
Just as naturally, it is with Gérard and Jacques that I returned three times to Cameroon, for short 
trips the objective of which was to explore summits of the Cameroonian Highlands, the Mandara 
mountains in the north, where we re-discovered Papilio rex schultzei, Mount Kupe to the south and 
Tchabal Mbabo, totally unexplored, but the summit of which we couldn't reach. But the 
Cameroonian Highlands alone could not fuel a research activity and, apart from the Euptera and 
the Pseudathyma, the Nymphalides were already the subject of many works: Condamin had 
settled the fate of the Bicyclus in 1973, Hecq reigned over the Euphaedra and allied genera, and 
there didn't seem to be much left to say about the Charaxinae after the sum Henning had devoted 
to them. 
 
On the other hand, the arrangement of the Lycaenids in the Paris museum, that is to say the 
addition of the accessions to the Stempffer collection, had allowed me to perceive that, despite the 
remarkable work of Stempffer, the systematics of the Lycaenids still posed many problems. So it 
was to this family that I turned and, quite unconsciously, I started with a revision of the genus 
Lachnocnema! As a result, the vast majority of the trips made after my return to France were 
devoted to museums, starting with those which have collections of Cameroonian specimens, then 
others, until the smallest (the most unusual were that of Zaria, in Northern Nigeria and Greifswald, 
on the Baltic Sea). Often my partner would accompany me and go sightseeing while I worked at 
the museum; she knows London and Berlin quite well, she really liked Stockholm and Pittsburgh… 
and Greifswald, for its cemetery. I took thousands of photographs during these trips, with special 
attention to the typical material; these photos are still very useful to me today. Numerous privately 
owned collections were also visited and, whether in institutional or private collections, the welcome 
was always warm. I am thinking in particular of Robert Ducarme and his wife Ginette, with whom a 
friendly relationship developed over the countless visits I paid them. 
 
Among all these collections, ABRI (African Butterfly Research Institute) occupies a very special 
place. Institutional or private? The debate is open on the status of the ABRI collection, but it is 
certainly the one where I spent the most time, much more than in the Nairobi museum, whose 
collection is however far from being devoid of interest. Between 1994 and 2018, I stayed 22 times 
in Nairobi, for a total of over 380 days, of which hardly a dozen were spent sightseeing (about 50 
weeks in ABRI, plus 3 in the Nairobi museum). 
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Already important on my first visit, in 1994, the collection never stopped growing. Thanks to 
Steve's dynamism, butterflies arrived from many African countries, allowing an overview of a 
genus that rivals, or even surpasses, the collections of the largest museums, such as those in 
London or Paris. Steve would also orient the specimens pinning work so that as many specimens 
as possible were made available to study the groups I was working on, in agreement with him. The 
effectiveness of this association is obvious from the works published during this time.  
 
I first published in entomology in 1991, and the number of my publications now exceeds 70, with 
several hundred species described. And although I still do not have the feeling that I have become 
a naturalist, I certainly contributed to advancing the systematics of African Rhopalocera. Be certain 
that I am fully aware that nothing those I mentioned and the others.would have been possible 
without the assistance of all the people who helped me, those I mentioned and the others. 
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Please forward any photographs that you would like to display in this Newsletter, with your 

identification and the month that the photograph was taken, to jchdobson@gmail.com. 

There will be a Photograph of the Month (two in each episode); the season runs from August to 

July and the annual winner is announced in September’s edition. The decision, by the editor, is 

final and will be based on photographic merit, but may be swayed by donations to the Society. 

Entries for January 

 

  

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE MONTH

JANUARY 
 
Steve Collins forwarded the accompanying photo, 
which was taken by Tim Nicklin at Tsavo, Kenya 
(this is the Tsavo of “man-eating lions” fame). 
 
Taking pictures of butterfly assemblages is tricky, 
as some of them are usually taking off or landing. 
Tim solved this problem by shooting this image at 
1:3000 of a second; he also managed to capture 
ten different species in this shot! 

Lycaena clarki 
Vereeniging, Gauteng  

Wilna Steenkamp 
 

 
 

Belenois gidica abyssinica 
Port Alfred, E Cape 

Rosie Greeff 
 
 

Acraea insignis insignis 
Kilimanjaro, Tanzania 

Alberto Marcone 
 

Heteropsis narcissus narcissus  
Mauritius  

Sudheer Kommana 
 
 

Colotis annae annae 
Umfolozi, KZN 

Wayne Johnston  

 
 

Precis archesia archesia 
Linden, Gauteng 

Jan Praet 
 

 
 

file:///C:/Users/jchdo/AppData/Roaming/Microsoft/Word/jchdobson@gmail.com
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Entries for February 

 
 

  

Iolaus lulua   
Mozambique 
Alan Gardiner 

Precis ceryne  
Headlands, Zimbabwe 

Dan Lee 
 
 
 

Hypolimnas salmacis 
Semuliki, Uganda 

Brian Ashby 
 

Charaxes brutus natalensis 
Pretoria, Gauteng 

Stephen Ball 
 
 
 
 
 FEBRUARY 

 
Okay, the usual “butterfly photo” conventions have 
taken a beating in this edition of ABN; February’s 
winner is Steve Woodhall, with this image of a Pirate 
(Catacroptera cloanthe cloanthe) egg. 
 
Steve used a Canon MP 65 lens (a macro lens 
offering magnification of up to 5 times) and focus-
stacking to produce this hauntingly beautiful picture. 

Afriodinia neavei  
Mpanga, Uganda 
Rogers Muhwezi 

 
 
 
 
 

Precis archesia archesia  
WSBG, Gauteng 

Lourens Erasmus 
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EASTER IN THE VUMBA  
 
By Simon Joubert and Martin Lunderstedt  

 

Recently, Johan Greyling and his partner in crime, Andy Mayer, have returned with stories from 

the Vumba. Like most people, we ‘Natalers’ had dreamed of the places we had read about for 

such a long time. Johan Greyling, Wolter Kaspers and I planned a trip that coincided with Martin 

Lunderstedt's Easter trip. Johan was fairly familiar with the area, and Martin had the benefit of 

growing up in the area and new it well. Wolter and I were complete greenhorns. Up til now every 

potential Easter trip was delayed due to one or other problem. This year was to be different. After 

months of talk and dreaming, Wolter met me at the bridge construction site in site in Weenen. We 

filled his bakkie to bursting, and left to meet up with Johan in Pietersburg, from where we were to 

go on to the Vumba.  

 

Martin had left the Free State a few days before and had set off to ‘Zim’ via Johannesburg and 

Pietersburg. His faithful 1400 Nissan protested from the word go making some rather alarming 

mechanical noises on the trip to Jhb, and indeed for the first three weeks of his tour. His first stop 

was at the residence 'Chef' Woodhall and his wife Jayne. Andy Mayer was to join them for supper, 

and after some waiting and a lot of the amber fluid, he arrived, only to add to his reputation of 

being the 'Master of Latecomers'. The evening was memorable with Martin almost ruining Steve’s 

reputation by pouring beer onto the "Steaks a la Garlic".  

 

Early the following morning he set sail to Pietersburg and the home of the Greyling Clan. Like 

everyone who goes to Amadal, Martin overshot the turn-off, and had to back track to the famous 

"Pietersburg 10 km" sign post, which all weary travellers know is the turn of to the Greyling pad. 

After finding the place, Martin had one more obstacle to cross, the famous Greyling pack of 

hounds, ranging from a docile Great Dane to the not so docile smaller breeds such as dachshunds 

and spaniels. Thinking he had arrived at the SPCA, he was about to leave, when Johan’s father 

appeared to save him from his fate, and took him in and sat him down for lunch.  

 

The next few days saw Martin do some successful collecting in the area. Unfortunately the 

Makapansgat locality is out of bounds to all but the paleoanthropologists from Wits, but places 

such as Tubex and Donkerkloof were visited. He was a little late for Dira jansei and Coenyra 

rufiplaga, but was able to net male Colotis celemine amina ( a first ), Charaxes jahlusa rex and 

female Iolaus silarus.  

 

The trip to the Eastern Highlands takes one past places such as Waterpoort and Bubye river, 

where Swanepoel and Pennington had netted so many sought after specimens. It was either the 

bad Gauteng drivers on the narrow Waterpoort roads, or the fact that the rare beasts at Bubye had 

decided to stay rare, that lead to very little being netted on the way up.  

 

One thing that Martin did find particularly heart-warming was the extreme friendliness of the 

Zimbabwean drivers (him driving a Free State car nogal!). Just as he was basking in the hospitality 

of all the waving and light flashing he encountered the wonder of the 'New Zimbabwean' speed 

trap. A Mercedes, armed to the teeth with all the modern trapping paraphernalia, was waiting for 

TRAWLING THE ARCHIVES… 
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him. Luckily his Nissan must be a close relative of my Golf, because there is not much, barring 

gravity of course, which can coax more than 120 km/h out of either of them.  

 

A while later, near Birchenough bridge and miles from help the car let out a metallic clunk of 

protest. It had decided that enough was enough and that it needed a rest. After some peering into 

the darkness of the engine the problem was found. The alternator had come adrift and had nearly 

fallen out of the car. 'Heath Robinson' helped, and before long he was back on the road, albeit 

somewhat cautiously, and arrived at his mother’s in Mutare a few hours later.  

 

Wolter and I travelled up in his bakkie and had a far less eventful trip than Martin. We arrived in 

Pietersburg fairly early and were able to have a bite, a good chat and a few winks, before leaving 

on the second stage of our journey.  

 

After packing Johan's Jetta, we left for the border. The trip up to the Bubye River was uneventful, 

the new Duty Free at the border being the only source of entertainment, with Johan teasing us 

about his buying all the luxuries we had brought all the way from Durban for a fraction of the price.  

 

Bubye river was our first stop and, like Martin, we found that the area was very dry and, barring 

the odd Belenois aurota, was devoid of life. Runde river was our second stop. Sitting in the hollow 

of the huge granite mountains, this area gave us a taste of what was to come, whetting our 

appetites with species such as Teniorhinus harona, Eretis melania, Coeliades pisistratus and 

Iolaus nasisii and Hypolycaena caeculus caeculus, both of which set Wolter's heart aflutter.  

 

Unfortunately, Runde is a long way from Lawrenceville, so very little time could be spent there. At 

nine that night we found ourselves winding along the dusty Lawrenceville roads, with Johan telling 

us of all his and Andy's collecting spots, hidden in the darkness. On a bend, we met Martin. He 

joined us at Trinafor Cottage to give us some 'gen' on the area and have a cold beer. Apparently 

Murakwa’s hill was very badly burned and Cross Kopje was very dry. Within minutes Johan's 

friend, Bruce Mattson, arrived bearing gifts of a particularly noxious brew from Mozambique. 

Known as 'Lion Tears', hidden in a dumpy bottle with a very nondescript yellow and red label, the 

brew is added to beer and certainly super-charges it. It is distilled from the fermented sap of one of 

the indigenous palms, and without restraint, I am sure that a few mixtures would cause temporary 

paralysis.  

 

Day one was to visit the famous Pungwe River bridge at the bottom of the Honde valley. A lot of 

the vegetation in the valley has been chopped down, but the small section of forest on the river, 

near the bridge, is still intact. What a place! No sooner had we got out of the car than 

Ornipholidotos peucetia peucetia, Baliochila lipara, Baliochila barnesi and Pentila tropicalis 

fuscipunctata were packeted. Up went the traps, and we dashed into the bush, thrilled at what we 

might find. Yet another liptenid, this time Teriomima puellaris, was caught, followed by some lovely 

male Deudorix lorisona coffea. It is not every day that the vast majority of the captures are new to 

you. I literally did not know what to catch first. The day was memorable with numerous amusing 

incidents of, the type which can only happen chasing butterflies in bush or swampy areas.  

 

One particularly amusing incident must have been Martin balanced on my shoulders wielding in 

excess of six metres of extension to try to catch a male Euxanthe wakefieldi. He netted it, only to 

have it fly out on the very long trip to the ground. A little while later, Wolter proved that one need 

not use extensions when as tall as he, and presented the insect to Martin. The day ended with a 

number of wonderful catches, some of the prime ones being Acraea johnstoni johnstoni, Acraea 

egina acera, Euxanthe wakefieldi, Charaxes pollux gazanus, Ch. protoclea azota, Ch. violetta 
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melloni, Ch. macclouni, Neptis carcassoni, Andronimus caesar philander, Gorgyra johnstoni and 

Euriphene achlys, not to mention all the other Lycaenids already listed. On the way back we took a 

turning toward the river. At the river Martin surprised us all by catching Thestor basutus capeneri. 

Also of note were the huge numbers of O. peucetia peucetia, P. tropicalis fuscipunctata and T. 

paellaris in one little spot near the river.  

 

Looking at the little piece of forest, one can only wonder how long it will be until it, too, is turned 

into farmland and curios. I have painful memories of the sound of axes, no doubt supplying the 

local carvers with lumber, that will eventually end up as a carved hippo, or bowl on the Harare-Beit 

Bridge road, only to be snatched up by some unsuspecting tourist.  

 

The four of us returned to the area toward the end of our trip, with Bruce in tow, and found that 

things had calmed down a little. The late Rob Paré told Martin of the swampy area behind the 

forest to try for Neptis jordani, and after a little searching we found them. Johan also found Acraea 

acerata and Borbo micans.  

 

Day two dawned with us trekking off into the Burma valley, where we were eventually to spend 

another four days. The area produced a number of first timers, but the big plus for the area must 

have been Johan's capture of two specimens of Abantis bamptoni. The top of his head nearly fell 

off, so big was his smile. Other noteworthy catches in the valley were Abantis zambeziaca, 

Andronymus neander neander, Borbo fanta barnesi, Borbo borbonica, Borbo holtzi, Platylesches 

picanini, Platylesches affanisima, Fresna nyassae, Sarangesa lucidella lucidella, Acada biceratus, 

Metisella willemi, Alaena nyassa nyassa, Deudorix caerula obscurata, Gnophodes betsimena 

diversa, Melanitis libya, Precis artaxia, Eurema regalis and of course, Wolter's Lipaphnaeus 

aderna spindasoides and Coeliades libeon. It was in the Burma, late one afternoon, that we came 

upon dozens of O. peucetia peucetia and P. tropicalis fuscipunctata sitting on a creeper. The site 

of a row of dainty butterflies on each bit of creeper was something that one does not see every 

day in Natal, and will be remembered for a long time. Martin found us Natalians rather amusing, as 

we appreciated the new experiences. He later wrote "watching Wolter and Simon throw their usual 

calm names away was always a source of entertainment." The drive from the end of the Burma to 

Mutare is through rural settlement which, as with all such areas, has a café/bottle store every two 

hundred metres. Many a day's collecting came to a close with us relaxing in the evening sun 

outside one of these buildings, sipping on a Coke or beer, and watching the sun slowly slip lower, 

before the final drive back to the cottage.  

 

Trapping in the area was successful with all but one (Charaxes penricei penricei Rothschild) of the 

local Bomponi/Burma Charaxes coming to the traps. Of interest was the capture of a single male 

Charaxes jahlusa argynnides Westwood, an insect none of us expected to see there. I must say 

that for Wolter and myself, who have had traps hanging in Northern Zululand for many a month, it 

was particularly good to find Ch. protoclea azota and Ch. etesipe tavetensis Rothschild. These 

butterflies are scarce in Natal, and it will be sweet when we eventually do catch them on home 

turf. It reminds me of one of Clive Quickelberge's stories of how he spent years trying for 'the 

flame-bordered Charaxes', hanging traps at Kosi Bay and Manguzi, with no success. After all his 

trying, one day an assistant of his walked into his office and produced a male specimen. He had 

been up to Kosi for the weekend, and apparently caught it on an old banana peel in his camp site. 

Life can be cruel!  

 

The only problems experienced when trapping were, firstly, the theft of traps (higher up the valley), 

and secondly, on a less serious note, the large mantids that took great delight in devouring those 

sought-after M. libya or Ch. protoclea azota that sat in the traps.  
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The Banti Forest is one of those places you hear of, high up in the mountains. Inaccessible, with 

very temperamental weather, and lovely butterflies. We were in the area, so why not shoot up, we 

thought. The trip began on bad roads, up through the Chitora hills ( where we hung traps in the 

hope of catching Ch gallegueri). The further we went the more dilapidated the roads became. 

Streams were inspected, and then cautiously crossed, and finally, after an hour-and-a-half of axle-

crunching stuff, we could finally go no further as the father of all pot holes lay in wait for us. Four 

feet deep, two wide, and the full width of the road. It made us decide that it was time to do a little 

walking. We left our two bakkies a kilometre from the forest. The road goes on, but I doubt if 

legendary vehicles such as Herman Staude's SANI, or the Jetta that Johan had somehow 

convinced was a 4x4, would have made it. The last few rainy seasons have destroyed the road. 

We had met the father of the pot holes, but soon learned that he had friends, and lots of them at 

that.  

 

There were trenches up to a metre deep running all the way to the top of the road, almost a 

kilometre away. Well, we had got there, but unfortunately, the clouds had got there too. The place 

was living up to its reputation of inaccessibility and temperamental weather. We grabbed the nets 

and were off to the forest. On the way down through the grass, there were a few skippers flying, 

and I was able to net a B. fanta barnesi. In the forest we were to seek Mylothris carcassoni, that 

has only been found in the Banti and nearby forests. Johan and Andy Mayer had been up before, 

but had never been able to catch any. As the sun poked its head through the clouds, 'whites' 

would come down from the forest canopy, either to feed or tumble after each other. Most of these 

were Mylothris sagala umtaliana, but in amongst them were the odd M. carcassoni. The sun 

played with us, poking its head out just long enough for us to see what was flying, and then 

retreating back behind the clouds.  

 

After an entertaining afternoon we left, Martin sporting a fine series, and the rest of us with a pair 

each. Martin noted that it seemed that the M carcassoni patrolled along the water course at 

canopy level. It was on the way down that Martin decided that he was in a Pajero and taking part 

in the Paris Le Cap rally, off he tore with us in hot pursuit. After ten kilos of hell raising we noticed 

something had gone wrong with Martins bakkie, all we could see was dust and one lone wheel. 

We stopped, anticipating the worst, only to find that the chain holding the spare wheel in place had 

broken, and the wheel had fallen off. After that we decided to take things at a more sedate pace, 

and travelled through to the Burma via the more user friendly Zimunge Road.  

 

Traps were inspected and we found a number of M. libya and Martin found some female Ch. 

etesipe tavetensis and a perfect female Ch. chittyi. That night we decided to return to the Banti as 

soon as the weather allowed us. Unfortunately, this was when Martin was away in Bulawayo 

playing hockey, (or socialising, by the look of his eyes when he returned), so Johan, Wolter and I 

piled into the bakkie and went up. The weather was perfect, not a cloud in the sky. We went to our 

spots, and before long M. carcassoni turned up. Pennington (1978) stated that he found them to 

sit and play high. Although true for the hotter and later hours of the day, this was not true for the 

morning hours. When sitting in one spot, I was able to observe them flying and feeding. They 

would fly along the edge of the forest, about two metres above the ground. Every 10 minutes or so 

one would come along, feed on a particular bunch of flowers, and then leave to continue its trip 

along the forest edge. As it warmed up they rose and began playing high on top of the canopy, just 

allowing one to watch. Although females were followed, we saw no sign of egg laying. Besides the 

capture of M. sagala umtaliana and M. carcassoni, a number of Neptis swynnertoni, Zezonia zeno 

and Aphysoneura pigmentaria vumba, were caught. Two trips to Banti are enough for a small 

bakkie, so we decided to return on a later trip, when one of us has a more robust vehicle.  
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The Banti is fairly inaccessible and the rural population is low, so the forest is still in very good 

condition. Apparently Dr Kroon caught M. carcasoni in other forests in the Butler North area. It 

would be fun to pop into the nearby forests of Mozambique to see if the insect also flies there.  

 

After a week of driving long distances, we decided to stay close to home and visit Cloudlands. It 

was up in this patch of forest that Martin had caught Hyalites pentapolis apidica and Charaxes 

acuminatus vumba along with so many other interesting insects, so we went off with high hopes. 

The weather smiled on us and a wonderful day was had. We did not catch anything like the rarities 

that Marten had before, but we came away with Hyalites vumbui, Metisella orientalis orientalis, 

Calaenorhinus galenus, Abantis venosa, Precis tugela tugela, Cymothoe vumbui, M. sagala 

umtaliana and, surprisingly enough, a male Colotis eris eris. We Natalians associate this ‘tip’ with 

the thornveld areas of Zululand and Muden, and were rather stunned to find it in the high, moist 

forest of Cloudlands.  

 

After a day in the bush, the evening was usually spent setting. However, we were able to sample 

one of the local grub spots after some of the less hectic days. The White Horse Inn (a spot that I 

am sure all butterfly people, who have collected in the area, know well, but for the benefit of those 

who have not been there I shall go on), is a great place to moisten the mouth after a day in the 

bush. Should you feel flush and eat there, the black mushrooms wrapped in bacon are every 

health fundi's nightmare, but a great way to keep the Zambezi Lagers company before the main 

course. An evening was spent at Bruce's, where we were able to sample the African cuisine 

thanks to Clever, his chef-in-training. Also available were large volumes of 'Lion Tears', that Bruce 

had got his house guests to drink by preying on sensitive male egos, with fairly catastrophic 

results. The rest of the time the catering was make-shift with Johan, Wolter and I attempting to re-

enact the miracles the lasses at home so effortlessly perform. Thank heavens everyone went to 

bed late and got up very early and did not have the energy to complain about the poached eggs 

that I fed them in the mornings. My reputation for destroying a perfectly good egg goes back to a 

collecting trip to the Manguzi forest in Zululand with Harold Selb and Johan, and has haunted me 

ever since.  

 

Johan had to leave on Easter Monday, and after goodbyes had been said, Wolter and I went to 

Cross Kopje to attempt to catch Deloneura sheppardi, on the flamboyant trees. Alas, even our 

tapping branches with Wolters two metre frame and my six-metre extension combined, could not 

entice anything (if there were indeed butterflies there,) to fly, so it was back to Burma to meet with 

Martin who had just returned from his 'hockey tournament'. He had spent the day in the valley and 

netted Neptidopsis ophione velleda near the Bomponi. The three of us spent the last few days 

waving our nets in the Burma area, with the usual interesting results.  

 

We left, as planned, with two days to spare, hoping to spend some time in the Soutpan, 

Waterpoort and Tshipise area. I had spent most of the weekends, in the last six months of my 

army career, collecting with Johan and Harold Selb in the area, and was very keen to see it again. 

Unfortunately, we were a little late for the Soutpan, but we were able to collect Spialia delagoae, 

S. colotes transvaaliae, and Coenyropsis natalii natalii, in the Waterpoort area. The rest of the 

weekend was spent relaxing at the Greylings in Pietersburg.  

 

After two weeks it was a pity to leave and trek home, but as the cliché goes "all good things.....". 

The last evening was spent in Pietersburg, sitting at the Villa Italia, dreaming up new trips and 

enviously thinking of Martin collecting somewhere in Mozambique.  
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At the AGM last year it was noted that a number of the locals were becoming a little irate with the 

sudden influx of butterfly collectors. We were able to chat to a few people and it became very 

obvious that it was the old problems, not asking permission to collect on other's land, and general 

bad manners that was the cause of the consternation.  

 

One local farmer was particularly irate because a bush fire was started on his property while 

someone was collecting there. Unfortunately John Daffue, a local collector, was falsely accused 

and had the police visit him. Thankfully things calmed down but it illustrates a very important point 

in respecting other people’s property, after all we are tourists on their turf. We found everyone to 

be particularly helpful.  

 

It was a long trip home, with not much chance for collecting, travelling through the flat Transvaal 

landscape, littered with smokestacks and cooling towers, through the Newcastle coal mining area 

to good old Durban. I feel the urge to return. Maybe, if the gods are willing, next year will see me 

treading paths in another area of Zimbabwe or Malawi or....... The dreaming and planning of trips 

to exotic spots starts again.  

 

Special thanks go to Al Sutcliffe, for granting us permission to collect on his farm, and to his 

induna for catching the thieves stealing my traps, and then making them replace them. To Rob 

and Thea Hayden-Tebb, for making us welcome in their home, to Bruce Mattson for his hospitality, 

to the Greyling family for letting us stay on the trip up and back, and finally to Johan Greyling, 

Martin Lunderstedt and Wolter Kaspers for making the trip so memorable.  

 

This account of our trip is compiled from two stories written for Metamorphosis by Martin and 

myself. I have combined them as best I can, and hope that I have done justice to Martin’s.  

 

Finally, this is a fitting place for we Natalians to bid au revoir to old friends and long-time members 

of the Natal butterfly fraternity. Wolter and Janet Kaspers have decided to go on an extended 

world tour, and are due to leave Natal in March. They have no fixed plans but expect to be away 

for a year or two. Clive Quickelberge, resident entomologist at the Durban Museum, has retired, 

and is to move back to the Cape with his wife Natalie in the not too distant future. I would like to 

take this opportunity to wish them all the best in their travels and retirement respectively. We will 

miss them in Natal, but I know that there is very little that can keep either Wolt or Clive away from 

Zululand, and I expect to see a familiar net waving around the flowers at the top of a Deinbolia 

soon.  

 

METAMORPHOSIS, VOL. 7, No. 2 June 1996  
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This newsletter is compiled by Jeremy Dobson and is edited by Mark Williams, who endeavours to 
correct grammatical or taxonomic errors, while retaining the style and tone of the original article as 
submitted by the author. 
 
This magazine relies on material from you, the members of LepSoc Africa. Please forward any 
news or photographs that might be of interest to jchdobson@gmail.com. 
 
If anyone has any ideas regarding future format or content, please feel free to make suggestions. 
 
PDF’s of previous editions of African Butterfly News can be downloaded here: 
 
 

EDITION DATE LINK  EDITION DATE LINK 

2016-5 Sep 2016 ABN 2016-5  2020-1 Jan 2020 ABN 2020-1 

2016-6 Nov 2016 ABN 2016-6  2020-2 Mar 2020 ABN 2020-2 

2017-1 Jan 2017 ABN 2017-1  2020-3 May 2020 ABN 2020-3 

2017-2 Mar 2017 ABN 2017-2  2020-4 Jul 2020 ABN 2020-4 

2017-3 May 2017 ABN 2017-3  2020-5 Sep 2020 ABN 2020-5 

2017-4 Jul 2017 ABN 2017-4  2020-6 Nov 2020 ABN 2020-6 

2017-5 Sep 2017 ABN 2017-5  2021-1 Jan 2021 ABN 2021-1 

2017-6 Nov 2017 ABN 2017-6     

2018-1 Jan 2018 ABN 2018-1     

2018-2 Mar 2018 ABN 2018-2     
2018-3 May 2018 ABN 2018-3     
2018-4 Jul 2018 ABN 2018-4     
2018-5 Sep 2018 ABN 2018-5     
2018-6 Nov 2018 ABN 2018-6     
2019-1 Jan 2019 ABN 2019-1     

2019-2 Mar 2019 ABN 2019-2     
2019-3 May 2019 ABN 2019-3     
2019-4 July 2019 ABN 2019-4     
2019-5 Sep 2019 ABN 2019-5     
2019-6 Nov 2019 ABN 2019-6     
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http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1414/African%20Butterfly%20News%202016-5.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/genwci398mqn1ux/ABN%202020-1.pdf?dl=0
http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1415/African%20Butterfly%20News%202016-6.pdf
https://www.dropbox.com/s/ay67evoiuh360lf/ABN%202020-2.pdf?dl=0
http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1416/African%20Butterfly%20News%202017-1.pdf
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http://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1458/African%20Butterfly%20News%202018-3.pdf
http://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1460/ABN%202018-4.pdf
http://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1470/African%20Butterfly%20News%202018-5.pdf
http://www.metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1477/African%20Butterfly%20News%202018-6.pdf
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http://metamorphosis.org.za/articlesPDF/1488/African%20Butterfly%20News%202019-2%20.pdf
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